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In program planning, in daily operation and in 

creative public service, the high standards of 

Transcontinent Stations are earning an ever 

increasing loyalty and acceptance from their 

audiences. This service, integrity and coop- 

eration makes a lasting contribution to the 

constantly growing number of Transcontinent 

Stations' advertisers and their products. 

T T 
C 

WROC -TV, WROC -FM, Rochester, N. Y. KERO -TV, Bakersfield, Calif. 

WGR-TV, WGR-AM, WGR-FM, Buffalo, N. Y. KFMB-TV, KFMB-AM, 

KFMB- FM,San Diego, Calif. WNEP -TV, Scranton -Wilkes- Barre, Penn. 

WDAF -TV, WDAF -AM, Kansas City, Mo. 

® ®® 
,..,....ti 

.,.,,. .4 
TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION CORP. 380 MADISON AVE., N.Y. 17 
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Award- winning TV series now available! 
26 hour -long programs 

"Great Music from Chicago 
The television series that won the Peabody Award for musical entertainment in 1959. 

99 

"Great Music! Local TV's finest hour." 
Paul Molloy, Chicago Sun -Times 

"It is a magnificent program ... we are 
proud to have it on KTTV." 

Richard A. Moore, President 

Great Music from Chicago brings 
your market a great variety of 
music. Symphonies, Pop Con- 
certs, Broadway Show Tunes, 
Opera and Jazz. Week after week 
Great Music presents the finest 
names in music ... Fritz Reiner, 
Andre Kostelanetz, Sir Thomas 
Beecham, Howard Barlow, 
Arthur Fiedler; the renowned 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra; 
guest soloists: Dorothy Kirsten, 
Byron Janis, Sarah Vaughan and 

many others. Critics and Audi- 
ences agree GREAT MUSIC FROM 

CHICAGO is "Television's Finest 
Hour ". 

Sold exclusively by 

SYNDICATION SALES 
435 N. Michigan Avenue 

Chicago 11, Illinois 

This prestige series is featured on 
fifteen of America's most dis- 
tinguished stations: 
KPRC -TV .. Houston 
WFAA -TV Dallas 
KING -TV Seattle 
WSM -TV Nashville 
KGW -TV .. Portland 
WISH -TV Indianapolis 
KTTV Los Angeles 
WNTA -TV Neu' York 
KTVU San Francisco 
KTVK Phoenix 
WAVY -TV Norfolk 
KPLR -TV St. Louis 
WFMY Greensboro 
WHCT -TV Hartford 
WBRZ Baton Bouge 

This QUALITY programming is available to you now: please call Brad Eidmann, Michigan 2-7600, ('hi 
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A matter of principle 

In 1960 the five CBS Owned 
television stations devoted 
nearly 14 million dollars worth 
of station time and facilities 
to non -network public affairs 
programs and announcements. 
The amount in itself is not 
of primary importance. But 
the principle behind it is. For 

the sum (an all -time high!) is 
a measure of the emphasis 
the five CBS Owned stations 
place on community service 
programming patterned to the 
highest production standards. 
The result is a wide variety 
of exceptional programs which 
won better than 40 awards 
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and citations during the year. 
Information programs ranging 
from hour -long documentary 
"specials" broadcast during 
prime -time evening hours, to 
station editorials, to on- the -spot 
reports from the Congo and 
from many other top -interest 
locations around the world. 

72crl 

In a real sense, the stations' 
commercial success makes 
possible this wealth of public 
affairs programming. And 
thus guarantees the program 
balance which has always 
been a guiding principle of.. . 

CBS TELEVISION STATIONS 

A Division of Columbia Broad. 
Operating WCBS -TV New York, KNXT Los A r ì , 

WCAU -TV Philadelphia and K! , 
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STÖRER BROADCASTID 
33 years of community service 
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COMPANY 
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES: 

625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 PLaza 1.3940 

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 FRanklin 2-6498 

PIONEER? 

A pioneer pioneers to get out of a 

rut. To explore. To open frontiers. 
To bring about new concepts. Its 
not the easiest calling. Everything 

must be learned the hard way. The 

risks are large and incessant. 

There were few broadcasting guide- 

posts when Storer started out 33 

years ago. What have we learned 

from it all? THIS: 

You first must make yourself a re- 

sponsible citizen and a good neigh- 

bor to the community as a whole. 

Only in this way can you build 

large, loyal audiences who will 

respond to your sales messages. 

In short, operating in the public 

interest is good for our business 

and for yours. 

Radio 
PHILADELPHIA -WIBG 
LOS ANGELES -KGBS 

DETROIT -WJBK 
TOLEDO -WSPD 
CLEVELAND -WJW 
MIAMI -WGBS 
WHEELING -WWVA 

Television 
DETROIT -WJBK TV 

CLEVELAND- WJWTV 
MILWAUKEE -WITI TV 

ATLANTA -WAGA TV 

TOLEDO -W' TD.TV 
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KPRC -TV SELLS SO MANY HOUSTONIANS, A 

BLOODHOUND COULDN'T FIND THE ONES IT DOESN'T! 

No "ifs" about KPRC -TV. KPRC -TV keeps Houstonians tuned to 

Channel 2 up to 27 hours a day! And not just by tricking them 
with hoopla and gimmicks. KPRC -TV helps persuade all Houston 

-all day and night. That's selling power! KPRC -TV is the neatest, 
fastest, easiest -to -use salesman you ever laid hands on. Try great 
new KPRC -TV selling! 

Represented nationally by EDWARD PETRY and COMPANY 
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CAN ADVERTISING HELP 

AVERT A BUSINESS SLUMP? 

Marketing faces a real challenge in the 
months ahead. While other economic in- 
dicators show at least a slight decline, 
personal income has continued to rise 
and purchasing power is still fairly 
strong. Dr. Raymond J. Saulnier, Presi- 
dent Eisenhower's chief economic ad- 
viser, has been quoted as saying that the 
decline in business is not great enough 
to be called a recession, but that the 
nation might be talked into one. To the 
extent that he is right, it will be up to 
aggressive marketing men to help en- 
courage the nation to exercise its pur- 
chasing power in order to avoid such a 
recession. 

Many economists, however, fear that 
the present downward trend in business 
activity will continue well into 1961. 
F. W. Dodge Corporation (publishers of 
business magazines and books) summed 
up a survey of 327 economists as follows: 

. . while the consensus definitely 
points to some degree of recession in the 
year ahead, most of those who feel a 
downturn will occur are just as confi- 
dent that the dip will be relatively mild 
and of fairly brief duration, with re- 
covery setting in during the latter half 
of 1961." 

Despite this year's slump, ad spending 
is still going up. Industry sources esti- 
mate that 1960 will show a seven per 
cent increase over 1959 spending in 
broadcast and print media. And next 
year's billings are expected to equal or 
even exceed this year's, although mane 
companies will probably cut down on 
institutional advertising. 

A sharp drop in TV set sales has pro- 
duced substantial cutbacks in produc- 
tion. Motorola furloughed 500 employ- 
ees and Zenith, RCA and Tray -1er also 
reported production running below last 
year's rate. In this area, TV has felt the 
economic pinch. 
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FOCUS ON BUSINESS 

TV NETWORK COST PER THOUSAND 
1919 1760 

FIB NAO API NAY JUN JUL MAO SEP OCT Nov etc 

AUGUST 1960: $4.36 

This graph traces the trend in c.p -m Per corn 

mercial minute of o representative network 
half -hour. Based on oll sponsored shows tele- 

cast 9:3010 p.m., N.Y.T., during the ARB rat. 

inn week, it provides a continuing yardstick of 

the performance of nighttime TV. This index .r 

obtained by dividing the total costs of the 

programs by the total number of homes 

reached by these shows, then dividing this by 

the numbs of commercial minutes 

Sources ARB. LNA -BAR 
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TV VIEWING WEEKDAY- NIGHTTIME SETS -IN -USE FOR SEPTEMBER 

Hour 

5 PM 

6 PM 

7 PM 

8 PM 

9 PM 

10 PM 

II PM 

FOR SPOT BUYERS. Sets ,nuse by Local Time 

Eastern Time Zone Central Time Zone 

18.4 
24.6 
40.0 

51.4 
56.7 
45.3 
21.5 

MIDNIGHT 11.0 

Local time weighted overage 
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IS 
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10 
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1959 1960 
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46.7 
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47.5 
28.7 
13.8 
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FOR NETWORK BUYERS! 

Pacific Time Zone Lota, U S 

17.3 

33.3 
45.1 

54.1 

52.3 
32.5 
11.1 

4.3 

18 6 

79 Y 

43.0 

52 5 

52.6 
37.5 
v.1 
7.2 

Souse. ARP Septeinbei. ' 

TV NETWORK BILLINGS 

September. 1960 

ABC 

CBS 

NBC 

21,1' 
18,4es . 

Total . - 

cI 
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C. TERENCE CLYNE 

ROY EATON 

PAUL E. J. GERHOLD 

ROGER GREENE 

JOHN ORR YOUNG 

FOCUS ON PEOPLE 

The big, complicated world of television is composed of man 
things. But essentially it is people and their ideas. Represente 
in this issue are some of the people and some of the ideas powe 
ing the medium into an eventful second decade. 

With critics shooting the season's TV shows to pieces, t 
problem of network programming is as troubled as ever. Age 
cies want more of a hand in guiding and protecting their clien 
network investments. Strong in the fight is McCann -Ericksor 
Television at McCann is the specialty of M -E Productions an 
its chairman and general manager, C. Terence Clyne, impr 
sario of $105 million in electronic billings for such blue -chi 
sponsors as Westinghouse and Liggett & Myers. In his seve 
years with McCann, Clyne has been associated with some of TV 
biggest programming successes. He is one of the industry's to 
spokesmen and critics. How he is building his TV programmi 
unit, one of the most complex (and talent -laden) in operatio 
today, is studied in the lead story on page 34. 

One of the things critics are not objecting to is a new surge c 

creativity in TV commercials. During an evening's TV viewin 
the American family may hear music ranging from classical t 
folk, flamenco to calypso, popular to rock and roll. And it's a 
increasingly a part of the commercial minute. Music, in to 
with growing advertiser sophistication, is being used to invol 
an audience emotionally with a sales message. The field of mill 
second melody is taken up on page 40 with a look at what Bet 
ton & Bowles and its music director, Roy Eaton, are composi 
for such top commercial users as Procter & Gamble and Genere 
Foods. Eaton, a new breed of agency man, comes trained for h 
job with a string of music degrees and concert appearanc: 
Before working for B &B, he was commercial copy writer i 

charge of radio -TV music for Young & Rubicam. 
While recognizing audience measurement as an indispensab 

part of media equipment, Paul E. J. Gerhold, vice preside 
and national director of media and research for Foote, Cone 
Belding, has no illusions on the subject, calls for recognition 
audience measurements as "yardsticks in a business that desp 
ately needs scales, micrometers and reaction meters." In t 
sixteenth article of TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S exclusive Med 
Strategy Series on page 48, Gerhold, with FC&B since 1952, ti 
into seven "assumptions" in audience measurement. 

If much of audience measurement is a smoke screen, a m 
who deals in the real thing -from cigarettes -is Roger Green 
vice president of advertising for Philip Morris. Green, w 
started with PM as an office boy in 1936, and has moved 
through the tobacco company's advertising department to t 
top job, holds the reins on better than $20 million in med 
spending, roughly half of it in network TV. How Philip Mo 
spends its TV money in a spread of shows from Dobie Gillis i 

CBS Reports is examined on page 47. 
Talent and money are the ingredients dealt with at the E 

ecutive Selection Division of John Orr Young Associates (pa 
-12), a thriving "search" organization in the fields of marketir 
and advertising, evolved out of managements' difficulty in fin, 

ing top- quality executive manpower. Founder (in self -defens 
and chairman of the division is 75- year -old John Orr Youn 
co- founder of Young & Rubicam and for the past several yea 
an advertising consultant. 
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1,403,873 
people visited 
the National 

Automobile 

Show... 
.® 

and 

WWJ 
was there, 
too 

Staged in Detroit's mammoth new Cobo Hall, the 43rd National 
Automobile Show shattered every attendance record in the book. 

Naturally, WWJ was there from start to finish with an impressive 
broadcast center in the heart of one of the heaviest traffic areas. 
WWJ entertainment personalities and newsmen were high points of 
interest for literally countless visitors. WWJ microphones 
made the Show come alive for legions of listeners throughout 
Detroit and southeastern Michigan. 

Another timely example of Total 
Radio -of service in the people's 
interest -at WWJ in Detroit. 

W WJ AM and FM 
RADIO 

Detroit's Basic Radio Station 
NBC Affiliate 

NATIONAL REPESENTATIVES. PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC. 

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS 
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A Monthly Review 

of the Radio Industry 

FROM early indications, radio will come 
rout of 1960 with advertising income 
up considerably from 1959. 

A brightened revenue picture is seen 
in the billings of the nation's 50 leading 
broadcast agencies. As a group, their 
total radio investment is up $11,000,000 
over 1959, from $211,000,000 to $222,- 
000,000. 

The top 50 put roughly S48,000,000 
in network radio this year, 5167,000,000 
in spot, both categories up about $2,000,. 
000 over 1959. 

As reported in Broadcasting's 1960 
survey of leading broadcast agencies, the 
top agency in radio billings this year is 
N. W. Ayer with $17,000,000. Ayer takes 
the lead away from McCann- Erickson, 
who was top agency last year with bill- 
ings of $18,000,000. 

Behind Ayer in 1960 rank BBDO 
($16,500,000). McCann (SI6,000,000), J. 
Walter Thompson (513,000,000) and 
William Esty (SI1,250,000). Their total 
radio investment: $58,750,000. (Last 
year's top five invested $76,500,000, an 
indication of radio spending moving 
down to increases on the part of some 
of the smaller agencies.) 

The top spot radio spender in 1960 is 
BBDO with $15,000,000. (McCann was 
tops in 1959 with $16,000,000.) Behind 
BBDO this year is N. W. Ayer & Son, 
who spent $14,000,000. 

The top network spenders in 1960 are 
McCann, Thompson and Young & Rubi- 
cam in a three -way tic with s1.000,000 
each. (Thompson was tops in I959 with 
$4,500,000.) 

Network accents financial gains 
NBC Radio took the network spot- 

light last month with its annual affili- 
ates' meeting in New York. The accent 
was on a rosy financial picture, new pro- 
gramming ideas and a new look at audi- 
ence. 

In the area of finance, NBC announced 
even before its meeting that the network 
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will be in the black for the first quarter 
of 1961 on the basis of sales made this 
fall. During the meeting, it was stressed 
that almost half of all the commercial 
time booked on network radio and "well 
over half" of its advertising dollars are 
on NBC. 

NBC, which unlike its competitors 
still compensates its affiliated stations for 
carrying network programs, also made 
the point that it has been able to raise 
its rates and "will continue to improve 
its rate structure." 

In programming, NBC Radio revealed 
that it is studying the possible expansion 
of its present I8 -hour broadcast day into 
around -the -clock service. The additional 
programming would probably consist of 
more "Nears on the flour" and "Empha- 
sis" material. 

In explaining this. NB(: board chair- 
man Robert W. Sarnoll made two points: 
one, that night workers and early risers 
constitute one market not now reached 
by network radio: and the other that the 
coast -to- coast time differential "shortens 
the night" so that "a network nears 
broadcast for those who st.t\ up late at 
night in Los Angeles can also ma Ye the 
pre-dawn risers in New \u1 L' 

NB(: has also been taking a c loser 
look at its audience, finds that its pm- 
gramming reaches a heavy con(enu;tion 
of housewives in the "better oll better 
buying" 35 -19 age group. (The ounget 
I6-31 age group i- generally (nsidctcd 
radio's prince .unli m('.1 

1 he network ban -ratted to hammer 
this point home i, auk ut Ike!. wii h pre- 

sentations and I(se.t(h matet1.tl on tic 
"adult" N13(: audience. It will Inobabh' 
be some time, however, before agencies' 
preference for the )ounger- houscwifc 
family is appreciably modified. 

A new study of spot radio penetration 
by Peters, Griffin, \ \'oodtvard, compiled 
from data supplied by A. C. Nielsen, 
points to savings and audience reach in 

weekend radio. 

RADIO WRAPUP 

'Chc new data, classified by daypart, 
makes comparisons of reach and fre- 
quency between weekday "traffic times" 
and weekend radio. Strong demand for 
traffic times has produced premium 
rates, and there may eventually be 
premium rates for Thursday and Friday 
(see Kevin Swecnev's i oluntn. ' 1 -ime for 
a Noy Prime Tints." I.tt evtstox \IAGA- 
tINE, August. 19611). 

In one 1'(.\ \' comp. isott. based on the 
top live \SI markets. the weekend sched- 
ule , ca( bud almost as malt\ listeners as 
the tiektlav ualh( iinu, s(hedulc (while 
producing greaitt hetpccncv. And the 
weekend sncedulu trans substantially 
( heaper. 

Metro area often unrealistic 

\ research project that nta provoke 
heated argument among radio broad- 
casters and media men has been an- 
nounced by . \dant Young. Inc., station 
teprescntati '(s. The growth of suburbs, 
shopping centers and easy ionttuuting, 
oI (nurse, has made the metro area an 
unrealistic marketing measurement for 
nt:nt\ adyct tisct s. But bet ails(' the metro 
area is %Iandaudind and be(une tele- 
phone (alls within it al e thrap. most 
ayailahle radio reseal( It data tcict to the 
metro area. 

To find 
really want 
has polled 
}Alt. to In 

/bubo 

out what ;lean advertisers 
to knote about. Adam Young 
3311) anon(\ ulkt cs and ex- 

tra; out its findings in Spot 
tyhitli (iii in(huit the 100 

top "Advcrtis(t .\teats." \lento aea data 
%rill also be given. to allow (ontp.t iso ois 

with other silt ('\'. S(..6 (Ai . \d\et tistr 
Areas have been ,pc(thud .(head% and 
the present questionnaire asks about 93 

more, htinging the ot.tl up to Ilan \d- 
tett iset .\teas. 

Sin((' the .V.1%eitisti \irai dugs n n 

Ilea am station's .t iu.J toeet. _ 

stations ana\ h.tlk .1 1.niu_ 
ycy (lists twithoui nt 

MOM hontes. 
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At this holiday season, 
Christmas naturally dominates 

TV's spreinl programming. 
The clay itself begins on 

television with 
Alidnighl ,Kass at St. Patrick's 

and includes 
carols from 11'ashiugton 

Cathedral, the opera 
"Amahl and the Night Visitors," 

and a rebroadcast of last year's 
award-winning 

"Christmas Slarlirne." 
A ord. opera, 

"Deseret." offers 
less -familiar serious music. 

In a lighter style, 
George Gershwin's songs 

provide the background for a 
90- minute special 

called "The Gershwin Years." 
One of television's most 

elfective popularizers, 
Leonard Bet ti /ein, conducts the 

New York Philharmonic 
in a "Young People's Concert." 

And in the interest of safely 
On the road, 

'CBS Reports' on another 
long weekend in 

"The Great Holiday Massacre." 

DECEMBER 18 

West Berlin's unique predicament -it is 
surrounded by enemy territory-has pro- 
duced a remarkable example of collec- 
tive courage. Twentieth Century looks 
at "The Berliners: Life in a Gilded 
Cage" (CBS -TV, 6:30 -7 p.m.) 
A musical special, titled "Music for a 
Winter Night: The Sounds of Christ- 
mas," stars Florence Henderson and 
Stephen Douglass, with special guest 
star Mindy Carson. Produced by Fred- 
erick Heider and directed by Jack Sa- 
tneth, this is the first of three ABC 
holiday- season specials (ABC -TV, 10:30- 
11 p.m.) 

DECEMBER 21 

Still pictures in motion will depict "The 
Coming of Christ" on Project 20. The 
program will draw upon some of the 
world's greatest religious art (NBC -TV, 
8:30 -9 p.m.) 

DECEMBER 23 
An hour of music and Glance, titled 
"'Twas the Night Before Christmas." 
Singers Rise Stevens and John Rain and 
the American Ballet Theatre appear 
with hostess Maureen O'Hara on The 
Bell Telephone Horn (NBC -TV, 9 -10 
p.m.) 

DECEMBER 24 

Thousands of New Yorkers look forward 
to Midnight Mass at St. Patrick's Cathe- 
dral, with its annual message from Fran- 
cis Cardinal Spellman. Now this Christ- 
mas Mass appears on network television 
(NBC -TV, beginning at 12 midnight) 

DECEMBER 25 
"A Festival of Seven Lessons and Carols" 
comes from Washington Cathedral, 
Washington, D. C. Featuring a program 
of carols sung by the Cathedral's Men 
and Boys Choir (NBC -TV, 3 -4 p.m.) 
The tenth annual presentation of Gian- 
Carlo Menotti's opera "Amahl and the 
Night Visitors" stars Rosemary Kuhl- 
mann, Andrew McKinley, David Aiken, 
Kirk Jordan, Leon Lischner and Francis 
Monachino (NBC-TV, 4 -5 p.m.) 
"Christmas Startime," with Marian An- 
derson, Leonard Bernstein and the New 
York Philharmonic. Also appearing will 
be the St. Paul's Cathedral Boys' Choir 
of London, and the Schola Cantorum of 
New York, conducted by Hugh Ross. 
The program, which won an Emmy as 
last season's best program devoted to 
serious music, is being rebroadcast by 
popular demand (CBS -TV, 5 -6 p.m.) 
Second of three musical specials for the 
holidays, "Music for a Christmas Night: 
The Gift of Song" stars Bill Hayes, Lois 
Hunt, Susan Reed and special guest 
star June Valli (ABC -TV, 10:30 -11 
p.m.) 

DECEMBER 29 

American prisoners of war in Korea 
underwent an experience unique in our 
history. Some of them yielded to Com- 
munist brainwashing. Twentieth Cen- 

tury presents "P.O.W.: Part 1- Korea" 
(CBS -TV, 6:30 -7 p.m.) 
An hour and a half of highlights from 
the award -winning "Victory at Sea" se- 
ries, on Project 20. Robert Russell Ben- 
nett has arranged and conducted the 
score, based on the original Richard 
Rodgers music. Alexander Scourby nar- 
rates (NBC -TV, 9:30 -11 p.m.) 
Just before a long, celebration -filled 
weekend, CBS Reports on the aftermath 
of another peak driving period. "The 
Great Holiday Massacre" is based on 
film footage shot over Labor Day week- 
end (CBS -TV, 10 -11 p.m.) 

DECEMBER 30 
A year -end roundup of 1960's top news, 
titled "Project 61," with Huntley and 
Brinkley (NBC-TV, 9-10 p.m.) 

JANUARY 1 

The life of Mormon leader Brigham 
Young is dramatized in Leonard Kastle's 
opera "Deseret." This world premiere 
performance, by the NBC Opera Corn - 
pany, stars Kenneth Smith, Judith Ras- 
kin, John Alexander and Rosemary 
Kuhlmann (NBC -TV, 3 -5 p.m.) 
In a departure from the star- studded 
special format, ABC presents "Music for 
New Year's Night: Class of '61," a revue 
featuring performers who have not pre- 
viously appeared on television (ABC - 
TV, 10:30 -11 p.m.) 

JANUARY 8 

Leonard Bernstein conducts the New 
York Philharmonic in a "Young Peo- 
ple's Concert" from Carnegie Hall. In 
addition to conducting, Bernstein will 
contribute his own highly popular and 
illuminating program notes (CBS -TV, 
4 -5 p.m.) 
Twentieth Centrny concludes its study 
of our prisoners of war in Korea with 
"P.O.W.: Part II -The Road to Resist- 
ance" (CBS -TV, 6:30 -7 p.m.) 
France falls to the Germans in "The 
French Agony." Lord Ismay, Church- 
ill's chief of staff, appears in sequences 
filmed especially for Winston Churchill: 
The Valiant Years (ABC -TV, 10:30 -11 
p.m.) 

JANUARY 13 

One of our most colorful politicians 
comes alive in "The Invincible Teddy," 
which tells how Theodore Roosevelt 
entered public life. Starring George Pep - 
pard, Glenda Farrell and Ina Balin, with 
special guest Thomas Mitchell. On Our 
American Heritage (NBC -TV, 9 -10 p.m.) 

JANUARY 15 

A 90- minute special on life in the twen- 
ties and thirties, played against a back- 
ground of George Gershwin's music. 
"The Gershwin Years," based on the 
book by that title, will be produced by 
Leland Hayward and directed by Moss 
Hart, who will also act as host (CBS -TV, 
8 -9:30 p.m.) 
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market on the move 

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG 
is really moving up! 

A WHOPPING 86% 
...that's the population increase (1950 -1960 
census) * of the Tampa Bay area, comprising 
Hillsborough and Pinellas Counties, Florida, 
now 28th in the nation in total retail sales. 

To reach this zooming, booming area - 
as well as nineteen additional surrounding 
counties with a total population of 1,439,165 
-you need only WTVT, the dominant and 
progressive "station on the move"! 

*Preliminary census figures 

SHARE OF AUDIENCE 
44.3% ... Latest ARB 9:00 AM Midnight 

CHECK THE TOP 50 SHOWS! 
ARB NIELSEN 

WTVT 34 WTVT 34 
Station B 16 Station 8 16 
Station C 0 Station C 0 

station on the move 

CHANNEL 13 

TAMPA -ST.PETERSBURG 

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM. INC. WKY -TV /WKY -RADIO Oklahoma City Represented by the Katz Agency 
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The signs are unmistakable. 

The crowds are turning to 

WNBC -TV! Take news for example. 

The "11th Hour News," 

Monday thru Friday. 

It has a larger nightly audience 

than any other single- station 

news show in the nation! With 

news on five New York channels 

to choose from at 11 o'clock, 

the figures show that 

thousands switch over to 

Channel 4 for responsible, 

comprehensive coverage. 

From "The Dave Garroway 

Today Show" in the morning, 

to Ray Scherer and Leon Pearson 

in the afternoon, to award -winning 

Gabe Pressman and "The Texaco 

Huntley - Brinkley Report" 

in the evening, on 

to John McCaffery at night, 

New York viewers are 

switching to WNBC -TV in 

increasing numbers for clearer, 

more complete news reporting. 

This is why more people watched 

the political conventions and 

election night coverage on 

Channel 4 than on any other 

station in town! 

Join the switch to the station 

where news comes first! 

WNBC -TV CHANNEL NF' \ O 

NBC Owned ani! 

Represe' 
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THE PIED PIPER WAS A PIKER! 
He entranced only the young- 
sters of Hamelin. KMTV in- 
trigues, attracts and sells to 
children in 60 counties in five 

. states. 
For most of the youngsters in 
this area, "World's Greatest 
Cartoons" and "Popeye Play - 
house" are as much a part of 
their daily activities as school 
and peanut butter sandwiches. 
All* recent Omaha surveys say 
these potent spot carriers domi- 
nate all competing programs on 
all other Omaha and Lincoln 
stations. 
You, too, can be a Pied Piper in 
the Omaha market. l'arents in 

( tow, our young viewers will be 
led to your product. Petry will 
sell you one of our flutes. 

KMTV 3 OMAHA -LINCOLN 

''June '60 ARB. June '60 Nielsen, Feb. '60 Nielsen, Jan '60 ARB 
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BRISTOL - MYERS' SPOT TV STRATEGY 

IN 24 TOP MARKETS FOR BAN, BUFFERIN, 

IPANA, SAL HEPATICA, TRIG DEODORANT AND VITALIS 

THIS month, TELEVISION MAGAZINE, in cooperation with 
Broadcast Advertisers Reports, inaugurates a new series 

of reports on spot. Each report will indicate the spot tele- 
vision buying patterns of a single major advertiser in a 

major product category. This new series will not only re- 
flect the spot TV strategy for each of these pace -setting 
advertisers, but may provide an excellent indication of the 
weight and extent of spot activity for each product category 
in the markets covered. Studies are based on BAR's Bardex 
Regional Reports. Among the categories to be covered: 
automotive, confections and soft drinks, cosmetics and 
toiletries, drug products, food and grocery products, house- 
hold cleaners, household laundry products, headache rem - 
edies, cigarettes and deodorants. 

Schedules for six Bristol -Myers products 
This month's advertiser is Bristol ' hers, which ranked 

eleventh in total spot expenditures (67,744,650) in 1959, 
according to TvB's Fourth Annual Spot TV Advertiser Ex- 
penditures Report. The schedules for the six Bristol -Myers 
products reported below represent the total recorded spot 
activity during the second quarter of 1960 in 24 cities 
monitored by BAR. Twenty of these 24 cities were among 
the top 25 in TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S December 1958 list- 
ing of "The Top 100 TV Markets." 

The following is a listing of the six products. their sec- 

ond- quarter spot TV expenditures as reported by TvB- 
Rorabaugh and the advertising agency for each of these 
B -M products. The expenditures listed are total expendi- 
tures for each product, and are not to be construed as 

the amount spent in the markets covered by this report. 
They are given to provide an indication of the overall 
weight behind each product. The six products arc: 
Ban: $286,000 (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather) 
Bufferin: $721,000 (Young & Rubicam) 
Ipana: $275,000 (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield) 
Sal Hepatica: $198,000 (Young Sc Rubicam) 
Trig: $13,000 (Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn) 
Vitalis: $399,000 (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; 

Young & Rubicam) 
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1)uring the second quarter of 1960, Bristol- \1'ers tacked 
up a total of 520 recorded spot an tunincements for the six 
listed products. Scheduled (luring prime time Iti 1).111. -11 
p.m.) were 228 spots III', 1: 183 spots (35''; were aired 
from I 1 p.m.- sign -off; the remaining 109 spots (2l',) 
fell in the sign -on -6 p.m. period, Participating Innounce- 
ntents of 53 seconds or more were the' most u idch lise( - 
397, or 76°;', of the total. Breaks of 53 scl onus or mu ne re- 
ceived the next most frequent usage (Inl. 1.1 

't l' 

Highest spot activity vas recorded for Bullet in. Iollowed 
by (pana, Vitalis, Ban. Sal hepatica and 'Frig. in that ordo. 

1 -Icre is a reviews of each of the six Maud, kith an 
analysis 1)1 its standing- ill its product I ateq. n % based on 
reports ill Il rytslo\ \lu.vt'.t s(:ontinuiI1 Btaud studs 
and findings in the Consolidated Consumer . \nal.sis. The 
Consolidated (:onsntner . \naksis is ronipilcll lion! the 
individual Conslnncr .\nalysis reports issued Lv _'1 news- 

papers in 2I dilletent ulalkets and co\ers a t tal oI five 

million families. Comparisons here include onh those 
markets in Consolidated Consumer . \nalssis crhicll loin 
cidc Irish the markets monitored by Ili ()ad, . \d\ertisers 
Reports. 

A review by brands 

'rite Ilea% iest spot activity by Bristol- \1 \lIs Iras in hchall 
of Bulfcrin ON CI. 3:1; i 19:11 of ll -\I's total nunlhcl of puts 
ill the 2I monitored markets. 

1.t of Buffcrin's spat activity .n'ulved prune tinte. in 

line II ith the [rend e% ¡dented h all B -\I brands. The other 
110 spots) \sere split eduIlh between sign -on -ti p.m. 

and I I p.m.-sign-off. I lit spots s l' , of total were p:utici- 
pating announcements of í': olds or mote. File outer 
31 spots were breaks of sel,,11(1' or mole. Bette! than 
(i0 ";, of all 1)reaks :1 sel ands III more and I) I ont of 

Bufferin's 162 participating annoluuclnents of í:1 seconds 

or morel \(er in prime tine. 
According to the 19 -01 Consolidated ( I,)Ntllllt'r 

((:.(:.A.), \chichi CO\Crccl 11111e 01 B. \IZ's _'I nu,nii 

kets. Ilufferin ranked not lower than tllihi ', 

one Of the nine matching markets. It ` 
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R1:['ORT ON SPOT continue(' 

second in five and third in three markets. An average of 
all nine markets reported by the C.C.A. indicated that the 
level of usage of headache remedies was about 91%. Buf- 
fcrin's share of this business was approximately 21%. 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE, in its last two brand studies on 
headache remedies (December 1959 and June 1960), re- 
ported Bufferin in the lead in recall and third or better 
in use in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. 

Ipana received 101, or 19P/, of the total number of spots 
placed in these 24 markets by Bristol - Myers. 44 of these 
appeared in prime time and 41 during the 11 p.m. -sign- 
off period and 16 spots were scheduled for the sign -on- 
6 p.m. period. 

Approximately 82 7o of all Ipana's spots were participat- 
ing announcements of 53 seconds or more, most appearing 
in the late night time slot. 

In the eight 1960 C.C.A. duplicated markets, Ipana's 
share of the toothpaste market was almost 9%. 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S August 1960 Brand Study, re- 
porting a survey conducted in June 1960, showed the fol- 
lowing rankings for Ipana in commercial recall -New 
York: fourth; Chicago: sixth: Los Angeles: sixth. In use, 
Ipana was third in New York, sixth in Chicago and fifth 
in Los Angeles. In percentage of those users who switched 
to the brand in the previous six months, Ipana placed 
third in the three markets. 

Vitalis received approximately 17 ^ ;, of all B -M spot activ- 
ity. Again participating announcements of 53 seconds or 
more Avere used most often: 54 times. 49 of these were split 
between prime time and late night. Breaks of 53 seconds or 
more comprised 29^,10 of Vitalis' spots. 

In seven of the eight markets recorded by both Bardex 
and the 1960 C.C.A. (in the eighth market, hair prepara- 
tions were not reported) the average level of usage for hair 
tonics was 64 %. Vitalis received almost 12"x, share of this 
hair tcinic usage. According to the C.C.A., Vitalis usage 
ranked in fourth place or better in all seven markets. 

Ban's share of deodorant market 

Of B \ -''tt spots, 82 were for Ban. Almost half of Ban's 
,pots appcaucd in prince time, fiat' of the deodorant's spot 
at t ivity was in the form of part it ipating announcements of 
a.; ,et omis or more. (:.C.A. reports 91(,',;, of women and 67(';. 
of Wren use a deudot:ntt in the eight markets covered. Ban's 
share: 14t; , of the %comet); 9r'; of the men. Among WOnnen, 
Ban ranked second in seven markets and first in one. 

In the August 1960 survey on deodorants, reported in 
TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S Brand Study, October 1960 issue, 
Ban conk lead honors in commercial recall in New York. 
Chit I O and I AIS Angeles, averaging a 25^;, score in those 
m:nket,. In ttse. Ban average(' 12''; ranked second in the 
Illrer t kits. 

(fl Sall I lep,u it a's 51 spas, 38 %ven. equally divided be- 
(wee!) prime tinte and late night with the bulk in partici- 
pat ing allnolnlc citi nts of 53 seconds of more. 

In ihr nl,nkets listed, Trig had only four spots, all in 
\(Tv l'o,k. 

I lu Illotvimg abbreviations have been made in the ad- 
jatent listim.4,. 
I)It) a pa i it ipating announcement of 1 -15 seconds 
P60-a parti( ipating announcement of 53 seconds or more 
B20 -a break of 1 6-21 seconds 
L'ti0 -:l break of ")'t se( unis or more 

20 

Sign -on-6 p.m. 6-II p.m. Alter I I p.m. 

BAN DEODORANT 
Atlanta I:860 2:660 

Baltimore 1:P60 2:860 

Boston 1:B60 1:P60 

Buffalo 1:P60 1,P60, t:B60. 
Chicago 2:P60 2:P60 

Cincinnati 1:860 211.60 

Cleveland 1:860 2:860 

Columbus 1:P60 1:P60 

Dallas- Ft. Worth 1:P60; 2460 
Detroit 1:P60 2:P60 

Houston 1:860 2:B60 

Indianapolis 1:B60 2:P60 

Kansas City 2:P60 1:P60 

Los Angeles 3:P60; 1:B60 2:P60 

Milwaukee 2:P60; 1:860 

Minneapolis -St. Paul 2:860 1:P60 

New York 4:P60; 1:860 1:P60 

Philadelphia 2:P60 1:P60 1:P60 

Pittsburgh I:P60 2:860 

Portland I A60; 2:860. 

St. Louis 3:860 

San Francisco 3:P60 

Seattle- Tacoma 5:P60 1:P60 

Washington 4:P60 

BUFFERIN 

Atlanta 1:860 7:P60 

Baltimore 3:B60 1:P60 

Boston 2:P60 4:P60 1:P60 

Buffalo 1 :P60 1:P60; 1:860 1:P60 

Chicago 1:P60 4:P60 3:P60 

Cincinnati 3:P60 4:P60 

Cleveland 2:P60 2:P60; 1:860 

Columbus 1:P60 3:P60; 2:860 1:P60 

Dallas -Ft. Worth... 1:P60; 1:860 2:P60; 2:860 3:P60 

Detroit 1:860 2:P60 1:P60 

Houston 3:P60 3:P60 

Indianapolis 3:P60 1:860 3:860 

Kansas City 5:P60; I:B60 2:P60 1:P60 

Los Angeles 2:P60 8:P60 

Milwaukee 2:P60 2:P60; 1:860 2:P60 

Minneapolis St. Paul 2:P60 1:860 3:P60 

New York 4:P60 5:P60; 2:860 2:P60; 2:860. 

Philadelphia 3:P60 1:P60 3:P60 

Pittsburgh 4:P60 1:P60 

Portland 1:P60; I:B60 3:P60 

St. Louis 3:P60 4:P60; 3:860. 

Son Francisco 2:P60 6:P60; 1:B60 2:P60 

Seattle Tacoma .... 8:P60 7:P60; 1:B60 3:P60 

Washington 1:P60 6:P60; 2:B60 4:P60 

(PANA 
Baltimore 2:P10; 2:P60; 1:820.. 3:P60 

Buffalo 1:P60; 1:820 2:P60; 1:860 , 

Cincinnati 1:P60 1:B20 3:P60 

Cleveland 1:P60 I:B20 4:P60 

Dallas Ft. Worth... 1:P60 4:P60; 3:860 

Detroit 3:P60 1:860 3:P60; 1:860. 

Kansas City 1:P60; 1:860 1:P60; 1:B60 4:P60 

Los Angeles 1:P60 

Minneapolis -St. Paul 4:P60 1:820 2:P60 

New York 4:P60 8:P60 5:P60 

Pittsburgh 3:P60; 1:820 2:P60 

Portland 1:820 4:P60 

St. Louis 6:P60 3:P60 

Washington 3:P60; 1:820 4:P60 

SAL HEPATICA 

Atlanta 1:P60 2:P60 

Baltimore 2:P60 1 :P60 

Chicago 1:P60 1:P60 1 :P60 

Cincinnati 3:P60 

Cleveland 1:P60 

To page 23 
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well, 

for land's 

sake! 

Bill Snyder 

New York office 

Believing that spot television can sell 
about anything, one of our HR &P 
salesmen made a pitch to the manu- 
facturer of a commercial fertilizer 

used only by farmers and big truck gardeners. 

Its agency was dubious. "Only a small part of the TV audi- 
ence could possibly be interested," said the a.e. "We'd have 
to sell an awful lot of product to them if we wanted the 
investment to pay off." 

Our man allowed as how this was right, 
but he still thought spot TV could do it. 
What's more, he had an early evening 
news strip available that would be just 14f_.,. P. 
the thing for a test. He backed up his - 

recommendation with some cogent facts about rural electri- 
fication, TV set ownership and viewing habits among farm 
families. The short of it was that the client switched some 
money from another medium and put it into a spot TV test. 

But the long of it was that the follow- 

( ing year this account expanded to an 
impressive list of markets. The year 
after that, its principal competitor 
also jumped into television - and on 

an even bigger scale. We are happy to report that the HR&P 

man who started the whole idea was successful in getting 
the business for his stations. 

WE ADMIT things like this don't happen every day, but 

neither are they unusual in our shop. That's one reason 

why we put such a premium on creative flair and resource- 

fulness in selecting and developing our sales staff. Another 

is because - representing one medium only - we need put 

no artificial limitations on the creation of new business for 

spot TV. We can, uniquely, afford to be creative BOTH ways. 

H A R R I N G T O N , R I G H T E R & PARSONS, I N 4'. 

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO LOS 
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Delinquents 
Are Chicken, 

Texas Is Broke, 
and Other Trauma 

Before you cancel all your Texas time we hasten 
to add that the headline refers to the state of 
state finances, as seen by the searching eye of 
a KHOU -TV camera. Chicken- hearted juvenile 
delinquents are microscoped by KOTV. Some 
other trauma: WISH -TV takes a hard look at 
local school problems, WANE -TV examines 
woman's place in the local economy, and KXTV 
x -rays Sacramento's new gold rush. 

This collective community commentary is a 
sampling of work in progress on the local Corin- 
thian television front, a variety of riches folks 
don't have to get up at five in the morning to 
see. The programs are set for evening viewing 
in time made available every third week by 
enlightened Face the Nation scheduling on the 
part of CBS. 

Each Corinthian station is mining this prime - 
time nugget in its own way. Local staffs, con- 
fronted with the stimulus of a programming 
opportunity in evening time surrounded by net- 
work competition, are responding creatively. In- 
stead of a canned package designed largely to 
keep one half -hour from rubbing against an- 
other, we have exciting explorations of com- 
munity life, well -budgeted, lovingly planned, 
carefully produced, and interesting to arca 
audiences. 

They may even be interesting to advertisers 
-but, sponsored or not, they'll be presented 
with pride and confidence as local productions 
mirroring local conditions, in keeping with the 
Corinthian group's emphasis on individual 
programming. 

Responsibility in Broadcasting 

Te a gEtgN gligrtA:,! 
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KOTV 
TULSA 

KHOU -TV 
HOUSTON 

KXTV 
SACRAMENTO 

WANE -TV 
FORT WAYNE 

WISH -TV 
INDIANAPOLIS 

WANE -AM 
FORT WAYNE 

WISH -AM 
INDIANAPOLIS 

Represented by H -R 
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Signon 6 p m 

SAL HEPATICA continuod 
Columbus 

6 I I pm. 

1:P60 

Alter I I r 

Dallas Ft. Worth, . 1.860 1 P60 P60. 
Detroit 1:P60 P60... 
Nouston 1,120 2:P60.... 
Indianc polls 1:860 P60... 
Kansas City........ 2P60 
Los Angeles 1.560 2:P60 
Minneapolis St. Poul 2:P60 - I P60, 1.860 
Philadelphia I:P60 2 P60 
Pittsburgh I P60 ... ....... 1 P60 .... .. I:P60 
St. loins... .. ....... ....... 1 B60. 2960 
San Francisco. . I:860 1 860. 1.P60 
W nsh -a,__ 4 P60 

TRIG DEODORANT 

^. York 2160 . . 2P60. .. 

VITALIS 
Atlanta I B60 ... . 3 160 I :860 . .. . 

Baltimore .... 2:P60; 1 860. 
Boston .... .... 

1 P60, 1 820. 
Buffalo.. I B60- 2 P60 
Chicago.... 6.P60 2.P60. 
Cincinnati ....... 1 820 2:P60. 
Cleveland.. ...... 1 860........... 1.B20 .. 

Columbus.... ... 1 B60 3:P60 
Dallas Ft Worth... IB20 IP60 2:P60..,.... 
Derma ..... . I P60 I B60 1:860 
Houston .......... 1 860 2 P60, 1. B60 
Indianapolis I P60........ 2:P60 
Kansas City 1 960.... 1 P60 

Los Angeles - 2:860 3 P60 1:P60 
Milwaukee I P60 2860 ................ 2:P60 
Minneapolis St Paul 1 860... .... . 2 P60 1 P60 
New York 4 P60, 1 860 
Philadelphia I P60 2:P60, 1.860. 
Pittsburgh. 1.1120. ................ .. .... I:P60 
Portland . 1 820 ....................... I :P60; 1 B20. 
St. loins. 1 P60 1 P60. 1 860. .. 1:560 
San Francisco. I B60 1 P60, 1 870 1 P60 

Seattle Tacoma . 
1 860. 2 P60 

Washington I P60. 1 820.. .. 1 860 

SUMMARY OF SPOT ACTIVITY FOR ALL SIX BRANDS 

Atlanta 

Baltimore 

Boston 

Buffalo 

Chicago 
Cincinnati .... 
Cleveland 

Columbus 

1.860 

2: P60 

1 P60, 1:560 

?P60 
I:P60 
3 -. P60, I.B60 
I:P60; I .860... 

I:P60; 5:860... ... 
2 PI 0, 5 P60, 4:860.... 
4: P60. 1960..... . . 

3. P60, 1.820, 1 860.... 
13 P60 

3:P60, 2:820; 1960... .14:P60 

2:P60, 2 B20, 2 860. 
5:P60. 2860.. . . 

9 P60, 3:860. 
7 P60, 3960. 
3. P60, 1 820. 
6:P60; 2:860 

8 P60 

5 P60, 2860 
6 P60... 

Dallas Ft Worth... 2:P60, I:B20..... 9:P60, 7860. 6 P60 

2.160 . 

Detrod .. 6:P60, 1.860 2 P60; 2:860 7 -P60. 2 860. 
Houston 3.P60; 1.820;.... 7:P60, 3:860. 

2.860 ...................... ... 

Indianapolis 4P60; 1B60 2:560. 5 P60. 3:860. 
Kansas City ..... .. 10. P60; 3:860 5.P60, 1 860 .. 6:P60 

los Angeles 2:P60, 3:860 17:P60: 1 860 . ... . . 3.P60 

Milwaukee 3:P60 4:P60, 4160 4:P60 

Minneapolis St. Paul 8:P60; 1:560 3:P60, 1920; 4: B60.... 7:P60.... 
New York 8:P60 21:P60, 6:860.......... I0:P60: 2160. 
Philadelphia 7:P60 2960. . . 8 P60; 1 :860 

Pittsburgh 5:P60; 1:820 5:P60; 1:820 5960; 2.860. 
Portland I :P60; 1:820;. 3:P60; I 820 6:P60; I:820; 

I :B60 2:860. 

St. louis 4:P60 7:P60; 5:860 9 P60, 4 860 

San Francisco 2:P60; 2:B60 10:P60; I B20; 2.860. . . . 4 PM) 

Seattle Tacoma.... B:P60; I :B60 14:P60; I:860 

Washington I:P60 14:P60; 2:520; 2 860 . 1 : 
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UNITID PRI SS INTI RNA TIONA PHOTO 

TEACHER OF THE FUTURE 
Electro-mechanical tutor tests student nurse, 

offers congratulations for right answer, 
gives information to correct wrong answer, 
makes lesson assignments, explains errors. 

MULTI-CITY TV MARKET 

telillY 

1.0/10.11.11 

'READING 
\T U.* 

/IA-HARRISBURG 

..NI ..... ..... IS 01111111110 - 
oe 

TL 
..... ono ceeeo .: 

voremotele 

- 

and 
CBS 

316,000 WATTS 

in the LANCASTER/ 
HARRISBURG YORK market 

WGAI-TV 
This station with its multi-city coverage 
looks to the future. It's your profit buy 
for today and tomorrow, because it is the 
outstanding favorite in these three metro- 
politan areas, plus many other communities. 

-VITG-.1k3r.aTliT 

Lancaster, Pa. NBC and CBS 

STEINMAN STATION 
Clair McCollough, Pres. 

Repres,r/dftve The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco 
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THE TV SCENE 

By George G. Huntington, v.p. and general manager, TvB 

What are bankers, generally regarded as shrewd 

BANKERS are generally considered to be a rather conservá- 
tive, shrewd group. They prefer facts to personal opin- 

ion. They know the value of each dollar and no one con- 
siders them wild spenders, speculators or hunch -players. 
Because this group is considered so highly, I believe the ad- 
vertising practices of the banking profession might con- 
tribute to the thinking of other advertisers. 

In the first quarter of this year, there was an average of 
seven financial institutions using television in each of the 
52 BAR markets. In these markets, bankers used all forms 
of TV, selecting each to suit their own requirements: 57% 
used only spots, 29% used only programs. 14e /, used both 
spots and programs. Moral: there is more than one form of 
television. 

Bankers, who talk about money, are doing something on 
TV that I believe too few other advertisers who are inter- 
ested in this same money are doing. Of the announcements 
bankers used, 29% were scheduled (luring the daytime hours. 
Now these are not food or cosmetic advertisers. They are 
bankers ... and they are using daytime TV. They know that 
women have 65% of all savings accounts, 65^;, of the na- 
tion's private wealth. Moral: shouldn't more advertisers 
whose products are just as serious as the banker's stoney also 
consider daytime TV? 

Sales message must cover variety of services 
The average financial institution has a fairly complicated 

message to tell. There is a wide variety of bank services to 
cover, the problem of identification of the bank itself, the 
desire to create a humanizing impression of the bank. In 
spite of all these requirements, 63 °10 of all the bankers' an- 
nouncements were IDs. Moral: what makes you think you 
need longer commercials? 

In November, we had the pleasure of appearing before 
some 1400 bankers at the Financial Public Relations Asso- 
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BANK ADVERTISING 

businessmen, doing in their TV advert r s itog/ 

ciation's convention in Boston. Our wide- screen presenta- 
tion highlighted these facts about bankers and we attempted 
to explain why they have been doing what they do. First, 
there's the eternal problem of banks. that even though they 
talk about money, most people find banking news not very 
exciting. The test we did with Benton k Bowles and the 
New York Savings Bank Association showed this. It also 
showed that the low public interest level means print ads 
can't attract many serious readers ... but the intrusive na- 
ture of TV can and does. The best way to tell people about 
something they should know but won't bother to find out. 
is to go to them through the intrusive medium of television. 
Moral: if you're more interested in your product than the 
public is, shouldn't this intrusiveness work for yon too? 

Coverage of the suburbs 

Second, we showed bankers the growth of the suburbs . 

which they already appreciated with their brans It bank 
openings. 'Then we added newspaper and television cover- 
age of these suburbs. Moral: you already know how they 
conipare in these vital areas ... and so do hanks. 

Third, we used a wide range of bank commercials to 
show the variety of approaches being used. 'Fhere is ob- 
viously no one way. there are many ways and the bankers 
are exploring them all. 

Bankers watch and appreciate dollars. The fact that the% 

are turning to television, using 11)s, daytime. all forms of 

T \' with a wide range of techniques should give thought to 
the rest of us. Incidentally. next time yI pally goes 
to a bank for a loan to cover new prodot t i)r new stock . 

don't be surprised if the bank asks you about your advertis- 
ing plans to move the product. We suggested that the\ al, 

ply their own knowledge of advertising to help their 16 111, 

find a way to become better clients .. . 

means television. 
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HOW MUCH IN 

SALES DOES THE 

AD DOLLAR PRODUCE? 

ON RADIO 

By Kevin B. Sweeney, President, RAB 

A department store study measures the effect of advertising in two media on the movement of goo 

I T is certainly the pinnacle of immodesty to make this claim, 
but... 
The recently issued study of the day -to -day results from a 

year's radio and newspaper advertising at the Higbee Com- 
pany in Cleveland could be a turning point in media - 
sponsored research. 

It is immodest because RAB thought up the idea of this 
"Department Store Challenge," interested the department 
store industry, planned the research aspects and executed 
the radio advertising plan in consultation with the Higbee 
Company executives and those of Wyse Advertising, Cleve- 
land. 

The dearly- beloved object of advertising 
It could be a turning point in media research because the 

report on this project talks not about circulation quantita- 
tively or about qualitative measurements of circulating or 
about "readiness to buy" or about awareness. It talks only 
about the hoped -For, sought- after, dearly -beloved object of 
advertising -the movement of goods. 

It says clearly for all to see what the results in six-day 
sales (units moved and dollars resulting) were when this 
aggressive $50 million Cleveland department store ran a 
half -page ad or a quarter -page or grouped a dozen items in 
a full page. It says clearly what happened when hundreds of 
radio announcements were run over a period of a year - 
how many units were sold and what the advertising cost as 
a percentage of sales was on each occasion. 

As a result of RAB's tossing the gauntlet down to the de- 
partment store industry two and one -half years ago, we 
found out something that we wouldn't have believed. 

No major store in America and no chain in the depart- 
ment store field had conducted recent measurements (even 
for its own amazement) of the actual sales results from their 
&ails advertising. There was no figure that anyone gave us 
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that "our advertising dollar produces x dollars of sales it 
a three -day (or six -day) period." 

We have found the same lack of facts everywhere. It i 

more understandable in the packaged -goods field wher 
complexities of measurement are infinitely greater am 
control of the product's environment, which can affect sale 
materially, is difficult. But in the retail field it almost defie 
comprehension. Retailers spend 2 -5% of their gross sales it 
advertising. In many fields this is a larger percentage th . 

their net profit is of gross sales. It is a measurable cost anc 
yet it is scarcely ever calipered though accurate measur 
ment is reasonably simple. 

Does this study have any significance for those of you why 
make your living buying and selling television advertising 
Emphatically, yes. On an indisputable basis, it shows wha 
newspaper advertising -even when bought favorably by 
hep, skillful store -can do and can't do. No such publishes 
data has been available on such a huge base (more dia 
3,000 advertisements) in the history of advertising. 

Radio can deliver for tested items 

Radio acquitted itself well, proving, as RAB has long con 
tended, that there were many products that radio coul 
deliver for, if prejudices and unsupported personal opinion 
were set aside and the item was tested. 

There is in the Higbee study a chronicle of success anc 
failure of both media that sellers of clothing, hard goods 
and a variety of department store goods should examine. 

Also there is much to learn, which is the reason that w 
are still working with the Higbee Company in the depart 
ment store field. We are hopeful that we will soon hay 
similar data on the whole area of grocery products -hard 
sales -result data that should be and must be published b3 

advertisers and media alike if the $11 billion in advertising 
are going to be more productive for all of us. ENI 
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DIP into NTA '8 newest and 
most exciting adventure series... 
about a father & daughter team, 
Swimming in troubled waters! 
NTAs A SSlI;NMENT: 
U TI V 1 ":AL L 1173 
39 Hall-Hours completed: Sold lií57Markets: 

FEATURING SWIMMING CHAMPION 

Bill Williams and appealing 8 yearold 
Diane Mountford as his daughter. 

YOU'RE SURE to emerge with big 
audiences and big sales...with NTA's 

exciting adventure series. ASSIGNMENT 

UNDERWATER. For example, 

IN NEW YORK. with an 11 2 rating and 

19.8°° share of audience. it outperformed 
AQUANAUTS (with a 7.6 and 13.4 °° share)- 
Arbitron, 10/30 -11/5, 1960. What's 
more, its scoring the highest Monday to. 
Friday rating of the week in the same period 
(77:30 PM) for its independent station, 
lifting the outlet from an average 

sixth position to photo-finish leadership 
in the time strip. 

IN DETROIT, the series is NUMBER ONE in 

its time period, according to the latest 
four-week rating report (October), with a 

16 0 rating and a 32.5 °b share of audience. 

RIGHT NOW 39 pulse tingling half-hours 

have been completed. And there's a built-in 

audience of 8,000.000 underwater 

enthusiasts waiting to spear profits for you 

the minute they surface with their 
snorkels. Thar they blow .. so what are 

YOU waiting for? 

A PARTIAL LIST OF SPONSORS & STATIONS: 

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Kroger Food 

Stores, Coca -Cola Bottling (Louisville), Fiat 

Motors, Pilsener (P.O.C.) Beer, Armstrong 
Tires and...KNXT, Los Angeles. 

WGN, Chicago, WNEW, New York, WTTG, 

Washington, D.0 , W18K, Detroit, WLW C, 

Columbus, WISN, Milwaukee and 50 other 

leading markets. For availabilities, phone, 

call or write: 

VT 
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THE 

STEPCHILD 

OF PROMOTION 

PROMOTION 

By Gene Godt, President, BPA 

Those ineptly used on -air promotion spots could be broadcast promotion's most effective tool 

IN many respects, the best service a radio or television 
station can perform for its advertisers is to get more people 

to see or hear their commercial announcements. Those 
commercials are carefully designed to produce buying 
action. If more people are exposed to them, more buying 
action results. Everybody's happy. 

One major tool the broadcasting station has available to 
build that audience is the on -air promotion spot. Sure, there 
have to be other tools in the kit, because it's necessary to 
reach those few people who miss the on -air spots, and to 
build the sets -in -use figure. So on -air promotion isn't all. 
But I'm convinced it is probably the most effective single 
tool broadcast promotion people have -and probably the 
most under-appreciated. 

This lack of appreciation is completely illogical. Our sta- 
tions offer for sale spot availabilities, completely honest in 
the conviction that proféssionally conceived salt's messages 
produced wiihin these time limits can more than justify 
the price asked. We can and do cite instance after instance 
where gneul campaigns using spot announcements have in- 
creased sales, improved distribution. created public accept- 
ance, and, in short, paid off for the advertiser. 

Salesmen as indifferent as advertisers 
But when we start a list of promotional support for a 

sponsor with the phrase "on -air promotion spots," our own 
salesmen as well as the advertisers say, in effect, "That's 
normal. 1Vhat else-?' 1Vcll. it's time we paid more attention 
to the value and importance of on -air promotional spots. 
Because if our pi nrn i spots arc disregarded by the advertiser 
as "nnrntal" and it our own people regard promo spots as 
somewhat of a nuisance on the schedule, and if these spots 
nc created by a bored clerk and voiced by an announcer 
uluose unconcern echoes in his voice, why then we're tear - 
iii, down our influence instead of) demonstrating its great 
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And alas, the on -air spot is promotion's stepchild in far 
too many radio and television stations. 

They're trite. They're dull. They're dishonest. They 
don't make a point clearly and unmistakably. They're not 
good broadcasting, nor good advertising. 

The show business more people prefer 
I think we forget too easily that we're in the show busi- 

ness more people prefer, and so we cut the excitement and 
the showmanship right out of our promo spots. Every show 
we talk about is smothered in adjectives. We hide behind a 
budget, and say "To do it any better would cost too much, 
and besides, there are so many of them to do." We turn it 
into a routine, a dull monotonous chore which comes out 
dull and routine in the eyes and /or ears of the customer. 
There are people out there, friends, people who have vol- 
unteered to give us their attention -if wé ll do something 
teorth attention. 

What's wrong with the light touch in on -air promotion? 
Must we be pdnderous and dull and drab in the way we use 
our medium to talk about ourselves? What sort of "image" 
do our promotiott spo ,project? 

What's wrong withhe "people to people" approach in 
on- the -air promq jbn? Our personalities work hard to be 
friendly individuals; why not use this friendly individual in 
his own $yle to say why the viewer will enjoy certain pro- 
grams? 

If you were paying for the on -air time you're given to 
sell your product, I think you'd probably fire everyone con- 
cerned. You use it that ineptly. It isn't easy. Nothing worth 
while is. You have to inspire your entire station on the 
importance of promotion, you have to upgrade the dignity 
of on -air promotion not only with the advertiser but with 
your own salesmen. And the best way, it seems to me, is to 
bust loose and try some new directions in on -air promotion. 

Believe me, it's about time. END 
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'Jo 

o 

STATISTICS 

don't buy jewelry... 

UPLE e 

If you're impressed by facts and figures, we 

can show you plenty --ARB and Nielsen both 

put WJAC -TV in the Number 1 position in 

the Johnstown- Altoona market. 

But there's more to our story than mere sta- 

tistics! Sales results -- that's where WJAC = l'V 

really shines. Mr. Leonard Fischler, Man- 

ager of DeRoy's Jewelry Store in Johnstown. 

puts it this way: 

"We're interested in people . . . people who 

will buy our merchandise. WJAC -TV draws 

people into our store like a magnet, and turns 

them into customers!" 

Looking for customers? In the Johnstown - 

Altoona market you'll get them by advertis- 

ing on WJAC -TV! 

for full details, get in touch with 

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER 

AND PARSONS, IN(. 
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BENEFITS 

FORGOT 

THE TV COMMERCIAL 

By Beatrice Adams, Vice President, Gardner Advertising 

Commercial writers should listen for the fetching phrase that can fidget the viewer's memory 

THIS seems as bonny a way as any to wind up this restless 
year of 1960. With a title borrowed from G. B. Stern, 

who borrowed it from William Shakespeare, who, for all I 
know, borrowed it from Aesop. Benefits forgot. 

Speaking of the freezing winter sky Shakespeare wrote: 
"Thou dost not bite so nigh, as benefits forgot." According 
to my friend G. B. Stern (she does not know she is my 
friend, but she is, for she has supplied me with many a 
tranquil bedtime snack from her books), unthankfulness 
was bothering Mr. Shakespeare not a little when he wrote 
the words quoted up yonder. And then, about gratitude 
she wrote, "It once had a finer and more unyielding quality 
before it was assailed by the fundamental instinct in human 
beings, which is to dislike having to be grateful because 
it fidgets their vanity." 

It fidgets their ' anity. How do you like that? Nice, isn't it? 

Phrases to make the Big Idea beguiling 

How often does the TV commercial writer free himself 
of copy lingo long enough to slip into the audio a phrase 
as fetching as that one? Not often enough. I know we must 
begin and build around the Big Idea. But wouldn't the 
big idea be a bit more beguiling if one of the selling phrases 
had an impish kind of appeal that might keep fidgeting 
the memory of the viewer? I offer you this as a thought to 
file under "Benefits Forgot." 

I could be more generous than that. I guess. I guess I 
will. 

A few more for your "Benefits Forgot" file. This one 
came from an ample woman who lives down the road from 
my sister's farm in Colorado. She was talking about some 
friends of hers and in describing the father -son relationship 
she said, "It would tende *anyone's heart." It tendered 
mine. Yours? 
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There are examples all about. Why not start collecting 
them? Even if you never use them in a TV commercial, just 
having the collection will make you richer. 

Imagine, for instance, a coat with a "triumphant scarlet 
lining!" Listen for a second to the water as it "chuckles 
over its gravel bed." And consider, if you will, being in a 
place "so still you can almost hear the sigh of all the sleepers 
in the world." Well, maybe that one is just a mite too pre- 
cious. 

The bread "baked while you sleep" 

But not so oddly, it reminded me of the bread that is 
"baked while you sleep." You see? Benefits forgot. 

Words. There's a whole wide wonderful world of words. 
And always new compelling ways to string the words to- 
gether. 

There are words that say something just by their shape and 
sound. Words that can be bent to sound like music. Words 
with hard edges. Words with soft rounded corners. Words 
that nudge the memory. Words that make you proud. Words 
that make you hungry. 

Next time you write a commercial in which words are 
important, write what needs saying. Then go back and see 
how you can happy it up by replacing words, by new mar- 
riages of words. Okay? You like well enough to file under 
"Benefits Forgot "? 

I have a friend (I think she's my friend) who claims that 
she listens to TV but does not watch it. She insists that she 
can "make up" better pictures than are on the screen. But 
this I've noticed. When a few seconds tip -toe by without 
one bit of sound, she cranes her neck to find out what's 
happening. A little silence now and then is relished by the 
best of men. And women. But not unless they know what's 
going on during the silence. So how about a little white 

To page 75 
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Says Maury Ferguson of Maury Ferguson Associates, 
agency for Fred Jones Ford, Oklahoma City, "With 
taped commercials, I can make my pitch of off - 
periods and get top quality with least effort . 

and you can't beat RCA TV Tope for picture quality." 

SALES ARE UP AT KWTV.. . 

since they installed RCA TV Tape Equipment 
"We're glad we waited for RCA," says Edgar T. Bell, 
General Manager of KWTV, and well -known pioneer 
in the Broadcast Industry. "The use of RCA TV 
Tape has up- graded our station's entire production 
because it affords the best opportunity for talent and 
crew to view their work critically and to improve it. 
Sales are up ... the equipment is booked solid .. . 

and advertisers are pleased with the superb quality 
they are getting in their Tape commercials." 

Says Mr. Bell: "In tape recording, the quality of the 
picture is all important ... and we wanted to make 
sure that KWTV taping facilities provided all the 
clarity, sharpness and realism of 'live' production. 
Being fully RCA -equipped, we felt confident that 

Get the facts on TV Tape! Check with 
Edgar Bell and other proud new own- 
ers ... see your RCA representative. 
He can show you how to profit most 
with this advanced new equipment. Vp_ 

RCA would offer superior features in its machine .. . 

and we weren't disappointed. In fact, our first RCA 
Recorder proved so popular with advertisers that 
we have had to install a second." 

This is the kind of acclaim RCA TV Tape has been 
getting in the ever -growing number of stations where 
it has been installed. Station managers find that once 
advertisers have seen results, they become enthu- 
siastic Tape users. They find a convenience in opera- 
tion that is unparalleled, and service after the sale 
of a kind that only RCA with its broad background 
in television can perform. 

RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment Camden, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in I ch 
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401 

THE 
PROBLEMS OF MATURITY 

SII.\\AS 01 l'RCI)I;\l lAl. 

HACKSTRAND 

OF ARMSTRONG CORA 

OGILVY. 
HARD-BOILED SCOT 

"It would be unrealistic to assume that television, like 
other media, will not begin to show an increase in 
cost - per -thousand." 

Clifford S. Samuelson, General Mills 

"Not only is television making . .. our company known, 
but it is making ... our agents known. And . . it is 
stimulating greater sales achievements." 

Carroll M. Shanks, Prudential Insurance Co. 

"Television is the best medium we've found to give 
the public a concept of what Armstrong stands for." 

C. J. Backstrand, Armstrong Cork Co. 

"lt is easier to double the selling power of a commer- 
cial than to double the audience of a program. I believe 
that television is the most potent advertising medium 
ever devised." 

David Ogilvy, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather 

"I propose ... a formal project directed toward find- 
ing a way to strengthen programming and the com 
merciai use of the (television) medium. I cannot help 
feeling that ... the sales power of television will yet 

be further enhanced." 

Bart Cummings, Compton Advertising 

"There should be representation of the client point 
of view all the way through scripts, characters, stars." 

Atherton W. Nobler, Benton & Bowles 

A prediction from Samuelson of General Mills. A pro 
posal from Cummings of Compton. A precept from 

Ogilvy of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather. A pat on the back 

for television from Backstrand of Armstrong Cork. 

All of these statements reveal the advertising philos- 

ophy of top -echelon executives. All are from articles in 

recent issues of TELEVISION MAGAZINE. 

Each month, TELEVISION MAGAZINE brings its readers 

electronic communications 
\u :\ppral to 
illy (un.rirnrr of Ad%rniaug 

IIOBI.ER 

OF BEIs-IY)Y AND BOVI'I.LS 

1. 

the considered thinking of advertising leaders -men 
whose opinions are sought after and respected. Be- 

cause the stakes in television are high and the pay -off. 

even higher, top executives need more than spot news. 

They depend on the perspective, the information -in- 

depth found only in TELEVISION MAGAZINE. 

This editorial policy not only attracts management 

people to TELEVISION MAGAZINE, but provides a unique 

climate of authority and prestige for advertisers who 

want to reach management. These are cogent reasons 

why TELEVISION MAGAZINE has become the ma .. 0 

ment magazine of broadcast advertising 

televI* 
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The management quartet of M -E 
Productions (1. to r.) Terry Clyne, 
Jack Van Volkenburg (sitting), 
Tom. Losee and Hal Graham confer on a 
show script in Clyne's office. 

McCANN- 

ERI(:KSON'S 

NEW TV 

OPERATION 

The organization and goals of 

M -E Productions 

reflect the evolution 

of agencies' TV 

functions in the Sixties 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / December, 1960 

December /1960 TELEVISION 
THI? \IANACE\n ?NT V CAZINE 
01' I111OAD(:AS I' AI A t. icriSINC 

L>,Sr January. when McCann -Erickson reorganized its 
TV /radio department into a separate division, \I -E 

Productions, some industry cynics scoffed that this was just 
"another piece of corporate window dressing" by division - 
conscious McCann. 

At first glance, the change seemed somewhat less than 
revolutionary, particularly in view of the way McCann has 
spawned separate affiliates in the past five years (see "The 
Art of Management at \IcCann- Erickson," Tr:LE'tstox MAG- 
AZINE, December, 1957). Close examination in recent 
months reveals, however. that the birth of \1-I Productions 
has a much deeper significance. 

A potential answer to o major riddle 

For the new division, with its intricate organization chart 
and new top brass hired in the past year, represents one 
potentially influential answer to a major riddle facing mod- 
ern advertising management: what shape and direction will 
the TV /radio operation take in the agency of the Sixties? 

As one of the Big Four broadcast agencies (with Ted 
Bates and after J. Walter 'Thompson and young k Rubi- 
catn), McCann obviously is in a unique position to set and 
reflect industry trends related to the rising cost of television, 
the shift of program production to I loll mood and program 
control to the networks, and the fractionalization of net- 
work program buying practices. 

Not that McCann has a special monopoly un answers re- 

lated to these questions; few agencies do not c lain, their 
modus operandi is the best. Btu the significance of the trans- 
formation of its TV /radio operation can be nleasuled by 

\IcCann's stake in network television and the broad range 
of buying patterns of its clients. 

Of the $105 million it will hill in broadcasting this yerr 
( -I8, of \IcCann's total domestic billing). some Sti8 million 
is in network TV (despite cutbac ks in 19611 in Westing- 
house Electric and Bulova Watch (lon,pany). Of this. night- 

time network 'TV gets some StiO million. including SI(1 toil 

lion for specials. and cla v tine net k gets the remainder. 
Moreover, its network buss this scan ,ange far and wide (sec 

chart on page 6 -f1: for Nabisc). pat tic ipatIons in eight shows 

from Wagon Train to Rawhide: the Bob Hope Buick Spe- 

cials; Colgate- Palmolive's alternate seeks on I'irili,ghl Zone; 

Coca- Cola's alternate weeks on ABC- IV's Adrew,/tr, of the 

Nelsons; Liggett ;Z; Myers (Chesterfield and Duke) on The 

Untouchables, Adventures in Paradise and The Handel,: 
and Bell C Howell's Close -('p! series. 

M -E Productions is a separate -staff scryic c i% hi, II \I. i 

Erickson. Incorporated offers its line comp :cc11- " ' 

Erickson Advertising (U.5.:1 -1. \1c Cann a `' 
pany. McCann- Erickson Corpor.tii..). 
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\Ic(:ANN'S TV OPERATION continued 

G. Terence Clyne is the power behind M -E Productions. In addition to 
his title of chairman and general manager of the McCann TV and radio 
rf /rliate, he is a vice chairman of McCann (U.S.A.), has a voice in the 
inner council of the agency, reports directly to president Marion Harper, 
and dise's Is the fortunes of the Liggett & Myers account. With AlcCann 

/951, and for nine years prior to that a senior vice president will 
The Ilion. Company heading rep broadcasting, Clyne has been associ- 
ated wills some of TV's lop successes, I Love Lucy, \Vagon Train and 
I he I'ntouchables. In building Isis complex programming unit, staffing 
it with experienced professionals, he aims at giving clients more successes. 
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Communications Affiliates, McCann's affiliated services in 
sales promotion, market research and public relations. Aside 
from its primary responsibility for talent negotiation and 
network program recommendations and selection, M -E is 
available to any other McCann company or office for coun- 
seling, whether on local or national spot buys (such as syn- 
dicated shows), or for counseling any client with an interest 
in broadcasting. While not directly involved in the $21 mil- 
lion worth of spot TV McCann will place this year, M -E 
Productions counsels the product groups that are concerned. 
M -E is not involved in the production of TV commercials. 

"It is our idea to contribute ideas" 

What is most striking about McCann's complex new TV 
unit is its operating philosophy and goal of playing a bigger 
hand in program production, even though direct control 
has shifted to the suppliers and networks. As C. Terence 
Clyne, M -E's board chairman and general manager, puts it: 
"We think that in the industry itself, there has been too 
much of a trend to the advertising agency giving up too 
much responsibility. It is our idea to contribute ideas." 

The trend, of course, has been greater fragmentation of 
creative responsibility in recent years. The shifting require- 
ments of both advertiser and agency have changed the crea- 
tive function of the agency TV executive and put more re- 
sponsibility on him as a businessman (see "The TV VP -An 
Agency Man in Evolution," TELEVISION MAGAZINE, June, 
1959.) 

As Clyne sees it, television has reached such a state of imi- 
tative programming that it is imperative for agencies to con- 
tribute more than they do now. Although there are excep- 
tions, Clyne finds that in their three -way competition, the 
networks have abdicated programming initiative to the tal- 
ent agencies. He also scores Hollywood for not always using 
the best production brains available to the film industry, 
even though TV is becoming its major source of revenue. 

"Too many people worry about the pilot. The important 
thing is whether it is a good idea, and do the people react 
favorably to the star? Most pilots are better than the rest of 
the shows. Some of our best shows have been bought with- 
out a pilot, and some of the poorer ones had outstanding 
pilots." 

What Clyne envisions for M -E Productions is an opera- 
tion much in the manner United Artists had perfected in 
financing and nursing along motion picture properties with- 
out actually being the producer of record. 

"The objective of our set -up is not to go into a production 
company in the future, but to service our clients. We want 
to help creatively on programs, not only in supervising them, 
but in a more direct way." 

This objective has some obvious implications. Agency 
participation in programming, of course, is related to the 
15% commission system. The fact that most of today's pro- 
gram production takes place outside the agency proper does 
not make the agency's position with the clients any more se- 

cure. The more involved an agency can get in the creation 
of properties. the greater can be its contribution to a client 
and to the agency's status twith him. 

"When we are satisfied with a show idea enough to take a 

chance on producing it, we will try to sell it to one of our 
clients. There are a few clients who want proprietorship of 
a show. Colgate is one, and maybe four of our other clients 
would participate if the idea was right for them. 

"Basically, if we have the star, idea and writing, we will 
go to the client and tell him we are going to produce it and 

To page 38 
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lack L. Van Volkenburg, president of .11 -E Productions, is responsible 
for his unit's day -to -day operation. A former director and president of 
CBS -TV (1951 -1956), he knows programming and, importantly, network 
administrations and the complexities of their operation -a valuable 
asset in the program and time negotiations he tackles along with Terry 
Clyne. Van Volkenburg came out of retirement last June to lake his df -E 
post. In addition to network dealings, he has his own TV accounts, .su- 

pervises all M -E account work. He began his career with the Chicago 
""ice of BBDO, entered the CBS organization in 1932, held various 
station posts and worked up through sales into the CBS high command. 

N 
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Thomas P. Losee, M -E Prorlrrr lions' executive ,'ire president and to 

crier president and rdireeto, I (',teen- f'rickson, Inc.. is the orlrnin 
istralive specialist on the AI-I m.r,,,riernent train. A AlcCann vrlrrnu 
(since /07(,), Loser' has srrpeti,ised and dire( tot the operation ors 

many of the agency's accounts. was mkt, n mental in bringing the en 

lire Westinghouse consumer account l r .11, Cann. Prior to ,11 -/i, hr 
was responsible for the opeialions ,rf .IIr (:rna's fivr affiluiled coat 
panics. Loser is the " halrnne" on the ,11 -I. learn, matching account 
handling knowledge with the broadcasting orientation of ca -execu 
lives. Ile reports to Jack fare J'olkenhurg, has his own TI' accounts 
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McCANN'S TV OPERATION continued 

Harold J. Graham, Jr. is senior vice president and manager of client 
planning (.New York and Western U.S.) at M -E Productions, and a kelp 
link between the TV unit and account activity within McCann (U.S.A.). 
Ile allemts r bent planning meetings at the agency when TV is under 
curr.sirb:urtOw. adoises on the medium, drafts a TV plan and follows it 
through .11-I. )(liniment to client presentation. Graham reports to Van 
Volkrnburg, hits under him a new program planning director and a 
client .scrvice.s supenusor. Joining McCann in 1046 as a radio producer 
and director Graham left in 1957 to become CBS -TV Hollywood's num- 
ber two man in programming. He returned to McCann a year ago. 
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find out if he would want to come along. If not, we will go 
ahead anyhow. In four out of five cases, the client will prob- 
ably participate. Even if the idea is risky, we owe it to our 
clients to try. 

"We are now exploring all ideas for what we think might 
be a good series. If we make the investment and the show 
does not live up to client expectations or objectives, we will 
sell it outside the agency, wherever there is interest." 

The road to the "UA concept" for M -E Productions, says 
Clyne, is paved with many precedents in all three areas of 
production- direct (where the agency acts as the producer); 
participation of an agency with an outside producer in a 
series; participation with a network. 

"We have been in the role of a producer in live TV to the 
extent of about 18 to 20 special shows. The last one was 
Coke Tinie in June. Although the credit was to Pat Boone, 
M -E did the casting, and signed the producer, director, etc. 
In the past we've produced other shows such as 'Some of 
Manie's Friends,' America Pauses, the 'Standard Oil Anni- 
versary Show' and others." This season's Bob Hope Buick 
shows for example, come out of M -E with Hope producing. 

"Over the years at McCann -Erickson, we have produced 
Death Valley Days. We have since sold the lot and studio 
where we produced the films because we didn't want to be 
burdened with that operation. Now we produce the show 
at another studio." 

In participation of the agency with an outside producer, 
Clyne cites McCann's work "with Desi Arnaz in the produc- 
tion of Desilu Playhouse. The concept of the show was ours 
-three weeks of drama, and on the fourth week a Lucy -Desi 
special. Desi bought the idea, which we had previously 
mapped out for him, and then Westinghouse sponsored it. 

"In participation with a network, we worked with ABC 
to put Untouchables on the air (bear in mind that networks 
do not produce shows but buy them or assign someone to 
produce a series).... We originally worked with Desilu on 
Untouchables as a Desilu Playhouse two-part show. When 
the show was such a success, we then worked with ABC to 
have it made into a series.... On the screen, however, it just 
says Desilu Production presented by ABC.... 

"On Adventures in Paradise, when the idea was presented 
to us by 20th Century -Fox through ABC, we liked the idea 
and backed the show. The show got in trouble and we were 
in deep to resolve these problems. Our headaches were just 
as severe as though we had produced it ourselves." 

Development of the Nanette Fabray show 

Certainly the most recent example of program midwifery 
practiced by M -E is the development of the Nanette Fabray 
show (Westinghouse Playhouse), a new weekly half -hour 
situation comedy that goes on NBC -TV (8:30 -9 p.m., EST) 
January 6. Last year, McCann received a list of criteria from 
Westinghouse for a half -hour series it wished to sponsor in 
the season ahead (among the criteria: a show with strong 
appeal in cities, merchandising possibilities at all trade 
levels). 

M -E screened or read scripts for some 250 potential shows, 
but didn't find what it considered the right idea. M -E then 
went to Larry Berns, a producer for CBS -Hollywood for 18 

years and creator and producer of Our Miss Brooks. To- 
gether, M -E and Berns worked on a first story outline of an 
idea the latter had been developing. Two days after the ini- 
tial work, M -E saw the first script, had enough confidence in 
the idea and talent to take an option on the pilot, eventually 
-purchasing the show. 
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Sid Caesar's old sidekick, Nanette Fabray, lakes on a new Tr role 
next month in the Westinghouse Playhouse. her own weekly hall 
hour situation comedy on NBC -TI', one of but a handful of shows 
brought to the networks by an agency this season. 31 -E Prodtu(tiolls. 
working with specific Westinghouse show criteria. screened to read 
script on about 250 shows -without finding the right idea. 'raking 
i s own initiative, it went to an outside producer, worked on an Ilea 
With him. M -E saw a first script, had enough confidence in the idea 
and talent to take an option on the pilot. It eventually pm-door,' 
the show for client Westinghouse, negotiated for its broadcast liner. 
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As Clyne secs it, selection of the right show for the client 
depends upon the "editorial smell" of agency T \' program- 
ming people. He will admit, of course. that not all of \Ic- 
Cann's program purchases have been winners in the past. 
But, he argues, "my basic disagreement with the networks 
is that there are just as good editors in the agencies as there 
arc in the networks. The head of a network gets opinions 
from his staff but makes the decision, whereas in the agency 
there are mare people to make this judgment and there is 
no reason why an agency should bow to the decision of the 
network." 

The executive brains at M -E Productions 

(:crtaill% one of the nnajnl ;spe(Is of the establishIllent 
of \I-I' l'todut lions i, the high powered sci of exc.( utiye 
trains \h( :aim has lutctl and shitted around in the past 
%car to insure editoriaI status. liane to the reorganisation 
last Jamul %. (:Ine was senior vice president nl T \' and 
radio will' two nnalagers under hint, one each in New York 
,ul(1 I hillytyood. 

l o I.1% (:Iyue is Ironed chairman anti ,enrol manatee of 
l'Inductions. and reports rlircr lut to \I(í::uun-l rit tison 

plesitlent Marion limper. Ile devotes toughly hall his time 
to \I I . the test to his post as yitet hail man of the hoard of 
\It (:.11111-1:1 1/ tison (l'.ti -: \.t, o etseein j ,lt li ,tt t aunts :I5 I iv- 

gclt \Ich. and lo the a(ti\ilies nl \ft (:.11111 -I tukso! In- 
Icrnaticrn.11. 

Itcporun I o (ay ne is la( k L \'an \'nikcnhtll . "h" is 

president of \I -l' l'Inductions and manages the Clay- In-day 
operation. fouiner president of the (:IS.1 Tele\ision Net- 
work. be joined \I -I: this past lime. l ndct Van \olkcnbulg 
is an c\eculi%e vice president. l hints l'. l.oscc, t\ ho nnnrd 
over In \I-I' alter seing Iespolisible lot the oiferalions nl Inc 
\fc(:aim- Fri( kson affiliates that specialise in marketing 
services. 

1 1.11 ( ìl.thatii, forme' 1\ a çenelal Inugralt e\et uti\e \vial 
( I;s I \' in II( 11 itjoiuctl \k(:ann- F.rickson last year 

as nt.nlage' nl client planning ill the old dep;rrl- 
nteut, t\.I, letenll\ appointed a senior \itc presi(Icnl nl WE 
i,,odntlion,. i inadtasl veteran Ihantas l'. \It. \'ifs. lilt- ", \ite president of \I -I l'Inductions .111d per 

\ Inllsl\ nl.ut.etet of tue old '1' \ /t:ttlin depallnarlt's Ne 
York nth( e. has since let( (to gn In I. \ \Vale' I- lntnpson 
tinder Vice pt esident 1)an Seynlnnl 

l here arc Ihosc indulslis ohsetyel, t.l cnulse. t\hn ciljn 
gibing as the tuulliplit il\ nl cite ple,ideuls and plesidells 
al \Ic(: :uni and ils separate di\isirnn. \I l'tntlutlinns. Rut 

ut (:Iyne. "l he stall licit- is the stton4esl e\eI knu\\n in the 

Dent \ held. 1.111 II.I, lecn (ailed ly Ile 1-11:111 1111:11 of Iwo 

nel1\rnk. as stlong a stall as any net twit lias.- 
\\ bete the etc\ \I T lop brass reples(ns noue tli.ul just 

.I 'line ".-4 .nlr\ o1 titles is in the ptetniuntl not\ trot l\ 
:Id\crtisets nn .bent ses' 'I- \' eset uti\es who nul nul% knot\ 

ill(' null u at ses ..I Iheil clade, but are steeped in nlat keltn4. 

a, 1\ ell. \lulen\er, \I I's itnpressiye eeeuliyc lineup under 

(:1yne also 1111derst()1es ;nunher important (rend ill I \ ad- 

el tising: \-itlt tontpnIition Ion sides be(ontiil keener all 

the lime. and ,nine enlplLnl, inn nn the nen\''Ik shut\ as a 

selling %chit le. the H(1,nten1 nl 'I- \' a;..tcn(\ (Act susses i, 

becoming! ite ('\pens\ t'. \I I' l'r redut i it m(1)111111'4 Io 

(AVM'. Iras npclatntq la ISIS nl Si._ll,llllll ,I \e.n ( )1 tun. 

goes (Iilet t1\ lo sal! ics of the lìI pectic ,i1' 

\I 1 l'rndut t ions' operation in \et\ 
10111 \and (I. \ \Ihcl I huntpsnn ha, 1 

Benton Itt. \curs, !II1: liltl)(). .tl. 
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With Yuban, Prell, Post Cereals and 
Zest as his examples, Benton t' Bowles' 

music director Roy Eaton analyzes the 

"third column" in the TV commercial 

BY AI.BERT R. KROEGER 

Mustc once used to "decorate" television commercials in 
a take- it -or- leave -it manner. Or it attempted to ham- 

per listeners into submission in the form of a clanging 
jingle. But as advertising sophistication has advanced, so too 
has sponsor sophistication, and music, its commercial effec- 
tiveness measured only by an elusive thing called "feeling," 
is taking a place alongside the oral and visual performance 
as a vital third element in product sell. 

As more and more advertisers and agencies come to realize 
that music, properly arranged and performed, can be the 
difference between a successful commercial and an also -ran, 
that it can involve the viewer emotionally and set a desired 
mood, the form of TV commercial music is changing. 

During an evening's TV viewing, the American family 
may hear music ranging from classical to folk, flamenco to 
calypso, popular to rock and roll. There may be treatments 
of Ravel, Grieg and Prokofiev; arrangements by such mod- 
erns as Eddie Sauter, Sy Schaffer and Prank De Vol. 

Often it all goes unrecognized or seemingly unheard - 
fleeting seconds in a commercial minute. But original music 
for a commercial can cost advertisers upwards of $3,000, an 
expensive indication of importance -and the blue -chip spon- 
sors are willing to pay. 

Top talent turning to commercial music 

lu the music industry itself, where a recording date often 
means a session on the track of a TV commercial, new 
importance is being given to the field of millisecond 
melody. Vocal groups are doing their best for jingles. 
Calypso singers are in demand. Several of the biggest naines 
in popular and classical music are turning their hands to 
4un ncreial arrangements. And many music instructors find 

iliat some of their top students are primarily interested in 
t%i icing coniinercial music. 

The value of music, of course, has not escaped TV pro- 

gramming men. Background music has been playing an 
important part in programs for a long time, particularly in 
heightening the mood of "tense" shows like Peter Gunn, 
reoccuring as dramatic theme in Dragnet and now in 77 
.Sunset strip. And it has even come forward as part of plot 
in Pete Kelly's Blues and currently in The Roaring 
Twenties. To an extent, it has been overdone after the 
translation of much of this TV music to successful record 
albums. 

Although some jingles and themes are remembered for 
years. commercial music can make no broad claim to fame. 
But in 1960 it does appear to be moving into a more creative 
framework. The overall quality of jingles has noticeably 
improved: familiar, catchy melodies have been adapted to 
product lyrics. Even popular Bert and Harry Piel have been 
nudged off the screen by a robust jingle. Agencies are 
obviously giving more attention to music in commercials. 

One of diem is Benton & Bowles, where a 30- year -old 
former concert pianist turned agency man named Roy Eaton 
holds the musical reins on the commercial segment of broad- 
cast billings totaling $70 million. Products such as Post 
Cereals, Prell Shampoo, Zest Beauty Bar and l'tiban Coffee 
have been getting steady musical selling help. 

As B &B music director (a title rare in the agency field and 
a job specialty at only three or four of the biggest agencies), 
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Eaton is responsible for providing music for B &B TV and 
radio commercials; supervising the selection of musicians, 
arrangers and singers; and guiding recording production. 
He is a member of Musicians Union Local 802, and as such 
can himself write, arrange and conduct. 

Eaton has had about five years in the TV -radio commer- 
cial music field, initially with Young & Rubicam as com- 
mercial copy writer in charge of radio-TV music, with B &B 
as music director for about a year. Over this period he has 
noticed what might be termed a musical turning point on 
the part of clients. 

A new do- something -original atmosphere 

"Limitations that clients once placed on their commer- 
cial music -including its exclusion- because they didn't 
know how it would play (in its various forms) on audience 
sensitivities, are breaking down," according to Eaton. He 
sees such things as the widespread use of abstract art and 
design in print ads, creative copy and photography, as creat- 
ing a modern, do- something -original atmosphere in which 
more and more advertisers are willing to see the value of 
many elements, including music. 

Eaton is more versed in advertising than ti) think that 
music is the primary factor in all commercials. He says that 
in the commercial music field, "a musician must first under- 
stand what is happening in other agency departments on a 
commercial, be familiar with a product and its selling 
points," before he can translate musically what is best for 
the product and the commercial. But when the music is 

good, he adds, "the commercial can perform better." 
Music, of course, does not fit all commercials. In the case 

of B &B client Procter & Gamble, the selling story for Crest 

MUSIC 
FOR 
THE "GOLDEN 
MINUTE" 

toothpaste is factual narration and demonstration. 'There 
is no need for emotional attachment via music, the case in 
almost all demonstration -type commercials. 

\Vith General Foods' Yuba') Coffee, on the other hand, 
where the selling story is duality resulting boat the blend- 
ing process (aged coffee beans), an emotional build -up is 

called for -and accomplished rvith orchestration and vocal 
theme ( "deep, dark, delicious Vulcan "). Eaton feel strongly 
that commercial music played an important part in creating 
a dramatic mood of grandeur and product excellence. 

" XV'het music is 'right' for product message and image," 
says Eaton, "and rvith over four centuries of music to draw 
on, it is to the client's benefit to adapt its use- because it is 

effective and because it rr'ill work." 
From a research standpoint, it is a difficult, almost im- 

possible job to judge the effectiveness of music in a com- 
mercial. One may have a personal reaction of like or dis- 
like, or no reaction at all. But B &B's own studies on interest 
and recall in the area of commercial music would tend to 
indicate that in specific cases of similar commercials. there 
is heightened interest and emotional appeal attached to a 

commercial with music vs. one with little or no music. 
Jlusic is found by B &B to be highly important in com- 

mercials where its need is indicated t b% c(pv, photographic 
action and product). Seen in this is time rata. of a dramatic 
musical opening, and body nntsit linked simply to the 
central selling idea as reinforcement of the product message. 

To Eaton. music is a "third column'. in a coatntetcial. 
taking equal importance with the "columns" of words and 
pictures, each complementing the other. -There is "dang,er" 
in music if it "gets in the way of the other elements" or if 

it is used poorly, as would lie the case with any musical 
style used inappropriately iu the context of the product or 
selling message. 

Basically, Eaton secs his work as a form of communica- 
tion. "Just as words are a rvay for one to communicate." he 

says, "music has a grammar all its own through whip b ideas 

can be communicated. It is this porter that we are hying 
to take advantage of and apply." 

Eaton. whose musical kilcm ledge ranges over almost all 

musical periods and sty les. secs no one "best" treatment, no 

formula approach. There k danger, he seas. in rock aml n.II. 

owing to its wide dislike among adults. but it I. n' 

General Foods' Post Cereals has used 
lar commercials with chimpaniecs 
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How to gel a 

By JUDITH B. Dot.GINS 

THE theme song around here," said an agency vice presi- 
dent recently, "is, `How're You Gonna Keep 'ein 

Down on the Farm After They've Seen 33 ?' The '33' stands 
for S33,000, which is approximately what several of us at 
the agency are making now. 

"Our big dilemma is, where do we go from here? My ap- 
petite is whetted and I'd like to make 550,000 someday in 
the reasonably near future. But how many jobs pay that 
much? Where are they? My boss is only three years older 
than I, good for at least ten more, so I figure I'll have to 
switch agencies. But I don't want to bite the hand that's 
feeding me until I get my own finger in another pie. It's a 
problem, this executive ambition of ours." 

Executives seeking jobs in the upper salary reaches may 
take comfort in the knowledge that companies and agencies 
have their own problems: finding men eager to move right 
in is no trick, but finding those who are really qualified for 
top echelon spots can be a backbreaking chore frequently 
taking many months, even a year or so. Thus, more and 
more firms are turning to the relatively new and prospering 
breed of organizations that specialize in wooing top execu- 
tiye into jrerner pastures. 

Avoid "raiding "' by using search outfits 

Naturally, the most personally satisfying way of changing 
jobs is to be sought after by a principal of a company or 
agency, but the delicate and sometimes sticky nature of this 
direct approach, vulgarly called raiding, leads most em- 
ployers to leave Ivell enough alone. Being wooed by a 
professional sean h outfit isn't a had substitute at all. The 
executive who's approached can still bask in the glory of 
being considered a hot prospect. And an employer can 

always say to a disgruntled competitor, "I just told the 
search group to get me a good man. It's not my fault that 
they found someone who was unhappy at your place." 

The Executive Selection Division of John Orr Young 
Associates, one of the more active search organizations in 
the fields of marketing and advertising, evolved directly out 
of managements' hard times in fingering top -quality execu- 
tive manpower. Says Young, co- founder of Young & Rubi- 
cam and for the past several years an advertising consultant, 
"I formed the Division in self- defense: so many of my 
clients in the consulting business were asking me to do them 
a favor and help them find qualified people." Happily for 
him, Young's defense mechanism has developed into a 
thriving business that in two years has handled over $3,000,- 
000 worth of client assignments. 

Unlike employment agencies, which seek jobs for indi- 
viduals, the Young organization finds individuals for jobs, 
and counts among its clients many of the nation's leading 
companies and ad agencies. As a general rule, a job must 
pay a minimum of $20,000 for the Executive Selection 
Division to take it on, though occasional lower -salaried 
positions are filled as an "accommodation" to clients. Not at 
all rare are orders for $40,000- and $50,000 -a -year men. One 
recent assignment called for a company president worthy 
of S125,000 a year. 

Most executive search experts agree that it generally takes 
a 15 to 20 per cent salary increase to convince a man to 
switch jobs. And certain backgrounds are at a premium. In 
its work for advertising agencies, the Executive Selection 
Division finds a serious shortage of really talented creative 
men and radio -TV programming experts. John Adams, 
president of the Division, points also to a scarcity of "top- 
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quality media directors, as distinguished from media super- 
isors. These clays," he elaborates. "media directors are 

(,tlled upon to be articulate, creative and imaginative. They 
need marketing, research and sales skills. \lost of them have 
technical ability; they can work with numbers. but too few 
lave these other qualities." 

Increase in demand for marketing background 

a Finding the right men for advertisers can be equally dif- 
ficult. The Young organization interviewed 75 prospects 
before locating a proper vice president in charge Of adver- 
tising for one client. Part of the problem on the company 
side is attributable to the shift from a production -oriented 
economy to one that emphasizes marketing. says Eldridge 
Peterson, a vice president of the Division. "An increasing 
number of companies want presidents with a marketing 
background, but most of today's executives got in their 
groundwork when production was king." 

When Young's Executive Selection Division fills a job, it 
is always the company or agency, not the individual hired, 
who pays the fee. This is $25 an hour for the time devoted 
exclusively to carrying out an assignment. When a recom- 
mended candidate is hired, the Young organization gets 15 

per cent of his first year's salary, less the amount already 
received under the hourly arrangement. While this may' 
(Ost the employer a hefty sum, it's obviously a pretty good 
deal for the man who lands the job. However, getting a lead 
to one isn't exactly a snap. ft Only occasionally does the Executive Selection Division 
run "help wanted" ads. Executives looking for a change 
are encouraged to write; the letters are filed and referred 
to first when a job order comes in from a client. But since 

tri 
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a year 
job 

the object -is not to find a (pi:tlilied in.iit Irait IItc /'eA/ 

qualified roan." says president )(din .1d.uu,, il, ".utlt 
generally proceeds lai beyond the lile cabinet. 

Most of the high -pri( ed spots arc Idled through p )sonal 
contact initiated by the I yet ut i(e Selection I)iy i,i,nt s oan 
executives, all of whom joined Young equipped wtlt many 
years' vyorth of experience and highly- placed acquaintances 
in advertising. publishing and in(Instty. 

Word- of- nituth is also important. I he Young executives 
"keep their lingers on the pulse." dyer on the lookout for 
news of top men amenable to talking change because of 

such dissatisfactions as dead ends and difficult political situa- 
tions in their present jobs. 

So for the executive on the seau( It. one obvious !lime 
is to build the type oI teftut.ttion (11,11 attracts members of 

the Young group. Spieading the word of one's ptcscnt job 
dissatisfaction run, the risk of reaching the cars ()I one's 
present employer, but then advertising tends to he a risky 
business. .kt best, executive employment hunting is a com- 
plex ( hore. Eldridge Peterson olfcn these suggestions: 

' Ily to hold onto your present job while you.' e looking. 
no master how torturous. The li teinial employer feels 
he is luring you. and you are in a better bargaining position. 

"Accept the tact that no marrer how Right up on the ex 

motive ladder you are. you'll need a resume. I1 k merely 
the buckshot approach that lias to he Iolhnved by the rifle - 
shot approach of a personal interview o1 a tailor-made letter. 
The resume may only establish your title. but it is required. 

"I)on't think you can go from a S2).000 job 10 S',u.unit 

in one jump. On the other hand. don't und( 
self: it makes prospective employ el, ,nspi, 
self -confidence. 
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A $50.000 A YEAR JOB continued 

"Be prepared to patiently wait it out while the company 
or agency makes its decision. Jobs in the $50,000 and up 
class aren't filled quickly. 

"Realize that you most likely must be passed on by a 
number of individuals in the hiring company -just one of 
whom might have a fixation or prejudice." 

Peterson maintains that job satisfaction -a desire for 
greater professional progress -is the primary reason why 
most advertising and marketing executives change jobs. 
Money runs second. Most companies and agencies are 
willing to provide plenty of both, but they set some pretty 
stiff standards. 

Position description of a v.p. and creative director 

Typical is the Executive Selection Division's Position 
Description No. 590: vice president R creative director "to 
head the creative department of one of the ten largest and 
most reputable agencies in the country." The financial 
enticements are good: base salary negotiable up to $70,000, 
option to buy stock under liberal financing terms. profit - 
sharing, and other assorted fringe benefits. 

Job satisfaction is similarly promising: "This is an un- 
usual situation in that the position responsibilities and 
compensation will be tailored to fit the capabilities of the 
man hired rather than the man having to fit a preconceived 
set of requirements. He will be granted full responsibility 
and authority in organizing and carrying out the responsi- 
bilities of his department." 

Just what kind of man qualifies for this executive nirvana? 
"He must be an outstanding creative thinker and doer with 
mature creative judgment, able to lead and inspire those 
under him and maintain the confidence of those to idiom 
he reports. 

"He is a vitally active man, personable and articulate, 
with the capacity to carry a demanding work load. i -íe may 
currently be the creative director or the group creative 
director of an agency whose creative output is outstanding. 
Ile will not be inhibited by a single style or approach to the 
solution of a creative problem nor will he be an imitator 
of others' creative efforts. 

"The man we want is probably in the age bracket of 35 
to 50. Ile has an outstanding record of accomplishment 
and can stand the most rigid investigation of the quality 
of his work and his business and personal life. His ability 
to be assimilated into a position of top management and 
ownership in the agency will be another important factor 
in our choice. This position should be his final and lasting 
association in advertising." 

No less demanding is Position Description No. 530: 
vice president Rc account supervisor -drugs and toiletries. 
Financial lure here: salary negotiable $30,000 to S50.000, 
Input- sharing, sunk ownership, bonus "when cnncd,.. 
fringe benefits. 

Jol, satisfaction: chance to be "the number one man to 
assume immediate responsibility for group operation and 
cHem services on multi-million-dollar billings in the drug, 
toiletries and related items fields" for "one of the 25 largest 
agencies in the Itnited States." 

This e\eci nIer "The man (age preferably 32 to 451 we 
w':uu has an outstanding record of accomplishment in drugs 
and toiletries. either with an advertising agency, with an 
advertiser, or ideally may have a combination of experience 
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with both. He should be particularly oriented toward th 
proprietary drug field. 

"He knows advertising and that advertising is the lif 
blood of the drug and toilet goods industries, especial!, 
proprietaries. He knows marketing and merchandising am 
the relative importance of windows, counters, clerk suppor 
and advertising, and how to coordinate them. He has 
creative approach to advertising and to product improve 
ments and the broadening of product lines. He is incessantIN 
looking for ways to make dollars work harder. 

"He is thoroughly familiar with all channels of drug an 
toiletries distribution. If, in addition, he is well acquainte 
with top executives in wholesale, retail, chain drug an 
food outlets and maintains contacts with principal manufac 
turers in the drug and toilet goods industries, it will be a 

decided plus. 
"His reputation, ability and solid background of expert 

ence will be a major factor in securing additional busine 
in these lines -but he will not be responsible for solicitin 
new business." 

For executives with their financial sights set high, Joh 
Orr Young encouragingly reports that "advertising an . 
marketing salaries have kept pace with the economy an . 
have gone up tremendously in the last ten years. Companie. 
especially have upgraded their salaries." A look at som 
of the positions assigned to the Executive Selection Divisio 
(see box opposite) clearly confirms that top -quality execu 
tives can do well in the money department. to say the least. 
But, as might be expected, there are some rather dramatis 
differences in what various companies and agencies ar: 
eilling to pay for similar jobs. 

Young finds decreasing insistence on youth 

"The age factor," Young continues, "is not quite as acuti 
as it was a few years ago; there's not as much insistence on 
youth. More companies are beginning to think like one of 
my clients, who pointed out, 'You might find a young man 
of 50 and an old man of 40.' But the average company," 
Young adds, "is still scared to death of a man over 50 -even 
though the older executive may have wide experience." 

While salaries rise and age barriers break down somewhat, 
on goes the eternal search for the right job at a salary that 
will see both parties through a reasonable period of to 
getherness. Here's how Young's Executive Selection 
Division goes about it: 

The Young executives first thoroughly study the client's 
organization. problems and needs. This involves talking to 
members of top management, supervisory personnel and in 
some cases rank -and -file employees. Job requirements are 
determined and personality characteristics appraised, with 
the objective of arriving at an intelligent concept of the 
position to be filled and the type of man needed. If the 
opening results from retirement, Young executives try to 
spend some time with the outgoing individual, getting a 
first -hand report on what duties are involved, what qualities 
the job demands, and what the pressures are. 

in establishing the search base, "the widest possible group 
of potential candidates is developed. This includes known 
qualified persons, names suggested by leading authorities, 
suggestions from institutes of technology, colleges and uni- 
versities, surveys of industries employing similar talent, 
and personal contact." To page 70 
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WHO MAKES WHAT, WHERE 
Hear of any good jobs lately? Below is a selected sample of prize plums assigned to John Orr Young Associates' Execu- 
tive Selection Division in the past two years. 

The company president's job at $125,000 a year admittedly is a relatively rare phenomenon. The $50,000 agencÿ vice 
president and account supervisor is not; the Young organization has been called upon to find several such men, as it has 

for many of the jobs listed below. And of course there are other search outfits handling similar assignments. 
Significantly, though not surprisingly, there are some intriguing variances in what different companies and agencies are 

paying for similar jobs. Why, for instance, should a vice president and copy chief be worth $70,000 at one agency and 
$25,000 at another? Why, too, is an account executive paid $40,000, while at another shop the media director draws 
only $18,000? Size seems an obvious answer, but its not necessarily so; while larger organizations can afford to be gen- 

erous, smaller ones may pay through the nose for the luxury of having a handful of top -flight men. 

What of the future? Experts agree that advertising and marketing salaries will keep climbing. John Orr Young reports 

that companies have made great strides in upgrading their salaries. But a look at his own assignments indicates that its 

still at the agencies that the most lucrative rainbows end. 

ADVERTISING AGENCIES 

Top Management Account 
President S40,000 Vice president d account supervisor S50.000 

Executive vice president & general manager $40,000 Vice president d account supervisor $45,000 

Vice president & account supervisor 535,000 

Creative Account supervisor 525,000 

Vice president & creative director $70.000 Account executive $40,000 

Vice president & creative director $50,000 Account executive S20,000 

Vice president & associate creative director $60,000 

Vice president & art director 535,000 Marketing 3 Medio 
Vice president & group copy supervisor 540,000 Vice president of marketing & media 525.000 

Vice president & copy chief $ 70,000 Vice president & media manager 525.000 

Vice president & copy chief $25,000 Media director $75.000 

Creative director $40,000 Media director 510 000 

Creative director $30,000 

Assistant creotive director $30.000 Broadcasting 
Assistant creative director $22.500 Television director 540,000 

Associate copy director $40,000 Radio & TV director 574.000 

Senior copy supervisor $35,000 TV & radio program director S20 000 

Group copy director $19.000 

Television art director $71,000 Research 
Television copy director $18,000 Manager of market b media research S30 000 

Copy writer $25,000 Research director S70,000 

Copy writer 520 000 Associate research director $20 000 

ADVERTISERS 

Top Management Advertising 
President, consumer products $125,000 Vice president in charge of advertising, cosmetics $75.000 

President, consumer products $50,000 Advertising & publicity director, chemicals S17,000 

President, trade association 550.000 Advertising manager, consumer products S25,000 

General manager, electronics 560.000 Advertising manager, food S22 000 

Director & consultant, beauty products $40 000 Advertising manager, publisher 577 000 

Advertising manager, publisher S1S,000 

Marketing Advertising coordinator, textiles $12,000 

Executive vice president for marketing, consumer products $80.000 

Marketing director, plastics $35,000 Sales 
Marketing manager, publisher 515,000 Soles director, trade association S27 000 

Soles manager, lithographer 525,000 

Research Sales manager, men s apparel $18,000 

Morket research. food 518,000 Sales manager, Piing supplies $16 000 

Monoger, market & product research, housewares $16.500 Soles supervisor, construction equipment 513 000 

Manager, market & product research, housewares 515,000 Assistant sales manager, holloware S12 MI 
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Philip Morris' sponsorship of 
CBS Reports not only adds 
'a new dimension" to the company's 

variety of programming, 
soys advertising vice president 
Roger Greene, but also fits 

into the basic TV strategy for 
selling cigarettes today. 

'late October, the day after BS Reports' "Money and ( : 
the Next President" probed such problems as inflation 

and the soundness of the American dollar overseas, Roger 
Greene, vice president of advertising for the program's 
sponsor, Philip Morris, was having coffee in a diner in his 
home town of Westport, Connecticut. 

The owner of the diner, who knew only vaguely that 
Greene held some sort of job at Philip Morris, said to hint. 
"'that show really hooked me." Nfeantime, fan mail was 
coming into the offices of Philip Morris and CBS. "I am very 
grateful," wrote one viewer. "that I now know what gross 
national product means.' 

Signed for additional three in series 

Philip Morris had already sponsored an earlier CBS Re- 
ports program, the highly acclaimed "The Year of the 
Polaris." After "Money and the Next President." it signed 
tip for three more in the series. 

When the deal was closed, the company announced, 
"Philip Morris is happy to continue its pioneering as the 
only national manufacturer of mass -produced, low unit cost 
products sponsoring such public service shows on televi- 
sion." While this statement has struck some as smacking 
slightly of chauvinism, it is actually less a self -serving pat on 
the back for public do- goodism than it is an expression of 
confidence that information shows such as CBS Reports can 
effectively sell all manner of products. 

To be sure, reactions like those of the diner owner and 
letter writer would warm the heart of any advertiser, and 
Philip Morris is no exception. On the other hand, PM makes 
no bones about the fact that CBS Reports was an economical 
buy that happened to dovetail nicely with its overall adver- 
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PHILIP MORRIS' 
ROGER GREENE: 

SOMETHING 
FUR EVERYONE 

tising strategy, particularly the introductory push for the 
new Commander king -sized cigarette. 

Like that of other cigarette companies, Philip Morris' TV 
buying reflects the Something - For -Everyone school of 
thought. This season it has participating sponsorship of 
Perry Mason. Dnbie Gillis, Route 66, Rawhide, Douglas 
Edwards News, and the professional football telecasts. Ob- 
viously, CBS Reports provides something for still another 
type of viewer. 

It's no secret that (:BS offered P \I the three additional 
Reports programs at a very attractive discount. which trade 
sources estimate is not much less titan the 60 per cent break 
accorded Bell k Ilowell for the saute series last year (see 
"Pen y of Bell \ Howell, Public Sets it e for Profit..' 'I'ra.r- 

\I sc- szt\r, December. I9"1'I. \lsto 
"These shows approach sound economic buying on TV.' 

Greene does not deny that the ie.t table price tag was .t 

big factor in the buy. ""These shows at least approach sound 
economic buying on 'l'\' -they are not just something we 
feel ive should buy but really can't afford." Significant Ix. 

too, the availability of a slaty like CBS Reports at a good 
price has enabled Philip Moil is to add "a new dimension" 
to its programming which it otherwise might not he able to 
achieve. 

"To the best of my knowledge." Greene explains. "there 
has never been a cigarette 'special.' and I would never be in- 
clined to buy one. 'Specials' are very expensive. and they 
usually get the saine ratings as the programs they pre-empt. 
But an information show like (:BS Reimers is 

stitute. In the same sense as a 'special.' it is .1 

tray the brands in a fresh climate." 
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Television Magazine's Media Strategy Committee 

ROBERT H. BOUIWARE 
v.p. & associate media director, Fletcher Richards, Calkins 8 Holden, 
New York 

ROBERT E. BRITTON 
v.p., marketing.medioreseerch, MacManus, John 6 Adams, Michigan 
E. LAWRENCE DECKINGER 
v.p. & media director, Grey Advertising, New York 

WILLIAM C. DEKKER 
v.p. & media director, McCanErickson, New York 

LESTER A. DELANO 
v.p., marketing services, North Advertising, Chicogo 
PAUL E. J. GERHOLD 
v.p., media 6 research, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York 

HARRY M. JOHNSON 
media director, CampbellMithun, Minneapolis 
RICHARD P. JONES 
v.p. & media director, J. Walter Thompson, New York 

FRANK B. KEMP 
v.p., media, Compton Advertising, New York 
ROD MacDONALD 
v.p. & media director, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, Son Francisco 

HERBERT MANELOVEG 
v.p. & medio director, BBDO, New York 

JAMES J. MCCAFFREY 

senior v.p., Ogilvy, Benson 6 Mother, New York 

NEWMAN F. McEVOY 
senior v.p., Cunningham 6 Wolsh, New York 

LEONARD MATTHEWS 
v.p., marketing services, Leo Burnett, Chicago 
WILLIAM E. MATTHEWS 
v.p., & director of medio relations and planning, Young 6 Rubican,, 
New York 

LEE RICH 
v.p. 6 medio director, Benton 6 Bowles, New York 

R. R. RIEMENSCHNEIDER 
v.p. 6 media director, Gardner Advertising, St. Louis 
MAXWELL ULE 

senior v.p., Kenyon 8 Eckhardt, New York 

BLAIR VEDDER, JR. 
v.p. 6 media director, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago 
HERBERT ZELTNER 
v.p. 8 medio director, Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York SEVEN FALLACIES 
Br PAUL E. J. GERHOLD 

The following is a talk delivered by Mr. Gerhold at the 
1960 Eastern Annual Conference' o! the American Associa- 
tion of Advertising Agencies in New York last month. The 
point of view expressed by Air. Gerhold has drawn wide - 
menrl comment and discussion in agency and media circles. 

W n,vr I have to say would, I suspect, sound much more 
palatable if I had only been bright enough to use the 

lit k' "Seven Assumptions in Audience Measurement" in- 
stead of "Seven Fallacies in Audience Measurement." Fal- 
lacies are so hostile, and assumptions are so warm and 
Iiicndly. 

Interestingly enough, no major reprocessing is required 
to make an assumption out of a fallacy. It is as easy as a 
Moslem divorce. You only look the fallacy straight in the 
eye, and say boldly, "You are an assumption" and by golly, 
it is one. And then somehow it doesn't matter so much any 
more that it is a fallacy too. Labeling it an assumption 
gives it a reasonableness, and a useful dignity. 

There is, as a matter of fact, a whole school of thinking 
on business morality that defines analytical obligations 
largely in terms of stated assumptions. This lets us do al- 
nitnst anything sve want, provided only that we state our as- 
sumptions t !early beforehand. 

But in mir use of audience measurements for media 
analysis and planning, sec do not, 1 think. usually comply 
svilit even this relaxing requirement. 'This. I must say. is 
III I n111V unlaalionable. li is also wrong. We are so busy 
(using autliente hgtnes that we don't bother very much with 
staling %dim Ihev are. and are not. even to ourselves. 
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Audience measurements are profoundly important i 

any media activity. If all audience measurements wer 
eradicated, all of our abilities would be lessened, and mos 
of us would suffer acute withdrawal symptoms. When data 
become as pervasive and as important as this, all of us whe 
do media planning, all of us who use the data, need an ex 
ceptional understanding of what we are doing and what 
sae are doing with. 

The basic underlying assumptions 

But strangely little progress has been made toward th 
development of a body of assumptions as an underlay foi 
media audience measurement. This is a curious omissio 
to which I will try to address myself directly. From som 
years of discussion and argument, I have tried to distil 
the basic assumptions that, it seems to me, underlie th 
use of these figures. In one big, non -stop ramble, these ar 
the assumptions as I see them: 

1. The function of media is to get advertising exposed t. 
people. Getting people to notice the advertising after ex- 
posure, and getting them to respond to it, is the job of the 
creative people in the agency. Since the responsibility o 
inedia is to provide exposure of the advertising, audienc 
counts reflect realistic measurements of the specific jo. 
that inedia are supposed to do. 

2. In our present economy, every household, or nearly 
every household, is in either the market or the potentia 
market for most major product groups. Because this is true 
for most advertised products the best media plan is the on 
that gives the advertising the widest possible chance of ex. 
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Television Magazine 

MEDIA STRATEGY SERIES 

Paul E. J Gerhold, vice president, media and research at Foote, Cone 6' Belding. 

examines and explodes generally accepted assumptions about audience 

measurement, explaining why strict adherence to them diminishes the media mans role 

IN AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT 

posure, and audience measurements are our best guide to 
which media will be most effective. 

3. It is obvious that, as the audience of a medium in- 
creases, more people will be exposed to and more people 
will be affected by the advertising. Even if we reject audi- 
ence figures as absolute measurements, they are clearly 
useful as relative indicators of media value. 

4. In most audience measurements, it is desirable to use 
minimal qualifications of exposure, and produce maximum 
audience counts, even if this results in an overstatement 
of values in some instances. It is important to know abat 
the full potential of each medium can be, and it is easier 
to reduce the figures in the process of analysis than it is to 
add to them. 

5. The only really serious problems with audience data 
are the lack of comparable measurements for certain im- 
portant publications, and the absence of net unduplicated 
audience figures for print and broadcast media. When 
we've solved these problems, we'll have a uniform, authori- 
tative base for media planning. 

6. Whatever the limitations of media audience data, they 
are developed by honest, skilled, established research or- 
ganizations, and reviewed by competent and independent 
research authorities. They use techniques that have stood 
the test of time and repetition. This is a sound standard of 
evaluation; when we leave it, we start judging media on 
personal guesswork, unproved assumptions, or at best 
flimsy research evidence. 

7. Audience data may not represent the ultimate cri- 
terion of media quality, but considering the present state 
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of research techniques, and the cost problem, the chances 
of developing fair and workable measurements beyond the 
level of audience is very small. Any future measures at the 
level of perception, or communication. or response. will re- 
flect so much product and creative influence that they 
won't be media measures at all. Audience measurements 
are what we're going to have as our bask (lata for a long. 
long time. and the real challenge is to learn to use them 
better. 

There is obviously a great deal to be said for these as- 

sumptions, and wise people in our business have yigorousl\ 
advanced each one of them. Now that I have said them. 
I'm surprised at how plausible they all sound. Fa( h of these 
statements. as you have probable suspected, is simply .1 

sympathetic, persuasive rephrasing of a fundamental ertot. 
Each is built on a basic fallacy. 

A kindly rephrasing of bad thinking 

This is the thinking that permits us. with something 
like clear conscient es, to go on using the (I:ua we have to 

use in the way the normally use it. It is a permissive exer- 
cise, a rationalisation, a kindly rephrasing of some pretty' 
bad thinking. 

These are the working fallacies of media operations. If 

we strip off the embroidery, if we get down to what the as- 

sumptions really mean. it would sound as brutal, as um- 

defensible, as fallacious as this: 
1. Media only expose advertising, they don't committti 

cate it. People's perception of advertising, and 

Lion to it, have nothing to do with whether 
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IF viewers in the top three markets are any guide, beer 
commercials are the most beloved on TV, drug commer- 

cials are the most disliked and those for soaps and cleansers 
rack up the most actual sales. 

These are among the key findings in TELEVISION MAGA- 
ZINE'S latest survey of viewer attitudes toward commercials 
in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. Those interviewed 
by Pulse for this magazine were asked which commercials 
they liked and disliked most and which purchases they 
attributed to television. 

Results of the survey cover seven product categories: 
aps and cleansers, food products, cosmetics and toiletries, 

cereals, drugs, beers and cigarettes; 1,500 people were inter- 
viewed in the three markets: 500 in New York, 500 in 
Chicago and 500 in Los Angeles. Previous reports of a sim- 
ilar nature covered New York only. 

In the first two weeks of October, 1960, respondents were 
asked the following questions: "Can you name any products 
you have purchased because of television advertising ?" "Can 
you name any television commercials you liked or found 
particularly outstanding ?" "Can you name any commercials 
you did not like ?" 

Highlights by product categories 
Although such results can only be indicative, here are the 

highlights by product category in each of the three markets 
surveyed: 

Among the seven major advertising categories in which 
most of the named products fall, soaps and cleansers domi- 
nated TV- inspired purchases with the most responses. In 
New York, almost 56% of such purchases fell into this 
product classification. In Chicago, there were 202 and in 
I.os Angeles, 124 responses for this category. 

Mr. Clean topped all other products, not only in the soap 
and cleanser category but in all product classifications, with 
106 mentions for TV- inspired purchases in the three mar- 
kets, 

In New York, where the previous survey in April 1960 
found Lestoil leading Mr. Clean 24.7% vs. 13.9% respec- 

Shawn al left ore the brands that led their product category for purchases ottr bated 
ro TV in each of the markets surveyed. In New York, Mr. Clean was first among soaps 
and cleansers, Bosco headed food products, Command led cosmetics and toiletries, Kel. 
1099 was the cereal leader, Dristan headed drugs and Piel's was tops among beers. 
Chicago leaders were Mr. Clean, Gloom, Kellogg, Dristan and Hamm's. In cos Angeles, 
's was Johnson's Pledge, Twinkies, Gillette Razor Blades, Kellogg and Burgermeister. 
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I BOUGHT IT 
BECAUSE 
OF TELEVISIO\ 
Continuing Brand Study No. a 
Purchases viewers say were 7V-inspired 

tiyely in I V -inspired sales (I Bought It Because ul fcleN i- 

stun.- I I1 r\tao\ MAGAZINE, June 1960í, the tables were 
now turned. \Ir. (lean captured top purchase honors: Les- 
toil trailed in second place Stith one -third as nuam' pur- 
chases. In Chicago, first -place Mr. (lean was followed. at a 

distance, by 'ride and Cheer for sales attributed to -I-V. Only 
in Los Angeles, where Johnson's fledge received the most 
mention, was \1r. Clean a low- scorer among respondents 
for TV- influenced sales. 

On the like and dislike lists, New York gave Mr. Clean 11 

liked responses, making it second among the city's liked 
commercials; in Chicago, eight liked \Ir. Clean commer- 
cials. Dash and Cheer received the most dislike mentions in 

all three markets for soaps and cleansers. 

Bosco received aid from TV 

It is interesting to note that three of the ltut food brands 
listed among TV- inspired purchases are products appealing 
to children. The influence of television was most apparent 
in its aid to Bosco, a milk flavurili . Bon ) and Twinkles. a 

packaged cake. got the most mention lot food products 
bought because of 'T\'. No breakdown is made in Chicago 
for this category because no one brand received I ' or 
higher mention. (Throughout this study. only brands 'vitii 
1 

e/ or higher response are listed.) 
Among cosmetics and toilet) ins advert ise)s. no one brand 

stands out among T \'- inspired nun) Itase mentions although 
dentifrices accumulated the tints) mentions among the three 
markets. Gillette ra /or blades, lost among television -in- 

spired purchases ill Los Angeles. x.Is also one 01 the i( \ 

toiletries products mentioned) lo) liked (onuncrtials. On 
the other hand. Tian deodorant cnnnner( ills, which got no 
mention among purchases attributed to tclt' isiou, were dis- 

liked by it in Los Angeles. I I in Chi( ago .aid I I in New 
fork. 

In the cereal category. Kellogg was first in the three o itics 

in '1 \'-inspired purchases. \lavpo was second ire New Vol k 

and I.os Angeles and third in ( :1iicago. l'usi was second in 

Chicago purchases. 'lime Kellogg and Post mentions wire 
not specified by single products. e.g. Rice Krispies o) .\Intl).) 

Bits. \Iaypo was the cereal commercial most liked (3ti in inn 

three cities): Kellogg was second most liked. 
The most significant finding about drug p) 

the antipathy team' viewers showed urn( :(riI J" 
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NEW YORK 
Products Purchased Due to Television Advertising - 

500 Respondents 

SOAPS 
& CLEANSERS 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

COSMETICS 
& TOILETRIES 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

Mr. Clean 61 12.2 Command 5 1.0 
Lestoil 20 4.0 Miscellaneous 45 9.0 
Glis Spray Starch 18 3.6 Total responses 50 10.0 
Comet 16 3.1 
Pledge 12 2.4 
Cheer 
Ivory Soap & Snow 

10 

lo 
2.0 
2.0 

CEREALS 

Fab 9 1.8 Kellogg (unspecified) 8 1.6 
Wisk 
Tide 

8 
7 

1.6 
1.4 

Moypo 
All Stars 

6 

6 

1.2 

1.2 
Lux 7 1.4 Miscellaneous 23 4.6 
lestore 7 1.4 Total responses 43 8.6 
Jet Sproy Starch 7 1.4 
Handy Andy 6 1.2 
Easy Off 
Miscellaneous 

5 

75 
1.0 

15.0 
DRUGS 

Totol responses 278 55.6 Driston 7 1.4 
Miscellaneous 11 2.2 

FOOD PRODUCTS Toto( responses 18 3.6 

Bosco 15 3.0 
Twinkles 8 1.6 BEERS 
Buitoni 7 1.4 

Cocoa Marsh 5 1.0 Piers 8 1.6 
Miscelloneous 64 12.8 Miscellaneous 5 1.0 
Total responses 99 19.8 Total responses 13 76 

SUMMARY -NEW YORK 

Beers 

Cereals 
Cigarettes 
Cosmetics & Toiletries 
Drugs 
Food Products 
Soaps & Cleansers 
Miscellaneous product categories 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

13 

43 

16 

50 
18 

99 
278 

59 

2.6 
8.6 
3.2 

10.0 

3.6 
19.8 
55.6 
11.8 

Total purchases due to TV advertising' 576 115.2 
Did not purchase due to TV odvertising 212 42.4 

Equols more ilion 100% due to multiple responses 

Can you name any corn- Can you name any com- 
mercials you liked or mercials you didn't like? 
found particularly out- 
standing? Responses 

Per 

Responses 
No. cent 

Per Piel's 24 4.8 

No. cent Bufferin 23 4.6 
- Anacin 21 4.2 

Piet s 179 35.8 Dash 16 3.2 
Mr. Clean 41 8.2 Cheer 14 2.8 
Ballantine 16 3.2 Driston 13 2.6 
Newport 11 2.2 Ban 11 2.2 
Johnson's Baby Products 10 2.0 Playtex Bras 11 2.2 
General Elech íc Products 10 2.0 Viceroy 9 1.8 
Maypo 10 2.0 Alko-Seltzer 7 1.4 
L &M 9 1.8 L &M 7 1.4 
Schaefer e 1.6 Tide 7 1.4 
Rheingold 7 1.4 Ad 6 1.2 
Ivory Soap & Snow 7 1.4 Boyer 6 1.2 
Doublemint Gum 7 1.4 Colgate Toothpaste 5 1.0 
Alka- Seltzer 6 1.2 Crest 5 1.0 
Handy Andy 6 1.2 Miscellaneous' 154 30.8 
Kellogg Cereals 

(unspecified) 5 1.0 Brands mentioned by fewer thon Ove re- 

Miscellaneous' 181 36.2 
spondents or less thon 1.0 % of oil r 

spondents m New York 
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CHICAGO 
Products Purchased Due to Television Advertising - 

500 Respondents 

SOAPS 
& CLEANSERS 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

COSMETICS 
& TOILETRIES 

Respo 

No. 

Mr. Clean 40 8.0 Gleem 7 

Tide 18 3.6 Crest 5 

Cheer 18 3.6 Stripe 5 

Handy Andy 13 2.6 Miscellaneous 46 

Comet 9 1.8 Total responses 63 

Lestoil 9 1.8 

Ivory Liquid & Soap 
Lestare 

9 

6 

1.8 

1.2 
CEREALS 

Johnson's Klear Wox 5 1.0 Kellogg's Cereals 
Dosh 5 1.0 (unspecified) 10 
Dove 5 1.0 

Post Cereals (unspecified) 7 
Miscellaneous 65 13.0 Moypo S 

Total responses 202 40.4 Miscellaneous 17 
Total responses 39 

BEERS DRUGS 

Homm's 6 1.2 Driston 5 

Miscellaneous 3 .6 Miscellaneous 5 

Total responses 9 1.8 Total responses 10 

SUMMARY- CHICAGO 
Responses 

Per 
No. cent 

Beers 9 1.8 

Cereals 39 7.8 

Cigarettes 17 3.4 

Cosmetics & Toiletries 63 12.6 

Drugs 10 2.0 
Food Products 48 9.6 

Soaps & Cleansers 202 40.4 

Miscellaneous product categories 38 7.6 

Total purchases due to TV advertising 426 85.2 
Did not purchase due to TV odvertising 222 44.4 

Can you name any com- 
mercials you liked or 
found particularly out- 
standing? 

Can you name any core 

mercials you didn't likd 

Responl 

Responses 

No. a 

Per Anacin 22 

No. cent Ban 14 

Coca -Cola 13 

Hams 143 28.6 Cheer 10 

Karmel Mills 23 4.6 Bufferin 9 

Wrigley Gum 20 4.0 Prell 8 

Moypo 
Coca -Cola 

18 3.6 
17 3.4 

Playtex Bras 
Dash 

7 

6 

Kellogg's Cereals Tide 5 

(unspecified) 16 3.2 Miscellaneous' 137 2 

Johnson's Baby Products 14 2.8 
*Brands mentioned by fewer thon 

Snowdrift Shortening 12 2.4 respondents or less thon 1.0% of 
Doublemint Gum 11 2.2 respondents in Chicogo 

AlkoSeltzer 9 1.8 

L &M 9 1.8 

Post Cereals (unspecified) 9 1.8 

Mr. Clean 8 1.6 

Pobst 7 1.4 

Ivory Liquid & Soap 6 1.2 

Newport 6 1.2 
Brylcreem 5 1.0 

Gillette Razor Blades 5 1.0 

Kaiser Aluminum 5 1.0 

Prell 5 1.0 
Tressame Hair Coloring 5 1.0 

Miscellaneous' 173 34.6 
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LOS ANGELES 
Products Purchased Due to Television Advertising - 

500 Respondents 

SOAPS 
& CLEANSERS 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

COSMETICS 
& TOILETRIES 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

Johnson s Pledge 11 2.2 Gillette Razor Blade 9 1.8 

Cornet 9 1.8 Crest 8 1.6 

lestore 9 1.8 Colgate Toothpcste 6 1.2 

Johnson's Kleor Was 7 1.4 Stripe 5 le 
Joy 6 1.2 Miscellaneous 31 6.2 

Dash 6 1.2 Total responses 59 11.8 

lux liquid 5 1.0 

Mr. Clean 
Miscellaneous 

5 

66 

1.0 

13.2 FOOD PRODUCTS 

Total responses 124 24.8 
Twinkses 7 1: 
Miscellaneous 44 8 8 

Total responses 51 10.2 

CEREALS 
BEERS 

Kellogg's Cereals 
¡unspecified) 8 1.6 Burgermeister 8 1.6 

Maypo 6 1.2 Hamms 5 I0 
Miscellaneous 20 4.0 Miscellaneous 4 P 

Total responses 34 6.8 Totol responses 17 3 

SUMMARY -LOS ANGELES 

Responses 

No. 
Per 

cent 

Beers 17 3.4 
Cereals 34 6.8 
Cigarettes 6 1.2 

Cosmetics & Toiletries 59 11.8 

Drugs 9 1.8 

Food Products 51 10.2 

Soaps 8 Cleansers 124 24.8 
Miscellaneous product categories 36 7.2 

Total purchases due to TV advertising 336 67.2 
Did not purchase due to TV advertising 290 58.0 

Can you name any com- 
mercials you liked or 
found particularly out- 
standing? 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

Can you name any com- 
mercials you didn't like? 

Responses 
Per 

No. cent 

Anacin 57 11 .1 

Buffer in 49 9t 

Driston 28 sr 
Burgermeister 165 33.0 Viceroy 16 32 
Homm's 98 19.6 Bon 15 3.0 

Ford 65 13.0 Preparation 10 2.0 

General Electric Products L&M 10 2.0 

(unspecified) 33 6.6 Crest 9 1.8 

Falstaff 24 4.8 Gleam 9 1.8 

Wrigley's Gum 16 3.2 Salem 9 1.8 

Johnson's Products Newport 8 1.6 

lunspeciried) 14 2.8 Prell 8 1.6 

Salem 14 2.8 Carter Pills 7 1.4 

Folger's Coffee 13 2.6 Dash 7 1.4 

Kaiser Foil 10 2.0 Marlboro 6 1.2 

Western Airlines 10 2.0 Boyer Aspirin 5 1.0 

Gillette Razor Blades 9 1.8 Cheer 5 1.0 

Zest 9 1.8 Miscellaneous* 192 38.4 
Kellogg's Cereals Brands mentioned by fewer thon five 

¡unspecified) e 1.6 respondents or less thon 1.0% of oll 
Maypo 8 1.6 respondents m los Angeles 

Newport 8 1.6 
Alko- Seltzer 7 1.4 
L6M 7 1.4 
Post Cereals (unspecified) 5 1.0 
Miscellaneous' 175 35.0 
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I BOUGHT IT BECAUSE OF TV continued 

dais. Anacin's were the most disliked con>Incl5 ials In (:hi- 
cagoand Los Angeles and placed third for that lilstint Iion in 
New York. Bufferin ranked second on New York's and Los 
\ngeles' dislike lists and 1)ristan placed third in Los An- 
_t'les. Other drug products awarded dislike honors: Prep- 
aration "Fl", Carter Pills and Bayer Aspirin. 

Although Alka- Seltzer received some unfavorable re- 
sponse in New fork. it was the only drug product which 
appeared among liked commercials as %veil. Respondents in 
all three cities named Alka- Seltzer among the liked or par- 
ticularly outstanding. l)ristan was the only drug product 
receiving enough purchase mentions to be listed for this 
r lassifl('ation. 

Burgermeister, Hamm's and Piel's are market leaders 

Beer products racked up the most listed mentions hsi' liked 
commercials-640. A number of other beer mentions, which 
fell under miscellaneous (below 1%), are unlisted. Three 
beers, Piel's, Hamm's and Burgermeister led the liked com- 
mercials list in the three markets. In Los Angeles, Burger- 
meister and Hamm's were first and second respectively in 
liked commercials; they maintained this same order for 
beers bought because of "I' \'. Ilamm's in Chicago topped the 
liked list and the T\'- inspired purchases as well. And in 
New York. Piel's. heading both the liked (1 î9 mentions) and 
disliked (24 mentions) lists, led beers purchased because of 
TV. 

In the latest Brand Study on beers (-CELEvtstoN MAGA- 

ZINE, November 1960), Piel's ranked first in recall (51". of 
500 respondents) in New York during the September 19611 

survey period and fourth in usage (8ç ). 
Although there %vere about all mentions for cigarettes 

purchased because of TV. no specific cigarette brand rec- 
orded I% or more TV- inspired purchases. Cigarette com- 
mercials registered as many liked as disliked responses. 1.;L \l 
and Newport were the most liked cigarette commercials: 
Viceroy was the most disliked. L \ \f the second most dis- 
liked. In Los Angeles. Viceroy %vas fourth among all com- 
mercials disliked. 

Although researchers. by and large. do not believe there 
is a basic correlation of the like and dislike factor of a 
commercial and its effectiveness. the preference factor can 
be extremely important in many areas; for example. it does 
provide a pleasure of how long a commercial may he effec- 
tively repeated and also some measurement of emotional 
involvement. Note, for instance, the strength of like and 
dislike for Pict's commercials in New York, suggesting that 
any commercial so strong in its positive appeal will in- 
evitably produce negative react ions as us cll. 

There are instances in this stud % us here multiple responses 
have caused the total number of responses in a market to 
exceed 500. In New York. for example. 571i purchases can 
be directly traced to the influence of television advertising. 
l'et almost half (212) of the New Yorkers interviewed did 
not attribute any product putt bases to 'I' \'. In (:iicatto. al- 
though 426 sales were 'UV-inspired. 222 respondents did not 
make a single purchase because of I' \'. Los Angeles had the 
lowest number of talc\ision- inspired purchases (336) with 
290 respondents replying in the negative. Nevertheless. 111.1t 

market recorded the highest number of commercials lik: tl 

responses (698); it also recorded the most cot l : 

disliked responses (450). 
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THE llIbIENSIONS OF RADIO: 19611 

7 rvas in advertising usage and listening habits, based on data from A. C. Niels 

F\PLORING the dimensions of radio in 1960 is a little like 
, going into a cave, striking a match, and finding a fully 

furnished living room: You expect little but find a lot. 
Radio's 1960 "furniture" is indeed impressive: 3,500 sta- 

tions in operation (vs. only 1,900 ten years ago), 700 more 
abuilding or applied for. There are over 156,000,000 sets in 
use covering 96.3 per cent of all U.S. homes. There are 
40,000,000 car radios, upwards of 8,000,000 portables and a 
deluge of transistors (4,000,000 sold last year). FM radio is 
on a growth spiral, numbers 750 stations this year, will ad- 
vance to more than 800 in 1961. 

The picture, of course, is not all brightness. Radio is over- 
shadowed by other, more "dramatic" media. It is emotionally 
compared with its sister electronic medium, television, and 
in this respect it can rarely come out on top. 

During an average broadcast week, TV will reach perhaps 
43,000,000 homes with a cumulative viewing time of nearly 
45 hours. In the same week, radio will reach perhaps 40,500,- 
000 homes with cumulative listening time of nearly 17 hours. 

The strengths and some of the weaknesses in radio today 
in the areas of network advertising and total in -home radio 
usage -a general probe of the medium's physical reach -can 
be found in the following report, based on materials from 
the Broadcast Division of the A. C. Nielsen Company. 

It has been said that network radio advertisers are of an 
in- and -out quality, strong in the number of their broadcasts 
one month, weak the next. They may be absent from radio 
in the winter but top users in the spring. Season, of course, 
is a big factor. 

An examination of the monthly National Nielsen (NRI) 
report on network radio's 20 leading advertisers over a 
year's time (September, 1959 through August, 1960) tends 
to point up the wavering of the medium's users. 

In a comparison of the Nielsen listing of August, 1959 
with that of August, 1960, only two of 1959's top five net- 
work users remained in 1960's top five. And of the top 20 
in August, 1959, 12 were among the top 20 last August. 
(The 1959 Index was based on four weeks ending Sep- 
tember 6. The 1960 Index was based on four weeks ending 
September 4. For purposes of simplification, the month of 
fullest report is used here.) 

54 

Ranked number one in August, 1959 with 358 broadcas 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company dropped to fifth place h 
August with 269 broadcasts. Time, Inc., second in 1959 wi 
214 broadcasts, slipped to twelfth place with 81 broadcas 
General Foods. third in 1959 with 157 broadcasts, rank 
tenth in 1960 with 84 broadcasts. Lewis Howe Compa 
fourth in 1959 with 145 broadcasts, did not make the Augu 
1960 top 20. Midas. Inc., filth in August, 1959 with 1: 

broadcasts, rose to third place with 170 broadcasts. 
It is clear in this comparison that little advertiser rar 

"stabilization" exists in network radio on a year apart bas 
Too many factors for change exist over this long a perio 
from budget to media strategy, but it is also clear that the 
are year -in and year -out network users whose broadcast e 
phasis varies. 

On a month -to -month basis, however, a more logical mo 
ment can be seen in the Nielsen top 20. And there is usual 
one advertiser who completely dominates the field in broa 
cast weight, not always a month at a time, but over a sere . 

of perhaps six months. Examples of this in the last year a 
R. J. Reynolds and Pepsi -Cola. 

Reynolds, top network advertiser in September, 1959 (3. 
broadcasts), stayed in first place with a slowly declini 
number of broadcasts until February, 1960, when it w 
humped into second spot by Pepsi -Cola, 382 broadcasts 
300 for the tobacco company. Pepsi had been ranked eight 
in January with 181 broadcasts, had not previously ev 
been included in the top 20. 

Pepsi advertises heavily in warm months 

Pepsi was out of the lead in March (taking second pla 
behind a 478 -broadcast spurt by Frito Company) bt 
bounced back in during April, and stayed there throu: 
August. Over this period, Pepsi put on overpowering broa 
cast weight, sometimes double or triple the number of 
second -ranked advertiser's broadcasts. 

In its spring- summer radio push, Pepsi had 544 broac 
casts in May (vs. 168 for the runner -up), 716 in June (v 
306 for the runner -up), 753 in July (vs. 216 for th 
runner -up) and 588 in August (vs. 218 for the runner -up 
The soft drink company recently changed advertising ager 
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cies and its 1961 media strategy may swerve from the strong 
network radio course followed in 1960, but in its recent 
eight months ending in August measured by Nielsen, Pepsi 
was consistently the medium's most heavy advertiser. 

Time, Inc., number two network advertiser in August. 
1959 (214 broadcasts), could be classed as consistent in its 
use of network radio, but with weight as suits its prone - 

tional needs. In a year's time, Time ranged from as feyy .t. 
81 broadcasts and twelfth place last August, to as twiny ,'. 
224 broadcasts and third place last March. Generally it 'yr. 
found in the top ten. 

General Foods, third -ranked network advertiser in Au- 
gust, 1959 (157 broadcasts), is an example over the past year 
of an in- and -out network user. In September, 1959 it had 
fallen to tenth place. In October it was in sixteenth place 
and it disappeared from the top 20 until July. 1960, return- 
ing in tenth place. 

Lewis Howe Company (proprietary drugs), fourth -place 
holder in August, 1959 (145 broadcasts). has not appeared 
in this Nielsen release for a year. 

Midas, Inc., fifth -ranked in August, 1959 (126 broadcasts), 
is another example of the in -and -out network user who 
bounces back into the medium with force. Midas was absent 
from the top 20 for 11 months. It came back last July with 
161 broadcasts, good for fourth rank. moved up to third 
rank in August with 170 broadcasts. 

While the Nielsen Radio Index points up the in -and -out 
and up- and -down quality of today's network radio adver- 
tiser, it also shows the dominance that can he achieved by 
an advertiser over his competition. 

Pepsi -Cola, for example, while dominating all advertisers 
in network radio this year, completely ran over the Seven - 
Up Company (sixteenth place in July, fourteenth place in 
August), its only soft drink competitor represented in the 
medium. 

A tighter competitive situation existed between network 
radio's two top automotive advertisers over the last year - 
Chevrolet Division of General Motors and American 
Motors. From September, 1959 to August, 1960, Chevrolet's 
averaged rank was tenth, American's twelfth. 

Both companies have been consistent advertisers during 
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39 
this period (I I out of 12 months), but with Chevrolet show- 
ing more position movement -it was in second position twice 
and in twentieth position twice. American on the other hand 
ranged from sixth place to eighteenth place. held onto the 
fourteenth spot five times. 

Chevrolet and American. however, met stiff competition 
front Renault, 1m. from October, 1959 through dune, 1960. 
The French import during this period ranged from second 
place to seventh place and stayed above both domestic autos 
in broadcasts delivered. The only other auto represented 
was Ford, which made the list only for September. 1959 in 
thirteenth position. 

L&M offers Reynolds stiff competition 

For sheer staying power on a twelve month basis, R. J. 

Reynolds would appear to have the most even broadcast 
record. It ranked first in hone broadcasts for the last half 
of 1959, wailed clown to fifth position by August. 1960. Its 
only cigarette competition was front I.iggett \leers. This 
started last April with L&1 in nineteenth position. \\otkin 
up to eighth position in June and thin) position in dole 
to move past Reynolds by 66 broadcasts. 

\Iaint.tining làirly regular. although not Itcaxc a hcdules 
weer this Nielsen report year l'crc such companies as Ex- 
Lax. Ili i.tol \lye's and its (.rove division. Campbell Soup. 
Kellogg. Hodson \'it:onin Products, and Electric Auto -Cite. 
Among shot- tern', lute -yolmne advertisers were Mennen. 
S. C. Johnson. Nylonet Corporation, Sinclair Refining, 
Lever Brothers and R. '1'. French. 

If conclusions can I>e drawn from examination of a year's 
top 20 advertisers as reported by the National Nielsen 
Radio Index. they are these: Advertiser rank by weight 
of broadcasts delivered is a constantly changing thing. al- 
though the top advertiser is usually in first place for an 
extended period of time- network radio being an impor- 
tant part of his media strategy. 

And while an advertiser's number of broadcasts may vary 
from month to month or season to season. the top adver, 
risers are using the medium on a continuing rather th:u' 
one - or two -shot basis. 

For the most part, there are few direct eon'! r 
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1)INIENSIONS OF RADIO ,,,ntiuurd 

the medium On a steady basis. Industry dominance is pos- 
sible. although in the automotive, tobat t o and drug fields 
0% et the past wear. rival advertisers have been finding see - 

sae competition. 
How are these advertisers being rccei' ed in the U.S. ra(li(' 

hotter For the most part ton a total radio basis. network and 
local). they are reaching fewer listeners than they did five 
or even three vears ago. They are reaching some cities and 
some territories better than others. and they are doing better 
in some months than in others. 

Television, of course, has put a severe crimp in home ra- 
dio listening. People are spending more time with TV than 
with radio. And even in radio -only homes. listening has been 
declining. The picture is clear in the chart below. 

(:It,rrl I 

AVERAGE HOURS RADIO USAGE 
PER HOME PER DAY 

March -April (Hours:minutes) 

Year Tele.a,on Homes Rodo Only Homes Total Rodio Homes 

1960 1.51 2.43 1.55 
1957 1-52 317 2.07 
1955 1-55 3.43 227 

Source: A. C. Nielsen 

Using Nielsen average hours of radio usage per home per 
day figures for Mach- April. 1955, 1957 and 1960, it is seen 
that listening in total U.S. radio homes has fallen from two 
hours 27 minutes in 1955 to two hours seven minutes in 
1957. one hour 55 minutes this year. 

In television homes, radio listening is less but has stayed 
almost constant over the last five years: one hour 55 minutes 
ill 1955. one hour 51 minutes this year. 

As could be expected, listening in radio -only homes is 
higher than in the other groupings. but it too is declining: 
from three hours 43 minutes in 1955 to two hours 43 min - 
utes in 1960. 

The decreased listening in radio -only homes, more 
marked than in total radio homes and television homes. 
could be explained by the fact that radio ownership is at the 
saturation point (96.3 per cent of all U.S. homes vs. TV's 87 
per cent). Fall -off can also be attributed to the availability 
of more leisure time, with population ranging out into more 
activities which conflict with radio listening. 

Hope new programming concepts revive listening 

This leisure time conflict. of course, adversely affects most 
media. For radio, especially on the network level, the emer- 
gence of more new programming concepts this year is a 
hoped -for means of creating excitement. reviving sagging 
listening. 

On a narrower front, an analysis of Nielsen-calculated 
average hours of radio usage per home per day for March - 
April. 1955, 1957 and 1960 (Chart 11) shows a degree of 
listening fall -off by county size and by territory, although 
a number of population concentrations and geographic sec- 
tors fared better than the total U.S. 

In 1960, for instance, radio usage in A and D counties 
(largest and smallest in population) was above the national 
average, while B and C counties were below, but not to a 
great degree. In 1957, only A counties were above the total 
U.S. in radio usage, while in 1955. C and D counties were 
above. 

56 

By territory in 1960, radio usage in East Central, 
Central and Pacific regions %vas above that tor the total II 
ln 1957 and in 1955, West Central, South and Pacific regia 
were ahead of the total 11.S. Overall, the West Central a 

Pacific territories have remained above the total ILS. os 

the periods measured. The North East has remained below 
perhaps owing to the strength of TV ul this area. 

AVERAGE HOURS RADIO USAGE 
PER HOME PER DAY 

March -April (Hours:minutes) 

Total County Site Territory 
- -- 

U.S. A B C D NE EC WC S P 

1960 1.55. ..2:02...1:52...1:41...2:01 ... 1 :39...2:04.,,2:16...1,45...2:02 
1957 2.07. ..2:16...1:57...2:03...2:06...1 :49...1,44...2:34...2:10...2,24 
1955 ...,.2:27...2:21...2:17 ,....2:38......1 :57...2:23...2,38...2,41...2:48 

County Key 

A. 500,000 or more 
8. 100,000 or more 
C. 30,000 or more 
D. Lees thon 30,000 
' C & D counties Source, A. C. Nielsen 

(In rough comparison with March -April 1960 radio usa 

by county size and territory, the greater time spent %vi 

TV is seen in the Nielsen average hours of TV viewing p 
home per day when examined by the same classificatio 
TV viewing runs close to six hours a day on the nado 
average vs. radio's nearly two hours.) 

Little variation in course of year 

If there are wide variations in radio usage over the cour 
of a year, they are not apparent in Nielsen's National Rad 
Audience Trends analysis measuring average hours of rad 
usage per home per day, September, 1959 through Augu 
1960. 

Chart III 
NATIONAL RADIO AUDIENCE TRENDS 

AVERAGE HOURS RADIO USAGE PER HOME PER DAY 

Month Hrs.:Mins. Month Hrs.:Mins. 

September, 1959 1:52 March, 1960 1:59 

Oc rober 1:53 April 1:52 

November 1:56 May 1:55 

December 1:50 June 1:50 

January, 1960 1:52 July 1:41 

February 1:49 August 1:35 

Source: A. C. Nielsen 

This analysis shows fairly level in -home radio usag 

There is a high point (one hour 59 minutes in March) an 

a low point (one hour 35 minutes in August), a genet, 
summer fall -off, although this may be deceiving owing to t 
increase in out -of -home usage during warm weather, a fact 
not reported here. 

The high points that exist in the usage level occur i 

November, March and May. The low points are in July an 

August. In a rough approximation of seasons, spring (Marc 
May) and fall (September- November) tie as top radio usa 

periods: spring -one hour 55 minutes: fall -one hour 
minutes. Summer (June- August) hits the usage low with o 

hour 42 minutes. Winter (December- February) comes in 
one hour 50 minutes. 
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Contrasting individual months this year, one in a gen- 
erally high usage period (January) and the other in a low 
usage period (August), there is seen a similar pattern of 
radio usage by time of day (Chart IV). 

Chart It' 
TOTAL U. S. RADIO HOMES USING RADIO 10001 

AVERAGE PER MINUTE BY HOURS OF DAY 
January, 1960 vs. August, 1960 

Homes (000) 
Hour January Augur, 

Morning [Monday through Friday) 

6 a.m.- 7 o.m. 
7 o.m.- 8 a.m. 
8 a.m.- 9 a.m. 
9 a.m -10 o.m. 

10 a.m. -11 o.m. 
11 a.m. -12 noon 

Afternoon (Monday through Friday) 

12 noon- 1 p.m. 
1 p.m.- 2 p.m. 
2 p.m.- 3 p.m. 
3 p.m.- 4 p.m. 
4 p.m.- 5 p.m. 
5 p.m.- 6 p.m. 

Evening (Monday through Sunday) 

6 p.m.- 7 p.m, 
7 p.m.- 8 p.m. 
8 p.m.- 9 p.m. 
9 p.m.-10 p.m. 

10 p.m. -11 p.m. 
II p.m. -12 midnight 

2 720.. , .1,929 
6 725 3,303 
8 253...5,192 
7 220 5,487 
7 022 5,588 
6 330 5.242 

6 429. 5,143 

6082. 5,242 

4 896. 4,896 

4 500. 4,352 

4,253 3,907 

4 693...3, "57 

4 643 3,907 
3 560 .. 3.511 

3 016. 3.016 
2 621.. 2.868 
2 374. ..2,869 
2 176. ..2.720 

Source: A C. Nelsen 

In both months, peak radio usage came in the morning. 
tapered off in the afternoon, picked up slightly in the late 
afternoon -early evening period, and lowered into the night. 
With more radios in use during January. the drops :nd rises 
in usage are more defined for this month. 

January's radio usage high point came between 8 and 9 
a.m. August's high point came between 10 and 11 a.m. Jan- 
uary's low point came between I 1 and 12 midnight. August's 
low point came between 6 and 7 a.m. 

Usage highest from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Both months slatted their lnutnings very low, shot to 

respectable levels between 7 and 8 a.m. January's best sus- 
tained level of radio usage carne between 7 a.n1. and 2 p.m.: 
August's between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. .\ two -hour bank of 
generally high usage built up for Jannary in the 5 -7 p.m. 
period. Usage in August 1emained almost constant Iran -I 

p.111. to 7 p.m. 
Measured in another way by Nielsen ((:haut \'1. the weckls 

in -home radio audience. February 20 through NlaicI1 6. 
1960. is weighted 34 per cent 10 nloruings \Ionclay though 
Friday. This figure accounts for 71 per cent of U.S. radin 
homes (35,110,000) with each honte readied an average of 
six hours 38 minutes. 

Monday through Friday afternoons during this period 
came in for 23 per cent of the weekly radio usage. 57.9 per 
cent of U.S. radio hontes (28.632.000), five hours 27 minutes 
of usage. 

The third highest period of radio usage. all evenings. came 
in for 18 per cent of the weekly listening: 53.5 per cent of 
U.S. radio homes (26,456,000) and an average of four hours 
94 minutes of usage per home. 

Saturday mornings and midnight to ti a.m. tie with six 
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per cent of weekly radio usage. Saturday :tttetur,tln ,t is Ire 
per cent and Sunday running and Sunda% allernrsun lie 
with four per cent. 

Chart r 
THE WEEKLY IN -HOME RADIO AUDIENCE 

February 29 -March 6, 1960 

AVERAGE .- 

MINUTE CUI. . r COTAI 
Average 

Weekly U.S. 'Ic U S. No Hours 
Radio Radio Homo; Ramo Names per Home 
Usage Homes (0001 Homes (0001 Reach. ' 

By Dayparts' 
Mondoy.Friday morning . 34 15 7 . 7,764 71 0 .35,110 6:38 
Monday- Friday afternoon 23. ..10.6....5.242 57.9 28.632 5:23 
Sunday morning ...... 4. 9.8 4,846 35.9. 17.753 1:38 

Sunday afternoon . .. 4.. 10.2. 5.044 31 I ..15.379 1:58 

Saturday morning _ 6....13.4... 6,626 46.1 22,796 1 :44 

Saturday afternoon 5....12.1. 5,983. 33.9 16.764 2 09 
All evening; I8.... 6.0... 2,967 53 5 26.456 4.44 
12 midnight-6 a.ns 6. 1.8. 890. 16 4 8.110 4.37 

24 hour 7 day Total 100... 8.3 .4.104....82 3 40.697 .1652 

East & Central Tine Zones: N y ,,me Patch T me Zone Local ,.me 

Sov,ce A C N elsen 

In Chart \'I, the above weekly in -home radio audience 
breakdown is compared with the television audience (weekls 
cumulative in -home broadcast audience). again measuring 
the same week. Listening and viewing differences are huge 
in some periods. smaller in others. 

Chart II 
TIGE WEEKLY CUMULATIVE IN -NOME BROADCAST AUDIENCE 

FEB 29-MAR b. 1960 

140ME-14OURS moo DON 

DAYTIME - EVENINGS 

MFA.M Mi PM SUN SAT 6P1í-12MID 

TV 
400.0 

LOF TOT. 10 21 

RADIO 

OF TOT. 

120.9 10574 

6 54 

232.8 

H 
563 

Sa0 
7S6 

23 18 II 
.. O aN.taereo,Otri 

NO OF 

- HOMES 

17 -6AM (000.000) 

AVG MIS 

DER NOME 

REACHED 

TOTAL 

NOME MRS 

(000000) 

195 432 44.93 1041.4 

I I9sHe 

1251 3111 40.T 16.86 686.1 

re 6 (825) 

\'here ladin Fes ciscd it, hest LIS.l,r. \Irnld.tt tlnrttl,ll 
Frisas nlrnning,. TV Iecei%e I ¡I, /hits) hest .nulidnre 1111 

pet ( S. I.t(litr., :il per Len11. 

IA.'Stoi)5IMIe01 audit'nre. 7111 pct tcnl Its. 1.1düi', WI 

toril, canne tSInndav through Ftid.s :Ilteinouns. Its ,et und 
hest audience. 21 per cent (IS. ladin', 23 per tent,. (,une 
Monday through Frida\ afternoons. l- \ "s fourth hest audi- 
ence. (Ill Saturday. conne tu six per cent vs. radio's II pet t tau. 

T \, Sunday audience, fifth best. (ante ut five per I eut VS. 

radio's tight per cent. In last place t(n- I \' rc the midnight 
to six a.m. period wills four per cent of total weekly audi- 
ence. Radio received six per cent of its weekly usage here. 

Overall (luring this tycek. I\' readied !95.1i pet cent sil 

-T\' homes (4:4.200.000) Avith 14 hours minutes uI t itt lit' 
Pet home. Radio (luring the same period Ie,P Ili 1 

cent of ratio homes (40,697.0001 with .t 1 I 
52 minutes of listening per honte. 
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DECEMBER 

TELEVISION HOMES 

Exclusive estimates computed by Television Magazine's Research Department for all markets. 
These estimates are updated each month from projections for each U.S. county. 

TV homes in each market are based on TELEVISION MAG- 
AZINE'S county -by- county projections of the "National 

Survey of Television Sets in U.S. Households" for March, 
1958, plus various industry interim reports. The March, 
1958 survey was prepared by the Advertising Research 
Foundation in cooperation with the Bureau of the Census 
and the A. C. Nielsen Co. 

Penetration potential varies by sections of the country. 
Many areas in New England have achieved a saturation 
level above 90 %. Other areas, for example sections of the 
South, have reached a rather lower plateau. Future in- 
creases from either level can be expected to be distributed 
over a longer period of time than was characterized by 
the early stages of television growth. 

In a number of markets, therefore, the 'I'V homes count 
is at a temporary plateau even though the television pene- 
tration level is below the 95°í, ceiling established by TELE- 
VISION MAGAZINE. These markets will be held for an in- 
definite period of time. 

The factor chiefly responsible for this situation is that 
penetration increases are often offset by current trends 
of population itiosentent which for some regions have 
shown at least a teni1J ,Iany decline. 

9.'; (oiling , penetration has been established 
Im all mailers. Maury rating services show lighter pole- 
! Ai ion in metropolitan areas, but the available evidence 
,Ii.nrs that penetration drops off outside the metropolitan 
,m ea itself and that 95 %f, appears to be the most logical 
theoretical ceiling for the television market as a whole. 
This does not meant that penetration may not actually go 
higher in some markets. Penetration figures in markets 
with both VI IF and UHF facilities refer to VHF only. 

The coverage area of a television market is defined by 
TELEVISION I.F.VISION MAGAZINE'S research department. Antenna 
bright, power and terrain determine the physical contour 
of a station's coverage and the probable quality of recep- 
tion. 

58 

Other factors, however, may well rule out any inci- 
dence of viewing despite the quality of the signal. Network 
affiliations, programming, and the number of stations in 
the service area must all be taken into consideration. The 
influence of these factors is reflected in the ARB 1960 
Coverage Study and, in some cases, the regular reports o 
the various rating services. The ARB data in particular 
has become TELEVISION MAGAZINE'S guide for estimating 
coverage and re- evaluating markets. 

After testing various formulae, TELEVISION MAGAZINE 
adopted a method which utilizes a flexible cut -off point 
of 25 %. Normally, all the television homes in a county 
will be credited to a market if one -quarter of these homes 
view any one of the stations in the market at least one 
night a week. Therefore, based upon this definition, TELE- 
VISION MAGAZINE reports maximum coverage for each tele- 
vision market, based upon a 25% weekly nighttime cut -off. 

In some markets, it has been impossible to evaluate the 
available and sometimes contradictory data. These areas 
are being re- studied by this magazine's research depart - 
ment and new figures will be reported as soon as a sound 
estimate can be made. 

In many regions, individual markets have been com- 
bined in a dual- market listing. This has been done when- 
ever there is almost complete duplication of the television 
coverage area and no real substantial difference in televi- 
sion homes. Furthermore, the decision to combine markets 
is based upon advertiser use and common marketing 
practice. 

The coverage picture is constantly shifting. Conditions 
are altered by the emergence of new stations and by 
changes in power, antenna, channel and network affiliation. 
For this reason, our research department is continuously 
re- examining markets and revising TV Homes figures ac- 

cordingly. For a complete explanation of the various sym- 
bols used in this section, refer to the "footnote" key at 
the end of this report. 
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TOTAL U.S. TV HOMES 46,379,500 
TOTAL U.S. HOUSEHOLDS 53,201,000 
U.S . TV PENETRATION 87.2% 

io other published covered,' Imes, these ore neither swoon nor 

network estimates. They ore copyr.ghted and may not be reproduced 

without permission. listed below are all commercial stations on the air: 

Markel & Stations -% Penetration TV Homes 

ABERDEEN, S.D. -68.0 21,700 

KXAB-TV IN,C,AI 

ANLENE, Tex.-79.0 70,900 

KRBC -TV INI 

ADA, Ohi. -80.0 82.300 

KIEN U,C,NI 

AGANA, Guam I 

KUAM -TV IC,N,AI 

AKRON, Ohlo -45.0 170,500 

WAKRTVt IA) 

ALBANY, 0a. -63.0 134,200 

WALBTV IA,NI 

ALBANY- SCHENECTADY -TROY, N.Y. -93.0 "421,100 
W -TEN ICI; WAST IAI; WRGB Ni I 

IWTEN operates satellite WCDC, Adams, Moss.) 

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. -71.0 133,700 
KGGMTV ICI; KOAT TV IA); KOBTV INI 

ALEXANDRIA, La.-71.0 84,000 
KALB -TV IA,C,NI 

ALEXANDRIA, Minn. -75.0 94,300 

KCMT IN,AI 

ALTOONA, Pa. -88.0 271,600 
WFBGTV IA,CI 

AMARILLO, Tax -79.0 110,500 

KFDA TV ICI; KGNC -TV INI; KVil -TV IAI 

AMES, lawn -88.0 290,300 
wOl TV IA) 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska TT 

KENT -TV IA,NI; KIVA Cl I 

ANDERSON, S.C. ft 
WAIMTVf IA,CI 

ARDMORE, Okla. -75.0 28,100 
KKII INI 

ASHEVILLE, N.C., 

GREENVILLE -SPARTANBURG, S.0 -79.0 395,100 
WI''t '.I - MO; IV AI 

WFBC :,SPA.TV ICI ft 
ATLANTA, Go, -84.0 534.300 

WAGA TV ICI; WLW -A IA), WSBTV INI 

AUGUSTA, Ga.-73.0 180,100 

WJBF TV (A,N); WRDW -TV ICI 

AUSTIN, Minn -86.0 145.200 
KMMT IAI 

AUSTIN, Tax -77.0 135,200 

KTBC TV IA,C,NI 

B AKERSFIELD, Cal. -92.0 181.100 
KBAK -TVt ICI; KERO TV INI; KLYD -TVt IAI 162,000 

BALTIMORE, Md. -92.0 720,700 

WJZ TV IA); WBALTV INI; WMARTV ICI 

BANGOR, Me. -90.0 
WABI.TV IA,CI; WLBZ -TV IN,AI 

BATON ROUGE, L6. -74,0 270.000 

WAFB TV IC,AI; WBRZ IA,NI 

B AY CRY -SAGNAW- FLINT, Mich. -90.0 406,500 

WNEM.TV IA,NI; WKNK TVt IA,CI; WERT 'Al 162,000 

B EAUMONT -PORT ARTHUR, Tax -77,0 145,400 
KFDM.TV IC,A1; KPAC.TV IN,AI 

BELLNGHAM, Wash -84.0 
KVOS.TV ICI 

BIG SPRING, Tax. -76.0 18.800 

KEDY.TV ICI 

BRLNOS, Ment -68.0 
KOOKTV IA,CI; KGHI.TV INI 

B NGHAMTON, N.Y. -91.0 337,C00 

WNBF -TV IA,CI; WINRTVt IA,N,CI 1'42,600 

SIRMNOHAM, Ala. -71.0 
WAPI.TV IA,NI; WBRCTV ICI 

BISMARCK, N.D. -73.0 '42.100 
KBMB -TV IA,CI; KFYR TV IN,A1 

0(FYR -TV operates satellites KUMV -TV, Winston, N.P 

94,500 

48,100 

55,700 

420.900 

and KMOT, Minot, N.D.I 

BLOOMINGTON, Ind- -91.0 
WTTV 
(See also Indianapolis, Ind.) 

B LUEFIELD, W.Va. -S0.0 
WHIS -TV IN,AI 

B OISE, Isla. -11.0 
KBOI.TV ICI; KTVB IA,NI 

609,700 

111,000 

62,800 

TELEVISION MAGAZINE / December, 1960 

Market d Stations -- y Penetration 

BOSTON, Mass. -93.0 
WBZ.TV iNl; WNAC.IV ICI, WHDH IV IA,C,NI 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. 
WICC.TVt LAI 

B RISTOL, Va -- JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. -71.0 
WCYBTV IA,NI; WWII IV '.&CI 

BRYAN, Tex. -71,0 
KBTK.TV (A,NI 

BUFFALO, N.Y. -92.0 
WBEN.TV ICI; WGR TV INI. WKBW.IV UI 

B URLINGTON, Vt. -88.0 
WCAK -TV ICI 

B UTTE, Mont-72,0 
K KIF -TV IA,C,NI 
(Operates satellite KKL).1 V, Heb'nu M-r i I 

CADILLAC, MIeh. -84.0 
WWTV IA,CI 

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. -82.0 
KFVS.TV O 

CARLSBAD, N.M, -85.0 
KAVE TV IA,CI 

CARTHAGE- WATERTOWN, N.Y. -111.0 
WCNY.TV IA,CI 
Includes CATV Homes) 

CASPER, Wyo. -511.0 
KTWO.TV IAN,CI 

CEDAR RAPIDS- WATERLOO, Iowa -89.0 
KCRG.TV IAI. WMTTV IO KW`A 1.11 ,N' 

CHAMPAIGN, 111. -90.0 
: ,'CIA ICI: WCHUt INI( 

', e Springfield listing) 

CHARLESTON, S.C. -75.0 
WCSC.IV ICI. WUSN.TV UNI 

CHARLESTON -HUNTINGTON, W.Va. -82,0 
WCHSTV IAI; WHTN -TV ICI; WSAZ.TV INI 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. -84.0 
WBTV ICI, WSOC TV IA,NI 

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. -77.0 
WDEF. TV IA,C) WRGP -TV INI, W!VC ,AI 

CHEBOYGAN, Mich.-73.0 
WhOM TV IN,AI 

CHEYENNE, Wye. -67.0 
KFBC.TV IA,C,NI 

(Operates satellie ISTF Sr o0sblulf, NoI,.I 

CHICAGO, 111. -93,0 
WBBM.IV ICI WBKB IAI; WGN -TV; WNBO 

CHICO, Cal- -82.0 
KHSI -TV IA,CI 

CINCINNATI, Ohle -91.0 
WCPO.TV UI; WKRC.TV ICI; WIW -T r. 

CLARKSBURG, W.Va. -75.0 
WBOY.TV IA,C,NI 

CLEVELAND, Ohlo -93.0 
WEWS MI; KYW TV INI: WSW _TV ICI 

CLOVIS, N.M. -68.0 
KVER.TV ICI 

COLORADO SPRINGS -PUEBLO, Cala.-83.0 
KKTV ICI, KRDO TV IAI; KCSI -TV INI 

COLUMBIA-JEFFERSON CITY, Me. -82.0 
KOMU.TV ANI, KRCG. TV AC, 

COLUMBIA, S C. -711.0 
WIS. Tv t. ','INOKTVt ICI 

COLUMBUS. Ga -79.0 
WTVM s . "RBI TV (i 

COLUMBUS. Miss. -60.0 
WCBI s. AI 

COLUMBUS Ohio -93.0 
WIW C 

COOS BAY. Ore. 

KCI, , 'N 

CORPUS CHRISTI Te. -790 

DALLAS -FT WORTH. To. - BSO 

KRIM I 

DANVILLE, lII -73.0 

DAVENPORT lowo -ROCK ISLAND. 111. -92 0 

.,A Vs/WY 
- 

DAYTON. O ire-94.0 
WHIG . WIW -D No 

DAYTONA BEACH- ORLANDO, Fla. -7 0 

WFcH '. VVDBC , .. . 

DECATUR. Ala -39.0 

DECATUR. III -79.0 

TV H.,cc 

1,6S2,200 

JT 

170,500 

41.900 

555,500 

'184,300 

"58.500 

97 900 

195,200 

11,900 

'65.400 

37.400 

279.400 

319,800 

142.000 

435,700 

641,700 

195.500 

23,900 

"53,600 

2 191.400 

107,800 

782,200 

78,900 

1,282.700 

15,200 

94,700 

122,700 

181,700 
132.900 

124,400 

49,400 

545.700 

94,000 

729,900 

r 23.200 

323,500 

486,600 

253,600 

r31,400 

1170,400 

WLOS -TV IS 

FIRST CHOICE 

OF THE 

CAROLINA 

TRIAD! 

In the rich, six -state Carolina Triad, 
WLOS -TV takes top honors! It is 

the most watched station all day, 
all night, all week with an average 
of 34,000 homes delivered every 
quarter hour 1108.6% more homes 
than station "c ", 21.4% more than 
station "b ").* So if you want to sell 
the Carolina Triad, put your mes- 
sage on WLOS -TV, with the South's 
highest antenna. Ask your POW 
Colonel for Details. 

March ARIf 

wL0s.Tv 

KY. 

TENN. 

OA 

Serving 
ASHEVILLE 
GREENVILLE 
SPARTANBURG 

A Wometco Cnlerpnse 

VIRO1MA 

NORTH 
CAROLINA 

SOUTH 
CAROLINA 

THE CAROLINA TRIAD 
6 States 62 Counties 

REPRESENTED BY PFTER' 
SOUTHEASTERN RII' 
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The 

"Doug Bug" 
will bite you 
if you don't 
watch out ! 

They really dig "Doug" in Hunt- 
ington- Charleston! He's the 
comical little character who 
keeps 'em laughing between 
takes, on "The Three Stooges- 
. . . weekdays from 5:00 -6:00 
P.M. on WHTN -TV. 

"Doug Bug " -mischievous pup- 
pet friend of host Bev Barton - 
is responsible for the greatest 
mail pull in the program's his 

tory. 

Like to see what "Doug" can do 
for you? Call your Blair man. 
He'll tell you all about the 435,- 
700 TV homes in Huntington - 
Charleston and the station that 
looks better all the time! 

WHTN - TV 
A COWLES OPERATION -CBS BASIC 

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON! 

RLAI R TELEVIS.ON ASSOCIATES 
National Representatives 

/.0 

Market 8 Stat,ons- î.. Penenet.on 

DENVER, Cole.-85.0 
KBIV IAt; KIZ -TV ICI; KOA.IV INI: KTVR 

DES MOINES, Iowa -19.0 
KENT -TV ICI; WHO-TV INI 

DETROIT, Mkh. -92.0 
WJBK -TV ICI; WW1 TV INI; WXYZ (Al 

DICKINSON, N.D. -61.0 
KDIX -IV CH 

DOTHAN, Ala. -61.0 
WTVY IA,CI 

DULUTH, Minn. -SUPERIOR, WIs. -85.0 
KDAI-TV ICI; WDSM.TV IA,NI 

DURHAM -RALEIGH, N.C. -76.0 
WTVD IA,C); WRAI TV INI 

EAU CLAIRE, WIs. -92.0 
WEAU -TV IA,C,NI 

EL DORADO, Ark. -MONROE, La. -74.0 
KTVE IA,NI; KNOE.TV IA,CI 

ELKHART -SOUTH BEND, Ind. -69.0 
WSIVTVf IAI; WSBT TVt iCI. WNDU -TVt INI 

EL PASO, Tex. -80.0 
MP TV (Al; KROD.TV ICI; KTSM TV INI 

les 4,700 television homes on military bases) 

ENID, Okla. (Sae Oklahoma Cily) 

ERIE, Pa. -95.0 
WICU -TV IA,NI; WSEE -TVt (A,CI 

ncludet CATV Homesl 

EUGENE, Ore. -85.0 
KVAI -TV INI; KEZITV IAI 

IKVAI operates satellite KPIC -TV, Roseburg, Ore.I 

EUREKA, Cal. -10.0 
KIEM -TV IA,C1; KVIO -TV IA,NI 

EVANSVILLE, Int.- HENDERSON, Ky. -84.0 
WRE -TVE INI; WTVW IAI, WEHT TVt ICI 

FAIRBANKS, Alaska 
KFARTV IA,N1; KTVE ICI 

FAIRMONT, W.Va. 
WJPBTV IA,CI 

FARGO, N.D. -77.0 
WDAY TV IN); 10K00.1.V (AI 

(See also Volley City, N.D.I 

FLINT-BAY CITY- SAGINAW, Mkh. -90.0 
WIRT IAI; WNEM IA,NI; WKNK TVf IA,CI 

FLORENCE, Ala.-51.0 
WOWI TVE IC,N,A) 

FLORENCE, S.C. -75.0 
WBTW IA,C,NI 

h Hom,, 

361,500 

274,100 

'1,593,800 

15,200 

73,600 

148,900 

295,600 

108,800 

160,500 

{ 148,200 

'103,700 

'4171,000 
57.200 

"99,700 

57,800 

220,700 
t124,400 

11 

yllCA II 
"Who's on First ?' 

NOW! WFGA -TV FIRST 

IN JACKSONVILLE 

WFGA -TV now dominates the 

Jacksonville Market with 55% 

share of the audience 

11 t Latest ARB (August) shows WFGA -TV first, 
with 55% metro share -of- audience 9 A.M. to 

139,700 midnight, seven days a week! WFGA -TV 
proudly joins its sister stations, Will, Miami 
and WLOS -TV in the Carolina Triad, as the 

406,500 number one station in its respective market. 
162,000 

For highest results in your advertising, choose 
114,700 the highest -rated station in the Jacksonville 

area, WFGA -TV! 

For the first Jacksonville Starch Survey for over 
a decade...Contact your PGW Colonel. 

161,600 

FT. DODGE, Iowa -60.0 t27,300 
KOTVt INI 

FT. MYERS, Fla. -65.0 12,600 
WINK -TV IA,CI 

FT. SMITH, Ark. -71.0 51,900 
KISA -1V IC,N,AI 

FT. WAYNE, Ind. -81.0 T180,400 
WANE TVE ICI; WKIG-TVt INI; WPTA -TVt lAl 

FT. WORTH -DALLAS, Toe. -8 ̀ .0 729,900 
K f(Z TV, WBAP TV INI. KRID -TV ICI; WFAA.TV IAI 

FRESNO, Col.-90.0 227,800 
K IRE IV 10 Kl[O -TVE IAI; KM1TVt INI 1184,500 

GLENDIVE, Mont. -59.0 2,000 
KX(N IV C AI 

GOODLAND, Kan. -60.0 10,500 I 

IBIR IV CI 

GRANO FORKS, N.D. -75.0 32,500 
K NOY IY INI 

GRAND JUNCTION, Colo. -65.0 "26,200 
KREX -TV IA,C,NI 
(Operates satellite KREY -TV, Montrose, Colo.! 

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. -93.0 469,200 
WOOD -TV IA,NI 
(See also Kalamazoo) 

GREAT BEND, Kan. -74.0 .100,800 
KCKT.TV INI 
IKCET -TV operates sotellite (OLD, Gordon City, Kon. 

and KOMC TV, McCook, Neb.I 

GREAT FALLS, Men. -S0.0 50,300 
KFBB -TV IA,C,N); K1TV 

Includes CATV Homed 

GREEN BAY, WIs -90.0 316,100 
WBAY.TV ICI; WFRV (NI; WIUK -TV IAI 

GREENSBORO -WINSTON- SALEM, N.C. -8S.0 392,200 
WFMY TV IA,C); WSJS TV INI 

WFGA-TV 

A Wometco Affiliate 

tyal . JACKSONVILLE 

$it FLORIDA 

NORTH FLORIDA - 

SOUTH GEORGIA 

MARKET 
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Merkel 6 Stations --% Penetration 

GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG, S.C.- 

ASHEVILLE, N.C.-79.0 
WFBCTV IN); WSPA-TV IC) 

WLOS.TV IA); WISE-TVt IC,NI 

OREENVILLE-WASHINGTON, N.C.-75.0 
WNCT IA,CI; WITN INI 

GREENWOOD, Miss. -62.0 
WABG TV ICI 

HANNI1Al, Mo.-OUINCY, III.-89.0 
KHOA TV IC,AI; WGEM-TV IA,CI 

HARLMGEN-WESLACO, Tex.-73.0 
KGBT-TV IA,C1; KRGVTV IA,N) 

HARRISBURG, 111-83.0 
WSIL.TV TAI 

HARRISBURG, Pa. -71.0 
WHPTVt ICI; WTPAT IAI 

HARRISONBURG, Va. -75.0 
WSVA -TV IA,C,NI 

HARTFORD -NEW BRITAIN, Conn, -94.0 
WTIC -TV IC); WNBCt INI; WHCTT 

HASTINGS, Nebr. -11.0 
KHAS TV INI 

HATTIESBURG, Miss. -64.0 
WDAM -TV IA,N) 

TV Hornet 

395.100 

Market & Slavons- % Penrtrati., 

KLAMATH FALLS. Orr -69 0 
KOILTV A 

1 , KNOXVILLE, Tenn.--70.0 
WATE.TV INI, V.h - , Cl. WTVKt IAI 

LA CROSSE, Wh.-88 O 

WEBT IA,C,NI 

LAFAYETTE, La.-71.0 

174.500 

57,100 

170.900 

74,500 

197,000 

1158,600 

45,400 

641,200 
1287,700 

99,000 

49,600 

HENDERSON, Ky.- EVANSVILLE, Ind. -84.0 220,700 
WEHTTVt ICI; WFIE INI. WTVW IAI 1124,400 

HENDERSON -LAS VEGAS, Nev. -76.0 48,900 
KIRJ -TV INI; KLAS TV ICI; KSHO TV IAI 

HOLYOKE- SPRINGFIELD, Mau, -17,0 '1318,200 
WWLPt INI; WHYN -TV IA,CI 
IWWLP operates satellite WRLPT, Greenfield, Mass.) 

HONOLULU, Howell "0149,000 
KGMB -TV ICI; KONA -TV IN); KHVH TV TAI 

(Includes 14,600 television homes on military based 
(Satellites; KHBC -TV, Hilo and KMAU TV, Wailuku 

To KGMB -TV. KMVI-TV, Wailu4u and KHJK.TV, Hilo to 
KHVH; KALA, Modular to KONA TVI. 

HOUSTON, Tex.-87.0 489,400 
KPRC -TV INI. K TRK. TV IAI KHO)J IV ICI 

HUNTINGTON- CHARLESTON, W.Vo. -82.0 435,700 
WHTN.TV ICI; WSAZ TV INI; WC))', IV IAI 

HUN TSVILLE, Ala. ti 
WAFG.T VT 

HUTCHINSON- WICHITA, Kan. -83.0 '294,900 
KTVH ICI; KAKE -TV IA); KARD.TV IN) 
IKTVC, Ensign, Kan. and KAYS, Hoys, Eon. 
Satellites of KAKE -TV) 

IDAHO FALLS- POCATELLO, Ida. -73.0 
KID.TV IA,C,NI; KYLE INI 

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. -91.0 
WFBM.TV INI; WISH -TV ICI; WLWI IAI 
See also Bloomington, Ind.' 

JACKSON, Mlss. -61A 
WJTV ICI; WEST IA,NI 

JACKSON, Tenn. -71.0 
WDKI-TV IA,CI 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -61.0 
WJXT IC); WFGA-TV IN,A) 

JEFFERSON CRY -COLUMBIA, Mo. -62.0 
KRCG -TV IA,CI; KOMU.TV IA,NI 

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. - BRISTOL, Va. -71.0 
WJHl -TV IA,CI; WCYB TV IA,NI 

JOHNSTOWN, Pa. -91.0 
WARD-1'0 IA,CI; WJAC -TV INI 

JOPLIN, Me.- PITTSBURG, Kan.-83.0 
KODETV IA,CI; KOAM.TV IA,NI 

JUNEAU, Alaska 
KINY TV IC) 

KALAMAZOO, Mich. -93.0 
WKZO TV IA,CI 
See also Grond Rapids) 

KANSAS CITY, Me. -19.0 
KCMO.TV ICI; KMBC TV )AI; WDAF -TV INI 

KEARNEY, Neb.-76.0 
KHOITV ICI 
'Operates satellite KHPL -TV, Hayes Center, Nebl 

61,700 

720,200 

215.800 

56,000 

285,400 

122.700 

170.500 

547,500 
It 

133.100 

608.600 

603,200 

"87,800 
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CATV H 

LAKE CHARLES, Le. -71.0 
Ti TV IA,N); KTAG -1'4 ICI 

LANCASTER, Pa. 
.. ;41 -TV IC,NI 

LANSING, Mich, -91.0 
:. lM.TV ICA), WIIK . TV INI IOnondu,ml 

LAREDO, Ten, -63,0 
KGNSTV IA,C,NI 

LA SALLE, III. (See Peoria, III.) 

LAS VEGAS- HENDERSON, Nev, -76.0 
, Al. KLRI TV MI 

LAWTON, Oi,la. -830 
AI 

LEBANON, Pa. -63.0 
WLYH.TVt IAI 

13,600 

709,800 
147.400 

118,100 

95,c 00 

72,700 

517.800 

374,900 

10.400 

48.900 

89,700 

1105,200 

LEXINGTON, Ky. -47.0 155,500 
WIEK.TVT IA,C,NI, WKYTt ICI 

LIMA, Ohio -65.0 153.800 
WIMA.TVt IA,C,NI 

LINCOLN, Nebo-1'.0 175,200 
KOLN-TV IA,CI 

LITTLE ROCK -PINE BLUFF, Ark. -72.0 252,700 
KARK.TV INI; KTHV ICI; KATV IA) 

LOS ANGELES, Calif. -91.0 2.747,200 
KABC.TV IAI; KCOP, KM TV 

KNKT ICI. KRCA IN), KTTV 

LOUISVILLE. Ky. -81.0 420,000 

WAVE-TV UNI; WHAT, TV ICI 

LUBBOCK, Tex -79.0 107 500 

KCBD TV IA,NI; EMIR IV ICI 

LUFKIN, Tex. -68.0 33.500 

EIRE, TV IN,C AI 

LYNCHBURG, Ve.-12.0 128,200 

WIVA-TV IA) 

MACON, Ga.-75,0 108.800 

WMAZ T.' A<NI 

MADISON. Wis -93.0 228,400 

.. '.KOW T.I A 185,300 

MANCHESTER, N.H. -94.0 133,300 

MARINETTE, Wis. (See Green Bay) 

MAROUETTE, Mich.-84.0 51,700 

WLUC TV IC,N AI 

MASON CITY, Iowa -86.0 1s, '00 

KGLO.TV ICI 

MAYAGUEZ, P.R. 
WORA. TV IC,A) 

MEDFORD, Ore. -73.0 43,001 

KBES. TV IA,C,N) 

MEMPHIS. Tenn.-77.0 463, 800 

WHIG-TV LAI; WMCT INI: WREC. TV ICI 

MERIDIAN, MIss. -66.0 90,' 00 

WTOK-TV IA,C,N) 

MESA -PHOENIX, ArIn. -13.0 22 5, 900 

K'JAR INI: KTVK IA). KPHO -TV: KOOL.TV ICI 

MIAMI, Fla -88.0 
t 1 TV IAI WTVI ICI 

553.900 

MIDLAND -ODESSA, Te.. -69 0 84,300 

MILWAUKEE. Wis.-910 631.200 
Y. IMl IV INI :. , , I 1163,200 

MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL, Minn -90.0 729,200 

'. WCCO-TV ICI. WTCN-TV Al 

MINOT, ND.-71 0 

KM, ; . ' ' TV IA,NI 

'33,500 

SUNSHINE 

COVERS 

SOUTH FLORIDA 

BETTER THAN 

WTVI 

13.1% more South Florida 
homes view WTVJ daily than 
read the area's largest news- 
paper ... 147% more homes 
than read the second news- 
paper. WTVJ is viewed daily 
in 40.5% more homes than the 
average of the other two Miami 
television stations. Obtain the 
facts from your PGW Colonel. 
Ask him for Profile III. 

WTVJ 

Comparative Daily 

Circulation 

WTVJ 363,500* 
Miami Herald 321,500 ** 
Miami News 147,200 ** 
Station "B" 289,900* 
Station "C" 227,900* 

'APB Coverage Study- Janua'y I. 19A,` 

"Publisher's Statements -March : , 

REPRESENTED NAT 

PETERS. GRIFFIN V. 
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A TELEVISION 

ADVERTISING 
DOLLAR WELL SPENT 

Sell YOUR Client's 
PRODUCT AT LESS THAN 

$1 per 1,000 TV HOMES 
KMSO -TV NOW SERVES 

60,300 TV HOMES 

CBS NBC ABC 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 

FOIZJOE--I -V, INC. 

MISSOULA, Mont.-72.0 
KM',r; IV M r 

I 

MOBILE, Ale. -71.0 
WAIA 1V it 4,41 WK91, IV ICI, WI AK -I, r. 

MONAHANS. Tar. -70.0 
r it tv. I, 

MONROE, lo - El DORADO, Ark. -74.0 
r ,. r' .1 IA.IJI 

MONTEREY.SALINAS, Cal. (Sao Solinet) 

MONTGOMERY, Ala. -71.0 150,100 
lit,, /IVI II I W'IA Id 11,AI 149,600 

56,001 

235,200 

25,300 

160.500 

Markel b Stations- .% Penetration TV Homes 

MUNCIE, Ind. -59.0 t20,600 
WIBC.TVT IA,C,NI 

NASHVILLE, Tann. -70.0 
WIACTV ICI; WSIMTV IAI; WSMTV INI 

NEW BRITAIN -HARTFORD, Conn. -94.0 
WTIC.TV ICI WNBCT INI; WHCTT 

NEW HAVEN, Conn. -92.0 949,400 
WNHC.TV MI 

NEW ORLEANS, La. -83.0 366.400 
WDSUTV IA,NI; WVUE (AI; WWI. TV ICI 

NEW YORK, N.Y. -92.0 5,019,500 
WABCIV IAI: WNEW -TV, WNTA -TV. WCBS TV 

WOR -TV, WPIX; WNBCTV INI 

NORFOLK, Va. -85.0 299,200 
NAVY IN); WAR-TV ICI, WV(C -17 A. 

NORTH PLATTE, Nab. -69.0 20,200 
KNOP.TV IN) 

OAK HILL, W.Va. -78.0 83,600 
WOAY.TV IA,C) 

OAKLAND -SAN FRANCISCO, Col. -90.0 1.313,700 
KTVU; KRON. TV INI, KP)) ICI, KGO 

ODESSA -MIDLAND, Tar. -69,0 87,300 
KOSA -TV ICI KMID. TV M.N. 

OKLAHOMA CRY, Okla. -84,0 313,100 
KWTV IC) WKY. 7. r, KOCO.TV iAi 

Markel & Stations -% Penetration TV Ho 

POCATELLO -IDAHO FALLS, Ida. -73.0 
KTIE IN), KIDTV IA,C,NI 

61, 

372,00) POLAND SPRING, Ma. -91.0 318 ,f1 
WMTW -TV IA,CI (Mt. Washington, N.H.I 

PONCE, P.R. 
WSUR.TV; W9IK -TV IC,AI 

PORT ARTHUR- BEAUMONT, Tar. -77.0 145,41 

KPAC -TV IN,AI; KFDM.TV IC,AI 

PORTLAND, Ma. -93.0 224,41 

WCSH. TV INC WGAN -TV ICI 

PORTLAND, Ora. -116A 466,91 

KGW.TV INI; KOIN -TV ICI; KPTV IAI; KHTVT 

PRESQUE ISLE, Me.-114.0 19,91 

WAGM -TV IA,C,NI 

PROVIDENCE, R.I. 796,91 
WJAR -TV IA,NI; WPRO.TV ICI 

PUEBLO -COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. -83.0 
KCSI.TV INI; KKTV ICI; KRDO.TV IAI 

QUINCY, III, HANNIBAL, Mo. -89.0 
WGEM -TV U,N), KHOA -TV IC,AI 

RALEIGH -DURHAM, N.C. -76.0 295,0 
WRAL.TV INI; WTVD IA,CI 

RAPID CRY, 5.D.-511A 6633,511 

KOTA -TV IA,CI, KRSD -TV INI 
IKOTA -TV operoles satellite KOUH -TV, Hoy Springs, Neb. 
KKRSD-TV operoles satellite KDSI TV, lend, 5.0.1 

RIDDING, CoI. -79.0 70,8 
KVIP.TV U,N) 

RENO, Ney.-114.0 41,1 
KOlO -TV IA,C,NI 

RICHMOND, Va. -83,0 366,91 
WRVA -TV UI, WTVR ICI; 

WKEM -TV IN) (Petersburg, Vo.) 

RIVERTON, Wyo. -53.0 
KWRB.TV iC,N,AI 

ROANOKE, Va. -$1A 
WDB' r: 'Cl: WSISTV IA,N) 

641.200 
. 287,700 

I. 

OMAHA, Nab. -91.0 318,400 
KMTV INI; WOK 

ORLANDO -DAYTONA, Fla. -74.0 253.600 
W080 TV ICI; WLOF.IV IAI; WESH IV 

OTTUMWA, Iowa -13.0 85,800 
K T VO IC,N,AI 

PADUCAH, Ky. -79.0 177,100 
WPSDTV (NI 

PANAMA CRY, Fla. -7...0 25.200 
WING TV IA,C.N) 

PARKERSBURG, W. Va. -44.0 19,000 
WTAPT 1A,C,N1 

PEORIA, 1II. -78.0 ' - ' 174.800 
WEEK TO INI, WMBII [VT 'Cl, WIVIII in 

iWEEK.IV ape,al,t WEEQ- IV, la Salle, III.) 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. -91.0 1.942.800 
WCAU.IV ICI, WIII IV IAI; WRCV IV II:, 

PHOENIX -MESA, Ariz.-83A 226,900 
KOOI.1V ICI; KPHO. TV, !MK IAI, KVAR 1. 

PINE BLUFF -LITTLE ROCK, Ar6 -72.0 252.700 
KAIV IAI, KARK -1V IN), KTHV ICI 

PITTSBURG, Kan. - JOPUN, Me -83.0 133,100 
lOAM TV IAN), KODE -TV IA,CI 

PITTSBURGH, Pa. -93.0 1.163,800 
KOKAIV 1CC WIIC INI( WTA( IAI 

94,71 

170,N 

ROCHESTER, Minn. -R6.0 
ARC NI 

6.61 

249.81 

76,1. 

ROCHESTER, N.Y.-92.0 329.41 

.., . 
e 

. ',rLC,TV IA,CIJ WVET-TV IA,CI 

ROCKFORD, 111. -91.0 
.,III -IV IA,CI; WTVOt INI 

ROCK ISLAND, III.- DAVENPORT, lawn -92.0 
WHBF-TV IA,CI; WOCTV INI 

ROME -UTICA, N.Y. (S.. Utica) 

ROSWELL, N.M.-79.0 
KSWS.IV IA,C,NI 

PLATTSBURO, N.Y -14,0 104,100 SACRAMENTO- STOCKTON, Col -S8.O 
WPIZ IA NI KMTV ICI; KCRA -TV INI; KOVR IAI; KVUE -TVf 

4 Kings Pay Court to King 4! 
li 

The Nashville Television audience is currently in a state of happy 

confusion. Their favorite station, WSM -TV, not only adopted the 

theme, King 1, for its fall program promotion, it also imported d 

Kings, the lovely King Sisters, to lend a hand. And now 5 Kings. 

four of which are also Queens of the music world, are busily spread- 

ing the good word about the finest program line up in Nashville 

Television history - 
What has this to do with you? Just this! The station which can put 

this much showmanship in its own promotion is the station best 

equipped to put your product across in the highly important Nashville 

Market. For documentation, ask Ili Bramham or any Petry man. 

01.0..01 'firfi,'r, 17rpn'rri fallt. 

WSM-TV 
NASHVILLE, T E N N. 

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY 

199,81 

T1os,61 

323,54 

49 
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Merket & Stations -% PeneIrabon 

IAONAW-BAY CRY -PUNT, Midi. 90.0 

WKNK -TV{ IA,CI; WNEM -TV IA,NI; WIRT A 

LT. JOSEPH, Mo.-119.0 
KFEO -TV IC,AI 

ST. LOUIS, Mo. -92.0 
1(5D-TV INI; KTVI IA1; KMOK -TV ICI; KPLR -i. 

ST. PAUL -MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.-90.0 
WTCNTV IAI; WCCOTV ICI; KSTP INI; KMSPTV 

ST. PETERSBURG -TAMPA, Fle, -83.0 
WSUN.TVt IAI; WFLA -TV INI; WTVT ICI 

SAUNAS- MONTEREY, Cal. -117.0 

KSBWTV IA,C,NI 

(See oleo Son lose, Call 
'Includes circulation of optional ,oIellite, KSBY -T V, 

Son luis Obispo 1 

SAUSSURY, Md. -68.0 
WBOC -TVt IA,Ct 

SALT LAKE CRY, Utah -18.0 
KSI.-TV ICI. KCPX IN,AI; KUTV IAI. 

KLOR -TV (Provo, Ulahl 

SAN ANGELO, Tex. -81.0 
KCTV IA,C,N) 

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. -12.0 

TV Hanses 

406,500 
62 000 

109.800 

851.900 

729,200 

333,400 
1213.200 

"213,800 

133,400 

253,600 

31,500 

316,700 

KCOR -TVt; KENS -TV ICI; KONO IAI; WOALTV INI IT 

SAN DIEGO, Cal. -93.0 
KFMB TV ICI. KFSD -TV INI 

SAN FRANCISCO- OAKLAND, Col, -90.0 
KGO.TV (A); KPIK ICI; KRON.TV IN); KTVU 

SAN JOSE, Cal, -83.0 
KNTV IA,C,NI 

(See also SalinasMonterey, Coll 

SAN JUAN, P.R. 

WAPA A,NI 
; WKAO.TV 10 

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Col. (See Solinas- Monterey) 

SANTA , Col. -81.0 
KEY T IA,C,NI 

SAVANNAH, Ga.-73.0 
WSAV -TV IN); WTOC -TV IA,O 

SCHEI'ECTADY- ALBANY -TROY, N.Y. -93.0 
WRGB INI; W -TEN ICI; WAST IAI 

lbJON -TEN operates satellite WCDC, Adorns, Mass) 

SCRANTON -WILKES- BARRE, Pe. -S'.0 
WDAUT ICI; WERE -TVt (NI; WNEP.TVt IAI 

Ilncludes CATV Homes) 

SEATTLE -TACOMA, Wash. -89.0 
KING -TV INI; KOMO.TV IAI, KTNT -TV ICI 

KTVW; K(RO-TV ICI 

ti SEDALIA, Me. -118.0 
KMOS.TV IA/ 

SHREVEPORT, La. 78,0 
ISLA IA,CI; KTBSTV IA,NI 

SIOUX OTY, lewa -17.0 
KTIV )A,NI; KVTV IA,CI 

SIOUX FADS, S.D. -78,0 "225,400 
KELO -TV IC,A), K500.TV IN,AI IKEIO.TV narrates 
boosters KDIOTV, Florence, S.D. and (PIO TV, Reliance, S I 

'281,100 

1,311,700 

247,600 

tt 

60,500 

99,800 

"421,100 

unket 6 Slahons Y Penetrohon TV Home, 

STOCKTON.SACRAMENTO, Cal.-88.0 433,900 
. Al, KCRA . ICI 

SUPERIOR, Wis.- DULUTH, Minn. -85.0 148,900 
WDSM 1V IN,AI; KDAI.TV '.CI 

SWEETWATER, Tex.-81.0 47,500 
KPAR -TV ICI 

SYRACUSE, N.Y. -91.0 "459,000 
WHEN -TV (A,C); WSVRTV (N,AI 

YR.TV operates wedge WSYETV, Elmlro, N.Y I 

TACOMA -SEATTLE, Wash, -19,0 
KINTTV ICI; KTVW; KING -TV INI; 
KOMO -TV IAI; KIRO -TV ICI 

TALLAHASSEE, Flo: THOMASVILLE, Go. -63.0 
WCTV IC,AI 

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. -83.0 
WF(A. TV INI; WTVT L .. 

TEMPLE -WACO, Tex. -78.0 
ICEN -TV INI; KW't , 

TERRE HAUTE, Ind. -91.0 
WTHI.TV IA,CI 

TEXARKANA, Tex. -74.0 
KCMC.TV 171,0 

THOMASVILLE, Ga.-TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (See Talleh 
TOLEDO, Ohie -93.0 

WSPD.TV IA,NI; WTOI TV ICNI 

TOPEKA, Kan. -80.0 
WIBW-TV (C.A,NI 

TRAVERSE OTT, Mich. -85.0 
WNW-TV IN,A) 

TROY -ALBANY- SCHENECTADY, N.Y.-93.0 
WRGB (NI; WTEN ICI; WAST IAI 

IW.TEN operates sorellite WCDC, Adams, Moss) 

TUCSON, Arla. -S4.0 
KGUN -TV IAI, KOLD -TV ICI. KVOA -TV INI 

TULSA, Okla. -82.0 
KOTV ICI; KVOO.TV INI; KTUI -TV IAI 

TUPELO, Miss. 60.0 
WTWV INI 

TWIN FADS, Ida.-76.0 
KIIK -TV IA,C,N) 

TYLER, Tex.-72.0 
K1TV IA,C,NI 

(279,900 0T1CA-ROME, N.Y.-94.0 
WKTV IA,C,NI 

568,500 

27.200 

276,700 

180.100 

SOUTH SEND -ELBHART, Ind. -69.0 
WNDU-Tyt r, .VSBTTV't 10; WSJV -TVt IAI 

SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE, S.C. 
ASHEVILLE, N.C.-79.0 
W_PA-IV CI, WIBC- TV INI; WLOS-TV IAI WI'd. 

SPOKANE, Wash. -79.0 
KHO -TV IN); KREM -TV IAI; KKLYTV ICI 

SPRINGFIELD, 111. -77.0 
WICST INI 
!Operpres lotellae WCHU, Chompo yn, 111.1 

SPRINGFIELD- HOLYOKE, Mass. -87.0 "1318,200 
WHYN7Vt IA,CI; WWIPT INI 
IWWLP operates solellite WRIPt Greenh -Id, Mass.I 

VALLEY CITY, N.D. -78.0 
1(5(8.TV ICI 

(See also Fargo, N,O I 

V ACO- TEMPLE, Tex -78.0 
KWT X TV IA,CI, KCEN -TV 7J' 

WASHINGTON, D.C.-17.0 
WMA: TV UI, WRC.TV INI; WIOP TV Ic 

WASHINGTON-GREENVILLE, N.C.-73.0 
NUN WNCT 'A C' 

WATERBURY, Cann. 

WATR -TV t 'A 

WATERLOO -CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa-89.0 
KWWI't ;M KCR;,'. 

1148,200 WATERTOWNCARTHAGE, N Y. (See Carthayel 

WAUSAU, WIs-116.0 
W SAU TV IA Ç,M 

395,100 
WESLACO.HARLIN0EN, Tun -73.0 

KRGV.TV 'N,AI' KGBT i, A,. 

265,900 WEST PALM /EACH, Fle,-76.0 
WEAI.TV UI; WPTV INI 

"1137,100 WHEELING, W. Va.-115,0 
WTRFTV U,NI 

W ICHITA-HUTCHINSON. Kan-83.0 
KAKE.TV IA); KARD,TV INI: KTVH 10 

IKTVC, Enbgn, Kon. and KAYS, Havs, Kan. sanl'r,. KAK! -. 

WICHITA FALLS, Tex-82.0 136,200 

112,100 KFOKTV tNl; KSYD.TV ICI; KSWO.iV 'Al I(a.aonl 

WILKES-BARRE-SCRANTON, Pa.-87.0 t279.900 

335,600 WERETVt IN); WNEPTVT IAI: WDAU-TVT C 

(Includes CATV Homes' 

.1 II 

SPRINGFIELD, Me.-111.0 
KTTS TV ICI; KYTV IA,NI 

STELIBENVILLE, Ohle-8111.0 
WSTV.TV IA,CI 

Marker 8 Slal,ons PeneIro, -, 

WILLISTON, N,D.-5L0 
KUMV l'/ 'N,Ai 

WILMINGTON, N.C.-77.0 
WECT IA,N,CI 

WINSTON-SALEM-GREENSBORO. N.C.-85.0 
WSISTV INI WFMY 1 

WORCESTER, Moss. 
WWORT INI 

YAKIMA, Wash.-63.0 
568,500 KIMA.TVT IA,CNI, KNDO I-Vt A, 

IKIMA operates Well tes KIEW iJ, lwal-., :,, 
KBASiVt, Ephroro, Wash , KEPR 7!f-Pasrr,'nosh 

18.300 

96,400 

392,200 

/98,400 

128,300 YORK, Pa. -54.0 138,700 
WSBA -TVt IA 

333,400 YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio -74,0 1169,100 

213,700 WFMI TVT WKBN -TVT 'Cl. V K r I,t A 

'. -des CAT'/ Homed 
124,700 

193.800 

86,600 

416,300 

116,000 

45,300 

"421,100 

106,500 

323,200 

44,900 

24,700 

105.100 

146,700 

133,300 

1 24,700 

869,600 

174.500 

299 400 

117 500 

'74.500 

81,100 

237.500 

"294,900 
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YUMA, Ar1:. -80,0 
KIVA 'C,N,AI 

ZANESVIUE, Ohio -47,0 
WHIZ -TVt IA,C,NI 

Data pending further studs. 

t U.H.F. 

tt Incomplete data. 

ttt New 'token- coveroge stud/ not C omder-d. 
U.S. Coveroge only. 
Includes circulation of satelhre Ior boosters. 

¡Market being held because It has reached 95% ( 
. 

TV MARKETS 
I channel markers 

7 channel markets .. 

3chonnel markets.. 

4. for morel channel markets 

Totol U.S. Markets 

Commend stohons U.S. S . 

27.200 

111,400 

127 

69 
54 
17 

267 
523 

11.'1y71(1rKab/r S 

ROCKFORD YOUR 
BELONGS 

ail 
M p;KET MIX , 

STIR 

UP 

SALES 

BUY -_ 

WREX -TV 

THE 

HOT 

BUY 

EVERY imk 
MONTH 

GET THE FAGS 

FROM OUR 

PERSPIRING REPS 

HR TELEINC. 
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Mc(:ANN :S TV OPERATION twin Pup' t t 

1 hr cxpcnshc . \I -l: executive hicr- 
atchy and change in the structure of the 
01(1 T\' /radio department into a sepa- 
rate division has had a twofold effect. 
For one thing. the number and expe- 
rience at the top echelon obviously per- 
mit M -E executives to spread themselves 
around more in client and network ne- 
gotiations. For another, it helps central. 
ire control of network buys for all offices 
of McCann- Erickson. and permits offers 
of auxiliary counsel tu clients who may 
require TV information. but are not 
regular users of the medium. 

"1n the organization of M -E." says 
Clone'. "ii is the responsibility of Hal 
Gich.itn. in charge of client planning, to 
partit ilr.tte in group meetings of the 
agent which are planning any advertis- 
ing activity for an account. and in de- 
veloping advertising for a particular 
account. [Under Graham are four TV 

amount cxrrutirr.. representing up tu 
six accounts car h. tcho arc constantly in 
touch with product groups.] 

Graham starts TV work 
''Il 1 \' is to h.t: a tole in thi\ adver- 

tising, Graham begins to work with the 
group account executive assigned to the 
product to develop a TV plan. When 
that plan is refined, it is then presented, 
ict us say, to the executive vice president 
of M -E, Tom Losee. 

"At about this time, Graham and 
Losee will acquaint Van Volkenbuig 
with the dollars allowed, the production 
needs, and what they are doing to de- 
velop a TV or radio plan. 

"From that point on, Graham and 
Losee work with Jack 'Van' for the 
eventual client presentation. 

"Somewhere along this long and wind- 
ing road of development, Jack has con- 

64 

ferred with me. The client presentatI 
is normally handled by Jack or by m 
self with Graham and Losee. Once 
have the approval of the client, negoti 
rions with the network, supplier, and /c 
talent are handled again by Jack wit 
all the help I can give." 

M -E has three offices, the centr 
headquarters in New York attached t 

the home office of McCann- Ericks. 
(U.S.A.), the others in Los Angeles a 

Chicago. New York, in addition to bei 
headquarters for M -E's top brass, house 
the M -E program services section (' 

sponsible for supervision and directi. 
of programs to which M -E is comm' 
ted), a client planning section (respo 
sible for client activity in the New Yo 
and Western region); and a section 
sponsible for contract and legal wor 

M -E's large Los Angeles offices ha 
operations and program services sectio 

M -E PRODUCTIONS' TELEVISI01 

Client and Programs Network Time Program Tip. 

Bell & Howell 
Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years ABC nighttime documentary 

11960 only) 
Bell & Howell Close -Up! (1960 -61) ABC nighttime public affairs 

Brunswick 
Jackpot Bowling NBC nighttime sports 

Coca -Cola 
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet ABC nighttime s tuation comedy 

Colgate -Palmolive 
Twilight Zone CBS nighttime adventure 

Derby Foods 
Walt Disney Presents ABC nighttime adventure 
Maverick ABC nighttime western 
Hong Kong ABC nighttime adventure 
Naked City ABC nighttime mystery 
The Roaring Twenties ABC nighttime mystery 

Helene Curtis 
To Tell The Truth CBS nighttime situation comedy 

Liggett & Myers 
The Untouchables ABC nighttime mystery 
Adventures In Paradise ABC nighttime adventure 
The Islanders ABC nighttime adventure 

Nabisco 
Wagon Train NBC nighttime western 
Rawhide CBS nighttime western 
Dough Re Mi NBC daytime audience participation 
Concentration NBC daytime audience participation 
It Could Be You NBC daytime audience participation 
Jan Murray Show NBC daytime audience participation 
As The World Turns CBS daytime serial 
The Millionaire CBS daytime anthology 
Sky King CBS Saturday adventure 

(daytime) 

half -hour 

one hour 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate half -hours 

alternate half -hours 

minute participations 
minute participations 
minute participations 
minute participations 
minute participations 

alternate half -hours 

alternate hours 
alternate half -hours 
alternate half -hours 

alternate half -hours 
alternate half -hours 
alternate quarter -hours 
alternate quarter -hours 
alternate quarter -hours 
alternate quarter -hours 
alternate quarter -hours 
alternate quarter -hours 
alternate half -hours 
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which are counterparts of those in New 
York. Its size (12 people) is commensu- 
rate with the fact that almost all M -E 
programs are produced in Hollywood. 
Los Angeles program services manager 
Tom Greenhow and his staff coordinate 
and supervise all M -E client shows in 
production, read all scripts, work on in- 
tegrating commercials and finding new 
talent and program ideas. Greenhow. 
formerly director of Wrest Coast talent 
operations for NBC and previously a 
production executive with Ziv and 
Famous Artists, was appointed to his 
present job last January as part of M -E's 
move to beef up its \Vest Coast staff. 

The change in the Chicago office also 
reflects the establishment of M -E Pro- 
ductions as a separate division serving 
all offices and divisions of the corpora- 
tion in negotiations with the networks 
and large suppliers. 

PURCHASES THIS SEASON 

"When we were just the TV depart- 
ment of the New York office," says Clyne, 
"there was sensitivity in Chicago and 
other out -of -town offices. Before M -E, for 
example, McCann's Chicago office had 
no department as such. It was responsi- 
ble to New York for what it did in TV. 
Most agencies have a TV department in 
the home office and a separate TV de- 
partment in each of their out-of-town 
offices -the head of TV in Chicago, for 
example, is not responsible to the head 
Of TV in New York. 

Middle ground of organization 
Now. \k (:ann has cst.dilislicd a mid- 

dle ground between these extremes of 
organization -no responsibility or com- 
plete TV autonomy on the part of a 
separate office. Under M -E, the TV 
client services man in Chicago, John 
Allen, is a member of M -E Productions 

Client and Programs Network Time Program Type 

Westinghouse 
Nanette Fabray Show NBC nighttime situation comedy 

Nominating Conventions CBS day & night public affairs 

Election Returns CBS day & night public affairs 

Esso 
Esso Reporter spot nighttime news 

Corn Products 
I Love Lucy CBS daytime situation comedy 

As The World Turns CBS daytime serial 

Brighter Day CBS daytime serial 

Love Of Life CBS daytime serial 

Borax 
Death Valley Days spot nighttime western 

Brighter Day CBS daytime serial 

Love Of Life 
Video Village 

CBS 

CBS 

daytime 
daytime 

serial 
audience participation 

Clear Horizon 
December Bride 

CBS 

CBS 

daytime 
daytime 

serial 
situation comedy 

Nestlé 
Roy Rogers CBS Saturday western 

(daytime) 

Buick 
Bob Hope specials NBC nighttime variety 

General Motors 
The World Series NBC daytime sports 

Rose Bowl Game NBC daytime sports 

Blue -Gray Game NBC daytime sports 

Savings and Loan Foundation 
East -West Game NBC daytime sports 
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in New York. who operates nt (Jiicago 
and is paid for h that office% the serv- 
ices of \I -I. ale paid for by each alti( 
that ttsts thcnt. Anil each unit Iras as 

insult interest in our tinit as sloes the 
New York office of \1(Ca nt -Eric kson be- 
cause each participates in this division's 
overhead and he has the benefit of more 
experienced recommendations. 

"Before this network season. for ex- 

ample, Allen did the TV planning for 
Bell & Howell, Brunswick. Swift and 
Helene Curtis. He sat with these pi oduct 
groups in Chicago. while keeping touch 
with Van \'olkenhurg in New York. 

"Our new structure also makes things 
more flexible for playing a bigger part 
in production (approaching the UA 
concept). Again, when this happens, the 
oppot [unities and the chance for invest- 
ment will open up for all of the offices. 

not just New York." END 

Buy 

weekly half -hour 
full 
full 

three weekly quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

weekly half -hour 
alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate quarter -hours 

alternate half -hours 

eight one -hour shows 

half with Gillette 
half with Gillette 
half with Gillette 

half 

('5 
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MUSIC FOR THE GOLDEN MINUTE from page 91 

The use of popular songs for their 
high recognition value (a technique cur- 
rently favored by several major beer ad- 
vertisers) is no guarantee of success, ac- 
cording to Eaton, but pop songs can, he 
says, be an advantage "if their message 
can be 'comfortably' adapted to an ad- 
vertiser's own message." 

Some of B &B's recent television com- 
mercials for General Foods and Procter 
& Gamble are individual examples of 
pointed musical application. Eaton must 

G f, 

approach each commercial from a prob- 
lem- solving point of view. Almost always 
there is an emotion to be captured 
by the music -pleasure, sensuousness, 
energy, nostalgia, richness, comedy -and 
Eaton has to match this to copy and 
photography. 

A new one -minute spot for Prell Con- 
centrate shampoo presented Eaton with 
the problem of evoking sensuous satis- 
faction. 

Close -up slow motion photography 

THE PICTURE 
HAS 

D 

n the important 

HARNET! 
. .. Lucky Channel 13 ... is the ONLY area TV 

station posting consistent and considerable day and nighttime 
audience gains. 

ARB, November '58 to March '60, WAST 

NSI average ratings, April '59 
to March '60, 6 A.M. -6 P.M., WAST 

Saturday- Sunday 6 P.M.-Midnight WAST 

SELL Where People BUY 

UP 48.8% 

shows Prell being squeezed into a palm 
and worked into a lather, hair being 
combed, shaken and spilled around 
against strong backlighting by a sexy - 
looking model. Copy is limited to only 
44 words ' (vs. a usual 130 words in the 
average one -minute commercial) and 
keyed to the phrase "softness you can 
feel." 

In matching music to this setting, 
Eaton went to a musical style similar 
to Ravel for two arrangements; one 
made use of two flamenco guitars, the 
other used ten instruments, including 
French horns, trumpet, violin, harp, 
flute and drums. Human voices were 
also used in the latter arrangement for 
some of the copy phrasing. The overall 
effect is as sweepingly sensuous and 
pleasurable as the core of the Prell 
message. 

The treatment of Zest 

A commercial for another Procter & 
Gamble product, Zest, also reflects emo- 
tional personal product involvement. A 
mother and small daughter are caught 
outdoors in a spring rain by natural - 
setting photography. As in most Zest 
commercials, copy relates product to an 
electric feeling of clean, fresh "every 
pore breathes free" vitality. 

Here Eaton's musical job was to evoke 
reminiscence of the clean, fresh feeling 
of rain to a child and translate this into 
the type of physical sensation Zest will 
give to an adult. He accomplished it 
with what he calls "a one -minute Peter 
and the Wolf " -a Prokofiev- styled treat- 
ment of rain -rippled delicacy in the out- 
door scene, more vigorous in an after - 
shower toweling sequence. 

Orchestration was for ten instruments 
-chime effect for rain, violins for 
sweep, cymbal and woodwinds. In trans- 
lating character to musical instrument 
(to give each character a representative 
musical "image" or "voice "), the daugh- 
ter was represented by a flute (light- 
heartedness), the mother by an oboe 
(maturity). 

A current series of General Foods' 
Yuban ground and instant coffee com- 
mercials contains many uses of music 
and sound -effect technique. And music 
in Instant Yuban spots particularly 
gives an idea of the innovation possible 
in jingle and theme music. 

When the first Instant Yuban Coffee 
commercials were being prepared by 
B &B late last year, the instant prod- 
uct retained the theme words present 
in the brand's earlier music: "deep, 
dark, delicious Yuban." This music, 
however, needed a more modern sound 
representative of the "up -to- date" 
quality of instant coffee. Eaton worked 

To page 69 
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In TVtoo...FILM does the"impossible"! 
HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE -all at once! 
Multi -image to show multi -use! That's the effect 
used to win the busy housewife in a brilliant 60- 
second Corning Ware TV film commercial. Multi - 
image produced economically ... efficiently! 

Want special effects? Film is your answer! Film - 
and film alone -can do 3 things for you: (1) provide 
high -polish commercials, rich with optical effects; 
(2) give you crisp, vivid animation; (3) assure pene- 
tration and coverage the world over. 

For further information: Get in touch with Motion Picture Film Department 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

East Coast Division 
342 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Midwest Division 
1 30 East Randolph Drive 

Chicago 1, Ill. 

West Coast Division 
6706 Santa Monica Blvd. 

Hollywood 38, Calif. 

or W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale 
and distribution of Eastman Professional Motion Picture 

Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, Ill., Hollywood, Calif. 

ADVERTISER: Corning Glass Works- Consumer Produ 

PRODUCER: Audio Productions, Inc. 

ADVERTISING AGENCY: N. W. Ayer b Sons, Inc.. 
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Grey Advertising's media executives at a new.client meeting. Helen 
Wilbur, Media Group Supervisor; Aileen Barry, Chief Print Buyer; Ken 

Kearns, Chief Time Buyer; Gene Accas, Associate Director of Media; 
Joan Stark, Media Group Supervisor; Phil Branch, Media Group Super- 
visor; Dr. E. L. Deckinger, Vice President and Director of Media. 

NEW ACCOUNTS...NEW SCHEDULES 
...when competent media information is in real demand 
A typical time of media decision, caught by candid 
camera at an actual new- account meeting of Grey's 
Media Board of Strategy. This goes on somewhere every 
day, in agencies all over the land. 1959 saw 1688 agency 
account shifts. Every one meant a new schedule. 228 
major moves alone totaled more than $210,000,000 
worth of advertising contracts! 

Get on a new list at the start and you are well on the 
way to a contract. Miss out then and you have a long, 
hard selling job ahead. 

To improve your chances of proper consideration at the 
early stages, make your media information instantly 
accessible, and be sure it is competent to .serve the 
buyers' needs! 

Take another look at the people in the Grey media 
meeting. At this very moment they are selecting candi- 
dates for a new account schedule, using SRDS, their 
media -buying directory ... deciding which representa- 
tives to call in. They may remember the impressions 
your representatives or general promotion (and your 
competitors') have made in the past -but how well are 
you selling them now? 

With competent Service -Ads in SRDS 

YOU ARE THERE 
selling by helping people buy 

SR2,5 Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc. 
the national authority serving the media- buying function 
C. Laury Botthof, President and Publisher 
5201 OLD ORCHARD ROAD. SKOKIE, ILL., YORKTOWN 6.8500 118P 40 
SALES OFFICES -SKOKIE, NEW YORK. LOS ANGELES, ATLANTA 
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MUSIC FOR THE GOLDEN MINUTE 

out a .new theme arrangement in mod- 
ern chord progression, lingered on 
seven notes for four words. The result 
was a changed harmonic setting, a mod- 
ern difference. 

Similarly, with General Foods' Post 
Cereals, the blanket or master jingle 
"All Post cereals happen to be ... just 
a little bit better . . . than any other 
cereals happen to be," can be worded 
to suit each individual cereal, and /ot- 
its commercial setting, without chang- 
ing the basic tune of the jingle. 

What has happened to the original 
Post jingle, which meets all the require- 
ments of a good "toe- tapper," is an ex- 
pansion that leaves it free to tie into the 
important selling points of specific Post 
products. In one commercial for Post 
Toasties, for instance, the American 
qualities of corn were expressed by a 
jingle performed with a folk singer, 
folk instruments. In a Post Grape -Nuts 
Flakes commercial, emphasizing its en- 
ergy benefits, the jingle was given a mod- 
ern treatment, belted out in a husky - 
throated facsimile of Ethel Merman's 
voice. 

Sound effects for Yuban 

Sound effects as well as music have 
been playing an important part in some 
of the B &B commercials. The Yuban 
series has been making use of silent 
lead -ins with sound effects scored into 
the music as prelude to the theme -the 
key turning on a vacuum -packed can of 
Yuban and the air rushing in with a 

"pffft "; a bag of coffee beans being 
ripped open followed by the sound of 
beans pouring out. In other commer- 
cials: the sound (and picture in all cases) 
of corn being shucked and Post Toasties 
spilling out: a pick chipping open a 
block of ice containing a pitcher of iced 
Instant Maxwell House Coffee. 

Working in commercial music means 
being able to think in milliseconds. In 
the Yuban commercials, an example of 
how demanding is the 60- second -or -less 
time limit imposed on the music is seen 
in a segment picturing fine wine, steak 
and cheese -a quality comparison to 
Yuban richness through the use of aged 
coffee beans. 

The announcer intones " ... blended 
with aged coffee beans, aged to peak 
flavor like the best -flavored foods... . 

Pictures cut in here with close -ups of 
"rare vintage wine (celesta) . . . the 
choicest cheese (guitar) . . . the finest 
steak! (four French horns)." The ap- 
pearance of each food was matched with 
its representative musical instrument. 
Appearing together, I'he foods had 
merged instrumental accompaniment - 
all of this in the space of six seconds! 

Some commercials call for special 
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from page 66 

teatment, a musical match to photo- 
graphic action that is out of the or- 
dinary. In a Post Grape -Nuts Flakes 
spot. keyed to highlighting the energy 
this cereal provides, the opening se- 
quence is speed- motion photography of 
a man cutting a lawn. Eaton captured 
the fast -paced mood of energy with 
rapidly beating bongo drums. 

In another commercial for Post -Tens 
that macle use of tote- chimps in human 
dress at breakfast. Eaton combined a 

number of musical elements for comedy 
impact. 

This commercial opened un the ex- 

terior of a lovely house. a Senn% morn- 
ing. The prelude here was taken Iront 
the morning music ul Grieg s Peer (.ynt 
Suite. When the camera cut to the lam - 
ily of chimps eating and reaching for 
Post -Ten packages, the Post jingle was 
played. In a final scene, the chimps. now 
a four -piece band, play in synchroniza- 
tion with rock and roll music. 

Eaton rarely floes the full music al joh 
of writing, arranging and conducting 
for a commercial himself. Usuall% he 
"sketches" what is needed in the w.n 
of instruments and treatment and then 
supervises outside work. fo next page 

PROOF POSITIVE 

KOSA -TV 

Odessa -Midland 

leads in total 

homes reached in 

386 out of 465 rated 

quarter -hours.* 

KOSA -TV leads in 

the richest 151638 

C.S.I. per hsld. 

market in Texas. 

3 
QUALITY STATIONS 

QUALITY MANNETS 

1 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE 

THE BOLLINO COMPANY, INC. 

Ii I1,G 

ci AUGHN 

STATION 

. ,"," ry XVII -TV XOHA -TV 

T, ä 
..,. 

lack C. Vaughn 

Chrmn. of the Board 

Cecil L. Trigg 

President 

George C. Coll '= 

Nat. 
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' 1st in every survey 
since 
September 1955. 

2 Serves all of 
California's 
3rd largest TV market. 

3 Locally owned, 
operated 
and managed. 

4 Dominant local 
news service. 

5 Most coverage. 
Low band Channel 3. 

6 10 out of 10 Top 
Syndicates. 

7 Highest rated NBC 
station in the West. 

8 Full vtr service. 
2 Ampex. 

9 Solid, consistent 
programming and 
sales policies. 

10 15 years of top 
broadcast service to 
listeners and viewers 
in the 
Sacramento Valley. 

KCRA TV 
SACRAMENTO 

CHANNEL 3 

USI(: ,oulruurd 

I'he 138:B music director (who reports 
to Gordon \Vebber, vice president and 
director of broadcast commercial pro- 
duction) works on any account that 
needs music; this involves about 85 per 
cent of the agency's TV users. Over the 
last year, he has tyorked on roughly 150 
individual commercials, sometimes as 
many as 90 a month during heavy cam- 
paign preparation periods. 

Eaton's involvement in B &B com- 
mercials starts. irlualls, during the idea 
stage. Where music is an integral part 
of a commercial, as with Prell, Zest and 
Yuban, he confers with the copy writer, 
gets an idea of the best musical transla- 
tion of the copy concept. From this he 
works up a rough sketch of the basic 
musical theme and a way to develop it. 

After this he gets together with the 
writer, producer and art director to fur- 
ther develop the idea. Each man com- 
ments on the other's area; all work 
toward a unified concept or balance of 
oral, visual and musical elements, and 
agree on execution. 

The idea, now worked up into a rough 
musical track by Eaton, a storyboard by 
the writer and art director, a visual con- 
tinuity and style of photography plan by 
the producer, goes for client approval. 

Strongest element is produced first 

Once approved, production decision 
is made. This involves a choice of 
method. If one element is strongest in 
carrying the commercial -copy, photo- 
graphy or music -it is produced first 
and the other elements then geared to 
it. If picture is first, which is usually the 
case, Eaton will time out the footage. 
make a sketch of how the mood and 
continuity of music will occur. He then 
selects an arranger whose style and back- 
ground are "right" for the job. 

After this, Eaton will supervise the 
arranger, set up a recording session to 
reproduce the finished score. At the re- 
cording, Eaton will usually let the ar- 
ranger conduct, check for timing. bal- 
ance and make changes where necessary 
himself. When the producer is given all 
of the completed elements to make a 
final unit, Eaton will follow through. 
go with the producer to a "mix" rs-here 
all of the effects are combined. 

With advertiser realization that com- 
mercials can often perform better with 
the help of music, this "third column" 
is being allowed more expression . . 

its style and variety are broadening. 
Music for the "golden minute" is one 

of the toughest creative challenges 
around in television today. Experts like 
Eaton are doing their best to develop 
the potential of commercial music to its 
fullest. and they appear to be succeed- 
ing. END 

$50,000 A YEAR from frage 41 

Personal contact is a much -used and 
successful method of locating prospects, 
thanks to the wide variety of associations 
cultivated by the Executive Selection Di- 
vision executives, several of whom 
joined Young after retiring front jobs 
in the communications industry. Board 
chairman John Orr Young, easily one of 
advertising's foremost elder statesmen, 
has been in the business since 1908 on 
all three sides -agency (Lord & 'Thomas, 
Young & Henri, F. Wallis Armstrong, 
N. W. Ayer, Y &R), client (P &G) and 
media (Sall Lake Herald- Tribune). 

Division president John Adams was 
formerly with the Theodore MacManus 
Company (now MacManus, John & 

Adams -no relation) and the Saturday 
Evening Post. Executive vice president 
Herbert Dingwall worked for Curtis Pub- 
lishing Company both as a space sales- 
man and in personnel. Among the vice 
presidents, Eldridge Peterson was editor 
and publisher of Printers' Ink; Robert 
Smith was an executive with Mutual 
Broadcasting and a management con- 
sultant; Leon Eldot is a veteran of the 
Quaker Oats Company and L. Sonnen- 
born Associates; Olin (Spike) Saunders 
carne from Compton Advertising; Harry 
Walsh was assistant advertising manager 
of This Week; Stanley Adams was man- 
ager of the Ray -O -Vac Company and 
assistant to the president. 

Once names of possible candidates are 
accumulated through personal contact 
and other methods, the actual search be- 
gins. All resumes are carefully screened. 
Men who seem qualified are interviewed 
by Young executives, and those still 
deemed promising are fully investigated. 
This is a very thorough step that in- 
cludes character, community, business, 
credit, social and other references. 

All data concerning a prospect are 
given a thorough review by the Young 
executives. If they like what they see, a 
recommendation is made to the client. 
If he likes what he hears, a personal 
interview is arranged. 

Coaches" both before the meeting 

Before the meeting, however, Eldridge 
Peterson serves as "coach" to help candi- 
date and client each put his best foot 
forward. If he knows, for example, that 
a particular client has high regard for 
participation in community affairs, 
Peterson will remind the candidate to 
consider and stress his activities in this 
area. At the other end, coach Peterson 
might know that a candidate of excellent 
caliber is especially interested in tele- 
vision. So he will suggest that the client 
give all possible details on his TV plans. 

Coaching thus completed, client and 
executive meet. End of story. Better yet, 
a bright new beginning. END 
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If you are buying Television 

in Providence, Rhode Island, 

keep these facts in mind: In daytime NSI* homes 
reached, WJAR -TV has more than twice as many 
quarter -hour firsts; in nightime NSI* homes reached 
three times as many quarter -hour firsts as the sec- 
ond station! Furthermore, in NSI* homes reached, 
WJAR -TV carries 8 out of the top 10 network pro- 
grams, 9 out of the top 10 syndicated programs! 
WJAR -TV Channel 10 Providence NBC ABC 
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc. 

*Nielsen, August, 1960 

Daytime - Mon. -Fri. 8 A.M. -6 P.M 
Nighttime - Sun. -Sat. 6 P.M. -m i I' 
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PHILIP \IORR IS' GREENE I,orrr Page 17 

PM's policy: "We don't want editorial control, but there are some subjects we would want no part of 

As it happens, a dispute over the pre- 
cise nature of that climate showed signs 
for a while of developing into a major 
obstacle. CBS has a firm rule that ad- 
vertisers must buy programs in the Re- 
ports series sight unseen. Before purchas- 
ing the second batch of three shows. I'M 
reportedly insisted on a sneak preview. 
was ready to terminate talks when CBS 
stuck to its guns, then suddenly agreed 
to go along with the no- peeking policy 
after all. 

Although CBS won't show a foot of 
film in advance, it will apprise adver- 
tisers of the subjects to be covered on 
future Reports. with the understanding 
that a company purchasing multiple 
commitments may pull nut, without 
penalty, of any individual program it 
feels would be against its best interests. 
This flexibility was undoubtedly a re- 
assurance to PM. " \\'e don't want edi- 
torial control, but there are some sub - 
je( is we would want no pat of," Greene 

tss, declining to specify which, but 
hastily adding, "I don't mean contro- 
versy' per .se. A few years ago when we 
bought the 11Iike Wallace show On ABC 
for Parliament, there were those who 
tinged against it, saying Wallace is con- 
troversial. Controversy is not bad if the 
reporting is good. \\'hat I mean is that 
newspapers treat some subjects on page 
one and others on page 24. By the same 
token, on television I don't think every- 
thing should be on page one." 

Came to PM as office boy 
When Roger Greene came to Philip 

Morris as an office boy in 1936, selling 
tig:OCnes teas a relatively simple pin( 
ess. (:reeoes rise through the advet t is- 
ing department (where he held virtually 
every job, col ating in his appoint- 
ment as advertising vice ptesi,lent in 
1957) pretty closely parallels the develop- 
ment of cigarettes into a powerful in- 
dustry marked by fierce competition for 
an extremely Iterative market. 

'1-he industit's s.t,t growth. health 
problems anti t.nlit aIls c hanging pattern, 
nl marketing and (listiibutinn hang beet 
well clotununte(I in main plat (sec 
"( garotte \lakes,' f,untula hit TV 
Sot t css," petit ti ;u t 1960). I n 1959, 
t iga rette consumption per person 15 
years aotd over was at an all -time high of 
tt S pm ks--ocath two per cent over 1958 
and l', I,c r cent nose than ten years ago. 

I he 19ti(i, pininise to set still greater 
ieiut,ls, inaiOly, atcntding in the He- 
pa un( rat nl Awl( ultore, hoc arse of the 
(Dining Ill age ul (nnsuntets born during 
the post w;u baby boom, and the prob- 
able in( i ne in women smokers. 

7'hc prohlcm now is largely fragmenta- 

Lion. The day of the big brand seems to 
be over, thanks mostly to what appears 
to be a never -ending influx of new en- 
tries. Significantly, 75 per cent of Philip 
Morris' 1959 sales were from brands not 
on the market five years ago. Its com- 
petitors have been at least as busy in the 
new products arena, and the result is 
somewhat of a dog -eat -dog situation 
(among brands out of the same company 
as well as competitors') and a big reason 
why the cigarette industry has become 
one of the heaviest buyers of nighttime 
TV. 

Philip \(orris, while not the largest 
television advertiser of the cigarette 
makers, nevertheless last year spent a 
hefty 47 per cent of its substantial 
S22,903,000 ad budget in network TV, 
with another 15 per cent going to spot. 
Spending last year among its competi- 
tors tallied this way: R. J. Reynolds, 
S- 11,444,000 budget, 49 per cent in net- 
work, eight per cent in spot; American 
Tobacco, $33,307,000, 37 per cent in 
network, eight per cent in spot; P. Loril- 
lard, $28,362,000, 57 per cent in network, 
12 per cent in spot; Liggett & Myers, 
S25,703,000, 56 per cent in network, nine 
per cent in spot; Brown & \Villiamson, 
$22,976,000, 47 per cent in network, 33 
per cent in spot. 

With such enthusiastic spending, 
brands definitely tend to trip over one 
another on television. To cite just two 
examples: on alternate Tuesday nights at 
8:30, Philip Morris sponsors Dobie Gillis 
on CBS; immediately following at 9 is 
Brown & \Villiamson with Stagecoach 
West on ABC and American Tobacco 
with Thriller On NBC. Sunday nights 
(PM isn't involved here), there's Reyn- 
olds with Maverick on ABC at 8; Reyn- 
olds with Lawman On ABC and Loril- 
lard with Tab Hunter on NBC at 8:30; 
L &\1 with The Rebel on ABC at 9 and 
The Islanders at 9:30. 

Just how serious is this traffic situa- 
don? Like most advertisers, Greene 
grumbles a bit about the lack of choice 
availabilities, but he is not particularly 
bothered by the congestion. "We used 
to think we shouldn't have two of our 
own brands too close. Now you have 
your competitors'. But by and large, the 
public doesn't know who makes what 
cigarette. Essentially the consumer buys 
by brand, not by company. 

"We allocate a program to one brand 
as much as possible, but if it becomes ap- 
propriate or expedient we'll put another 
brand in. We believe in the value of 
continuity, but I don't think this is in- 
violate. We're not locked in. I don't 
think either that rotation has affected 
brand personality. And even if you do 

lose a little on identity by rotating, yo 
gain in flexibility." 

Philip Morris somewhat shocked th 
advertising industry when, in the sprin 
of 1955, it dropped the high -rated 1 

Love Lucy show after four years of spon 
sorship. In 1956, PM put only five pe 
cent of its $16,249,000 ad budget int 
network, while increasing its spot spend 
ing to 38 per cent. The official reaso 
was the necessity of using local medi 
for a region -by- region introduction of 
new brands. Since then, however, despit 
more new products, the company's per- 
centage of spending in network has rise 
steadily. 

No secret buying formula 
"I wish I could say we had some bi 

secret buying formula," says Greene 
"Nobody really has. We want as broa 
coverage as we can get as often as we can 
get it, and we must buy a variety of 
shows to achieve this. We buy some be 
cause they are very economical. Some 
have a high cost -per- thousand. We com- 
pare costs with our competitors' buys and 
try to maintain a competitive average in 
terms of reach and cost. But we do not 
buy just for cost efficiency. We buy pro 
football even though it isn't the most 
efficient buy in terms of cost- per -thou- 
sand. But it is a hell of an efficient bu 
for the Marlboro brand image." 

Greene adds that at his compan 
"copy is not affected by media strategy, 
except in rare cases." (One such case oc- 
curred when PM reportedly tried to tie 
in the missile described on "The Yea 
of the Polaris" with its commercial for 
the new Commander, an idea nixed by 
CBS.) "What we do," Greene continues, 
"is arrive at a basic sales proposition and 
develop it as best we can. The commer- 
cial or ad has to stand on its own two 
feet regardless of the medium." 

Dictating advertising strategy, of 
course, is the changing market. Straight 
cigarettes, which in 1952 strongly domi- 
nated the market with an 80.5 per cent 
share, rested at 30.5 last year. Filter 
brands currently enjoy 50 per cent of 
the total market compared tó a 1.3 per 
cent sliver eight years ago and, accord- 
ing to TvB, accounted for three out of 
four cigarette dollars spent on television 
gross time billings in 1959. Greene 
thinks there are some indications that 
filters are leveling off a bit, but sees a 
big shift to the combination menthol - 
filters, such as PM's Alpine. 

Confirming his optimism are trade ex- 
perts, who predict that sales of menthols 
(both filtered and straight) will rise to 
64,000,000,000 units by the end of 1960, 
compared to 51,100,000,000 units last 
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year. This would give the menthols 
about 14 per cent of the total cigarette 
volume. Four years ago they accounted 
for less than three per cent of the 
market. 

According to H. Hentz, New York 
stock brokers, Philip Morris' brands 
hold nine to ten per cent of the total 
cigarette market. In general, the fates 
and fortunes of the individual brands 
have reflected the trends of the total in- 

dustry. In 1959, Philip Morris straights 
declined. Cigarette authority Harry M. 

Wootten, who writes for Printers' Ink. 
puts the drop at 15.4 per cent from 1958 

to 1959, the second largest sales decline 
among all straight cigarettes. This fall, 
PM introduced the king -sized Com- 
mander, which in effect is the old long - 
sized Philip Morris, although the adver- 
tising heavily stresses that "The new 
king -size cigarettes are made in a rather 
remarkable new machine -the Mark VIII 
-that gently vacuum- cleans every strand 
of tobacco." 

Sales of PM's recessed -filter Parliament 
in 1959 were up 40 per cent over 1958, 
and according to the company have in- 
creased fourfold since it was re- launched 
as a popular -priced high -filtration cigar- 
ette two years ago. l' \I claims that its 
Marlboro "continues to be the largest 
selling brand in the flip -top box in all 
50 states." Wootton, however, reports 
that Marlboro's share of market fell off 
slightly last yeas-. 

Alpine tripled volume 
Riding the menthol title, PM's Alpine, 

introduced in the summer of 1959, has 
reportedly tripled its volume so far this 
year, largely through the big advertising 
push via Doyle Dane Bernbach. PM's 
Spud, however, introduced in 1930 and 
said to be the industry's first menthol 
brand on the market, gets little promo- 
tion and according to Wootten can 
claim only a negligible 0.1 per cent 
market share. 

The overall headache of pushing the 
sales of these brands ahead rests with 
Greene's boss, marketing director Ross 
Millhiser (promoted to the job a couple 
of months ago). Greene approves all ad- 
vertising and media plans, working 
closely with PM's brand managers under 
Millhiser and with the company's three 
advertising agencies: Leo Burnett (Marl- 
boro, Philip Morris, Commander, May- 
field); Benton & Bowles (Parliament): 
Doyle Dane Bernbach (Alpine, Spud, 
Benson & Hedges). 

The brand manager concept, insti- 
tuted several years ago by the late Parker 
McComas when he was president of PM, 
has proved an efficient move. Each brand 
manager is responsible for all aspects of 
his product- factory contact, packaging, 
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sales promotion. advertising, etc:. He con- 
sults with, among others, (Greene and 
sales vice president Ray Jones. 

Figuring the annual ad program is a 
many -sided affair. 'Ube brand managers 
make sales projections, as do Greene and 
Jones, "and we come up with some 
pretty accurate ones," Greene says. The 
agencies submit their recommendations. 
The company makes its own plan, inde- 
pendent of agencies and brand man- 
agers. \\'hen all proposals hoot all these 
sources are in, they are melded into a 
corporate plan, which may use recom- 
mendations intact, or may modify them 
by taking into consideration such factors 
as discounts. Everything ironed out, the 
plan is presented to l' \I president Jo- 
seph F. Cullman. 

Philip Morris has long stressed the 
"persona Iiiy" of its brands. :\ classic 
example is, of course, the Marlboro Man, 
who made the brand, but tvho has lately 
given wit% to the relaxed image ( "settle 
back with a \1arlboro ") plus a major 
attempt to achieve naturalism: most of 
the models in the commercials have 
slightly perceptible facial blemishes, "to 
make then[ look like the rest of us," 
Greene says. 

PM's marketing and ad strategies have 
apparcnth brought results. Net sales in 

1959 reached ',160,495,000, a 1.5 per cent 
jump from the previous veal: miel income 
increased 2.1i pl tent to SI7,51I,111111. 
Prospects lot 19110 seen[ even brighter. 
For the nine months ending September 
311, P\1 had a consnlid:ted net imnme 
of 515,818,000 and ,ale, mil 5378 ;179,111111, 

respectively 7.5 per mu and 1.3 pct tent 
over the saine period last year. 

Diversification has provided additional 
sources of income, an:l about 20 per cent 
of PM's consolidated revenues now come 
front non -tobacco products. In 1957, the 
company acquired \iilprint, Inc. (flexi- 
ble packaging materials): in 1957, Poly- 
mer Industries (adhesives and textile' 
( hcmic:tls) and in the spring of this year. 
A.S.R. Products Corporation, one of the 
nation's major manufacturers of razors 
and blades. 

Regarding the direction of the cigarette 
market, Roger Greene thinks the future 
is wide open."We pioneered with the flip - 
top box and we pioneered a long time 
ago by buying (lastinu t ad io programs on 
a consistent basis. \\'c think we are pio- 
neering by burying a program like CBS 
Re /ports to sell a product like cigarettes. 

" \Ve :c'en't the biggest tobacco com- 
pany by a long shot and we know it. But 
that doesn't mean it 1vi11 always be that 
way." END 
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to reflect the stature In a little over 

a decade, television has established itself as the most compelling 

medium of communications the world has ever known. Day after 
day, it demonstrates its unmatched ability to influence people .. . 

to move men's minds as it moves a nation's products and services. 

Because television, now more than ever, strikes so deeply into 

the every -day lives of the American public, its leaders -tl 
who control the destiny of this great industry -share an a IL 

power, a gigantic responsibility. It is to reveal the scope o r 
problems and achievements ... to reflect the stature of t ' 

vision industry through informed, thoughtful reporting -in 
... that TELEVISION MAGAZINE is dedicated. 

Television The Management Magazine of Broadcast Adverin 

11 
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135 AIRLINE MILES 

TWIN CITIES MINN. 
X s 

/ / 
129 AIRLINE MILES 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 

175 
AIRLINE MILES 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

108`y 
AIRLINE MILES 

MADISON, WIS. 

epal!lak 

WKBT Provides the Only Con- 
sistently- Dependable Signal for 
an Isolated Market of 160,000 
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa 
TV Homes (CBS Research). Ob- 
viously, it would Take Two or 
Three Times as Many TV Homes 
in a Multi- Station Market to De- 
liver a Comparable Audience. 

ABC CBS NBC 

LA C2OSSE WISCONISI N 
250,000 WATTS .............. 

Channel 

8.. 
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ADAMS from page ìo 

space, a little silence now and then to 
bring them back to your commercial? 
Now drop that into your "Benefits For- 
got" file. 

So all right, let's switch to video for a 
small while. Many's the time, with no 
coaxing, I have mounted my soap box 
(P &G, of course) to speak strong words 
about the strength of non -verbal com- 
mercials. To give relief to the ear -tired 
viewer? No, no, no. But because, skill- 
fully done, a non -verbal commercial can 
hook itself onto the memory and never 
let itself be shaken loose. 

Not many advertisers have managed 
to come up with really great non -verbal 
spots. 

Unforgettable Chevrolet commercial 

I he one that has or let's sa\ the one 
1 t annot forget is the Chevrolet family- 
shopping commercial. Anyway, let's put 
wordless wonders in the file, shall we? 
Benefits forgot. 

Yes, I heard you. All products do not 
lend themselves to the sell -without- wortls 
Urfa Linen t. 

A rather la /N was to dismiss a wor- 
thy idea, says I. How hard, how often 
have you tried to storyboard a commer- 
cial before one lone word is writ? Once 
the idea is set. go ahead, tell your story 
pictorially. If it falls apart at the scams. 
believe thee me it will take more than 
words to glue it together. 

\Yell. merry merry to you! After all. 
this is the month of mistletoe and holly 
and did -they- send -us -a -card- last- year? It's 
a month in which a lot of people cele. 
brate somebody's birthday and a lot of 
other people seen to think it's their 
birthday. Lt's a month of giving. And 
forgiving. I hope. Because . . . 

It was General Mills' cake 

In the August issue of this lovely mag- 
a/inc, I mentioned the giant monster 
strawberry shortcake commercial as a 

Pillsbury, .lob. It was not Pillsbury. It 

was a General Mills monster. Forgive 
me, Ann Pillsbury. Forgive me. Leo Bur- 
nett. 

And blessings an thee, Helen V. Nel- 

son of Compton. for discovering the 
error and taking the time to tell me. 

Your name and your thoughtfulness ate 
being filed gratefully in my collet tint) 

of "Benefits Forgot" and 1 hope I won't 
ever forget again to check and triple- 
t heck. 

Put the greens on the (loot and the 

tändle in the window. And hang the 
stockings by the chimney with true. 
Make it merry. Make it nicanintlul. 
Like it last. Let's never get so !MN \ of 

.elf- concerned that we'll one (la tik 
toter December 25 as one of the benefit. 
forgot, 1:N11 

Pompous? 
OH, NO SIR! PROUD! 
Proud to be associated with 

New York's new, elegant 
Dryden -East. The decor is dis- 

creetly lavish. Rooms are ex- 

traordinarily large, luxuriously 

appointed. 

Naturally, every room has indi- 

vidually controlled air condi- 

tioning, color television, FM 

radio, extension phone in bath- 

room, its own private cocktail 

bar. And may I venture to say, 

sir, the personalized service is 

unparalleled. 

\X'elcontc, sir -and madame-to 

* .+r 

Neu' ,=+ 

DiLIDEX - EAST 
Hotel 

39th Street, just East of 
Lexington Ace., New York 16 

tariff from 515 to 560 d+tily. 

Sr: rd e 

r 
aairr cuita ruifablr far large 

rau C ,Pa,tia, a year round Citi aPartmeat. 

Robert Samson, Genial Maisaga 
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SEVEN FALLACIES Jorn page 49 

"We cannot settle for a level of comparison that stultifies our understanding of what advertising 

or watch k or read it. or with where 
they are or what they're doing when 
exposure occurs. It depends on copy and 
on the product. Media people should 
confine themselves to counting expo- 
sures, and not worry about communica- 
don or consumer response. which is 

none of their business. 
2. The way advertising tontacas peo- 

ple. and the timing and duration and 
frequency and continuity of contact are 
relatively unimportant. Advertising is so 

lunverful that all you need to do is ex- 
pose people to it nnre. and they go out 
and buy the product. The more people 
you expose once. the more sales you'll 
make. 

3 The medium that produces the 
: exposures automatically creates the 

most communication and the highest re- 
sponse. Advertising productivity is in di- 
rect proportion to advertising exp., 

1. It is more important for us to know 
the possible exposures to advertising 
than it is to know the actual expesures 
w aloe g. This is true. regardless nl 
how generously we define "possible... 

5. All the obvious shortcunliugs nl 
audience data will disappear or Ixcome 
unimportant if we get them for all me- 
dia, and apply them indiscriminately 
across media pines. 

fi. Audience figures are generally ac- 
cepted in the business. We're on stile 
grounds as long as we stay with them. It's 
when we start to think that we get into 
t rouble. 

7. As intelligent as we arc, we haven't 
been able to develop very good measures 
of luny people perceive and accept and 
respond to advertising in different media. 
This proves that nobody will develop 
sound research con !INNS- 

1111'i nut(It point in pressing for research 
on this anyway. lxcause if it were pos- 
sible, we wouldn't Ix willing to pay for 
il. 

Affect daily media operation 
Cons( iously or unconsciously. we re. 

Ile. t these fallacies in ton many of our 
dan to 11.1% media operations. 

Sod sri, wo ;ill know that media do 
111.!1, thine,, brsidrs Inovidc exposure. If 
ut ut.d.r udrulati,nn on the basis of 

use per- iLnus:old. w know it is inup)0r- 
1.ou t0 look ul ("slyer-thousand-eyes 
diliet ently fretin r,rsl- per- thousand -ears, 
tir of lost- per- thauwodminds. We know 
it is important to distinguish between 
se( Is of exposut r .unl minulcs of 
st tidy 

We know than csrts Ir sol nl alter !is 
ing at innplishmeni is nattier. ell Its mr. 
dia. \t'e knot, than the media ,h,rsrn 
.le(I not out, tir trsp, su rr I Iir .id- 

vertising, but also the communication of 
the advertising to the individual prospect 
and the response that the advertising 
evokes. 

We know that media are not only 
wide, but that they have breadth and 
height and weight, and maybe even ten- 
sile strength. and that one of these di- 
mensions is not necessarily related to the 
other. 

We know that exposure does not guar- 
antee communication, that the inedia 
that provide the greatest cmerage and 
the greatest exposure are not necessarily 
those that also create the greatest prod- 
uct consideration and the most consumer 
reaction. 

And surely Ire know that, for many ad- 
vertisers. there is a minimum of fre- 
quency and continuity below which ad- 
vertising effort is largely wasted effort; 
that in many cases it is better to sustain 
it level of awareness and impression 
against fewer people than to try to reach 
everybody with no hequenty at all. 

The history of the advertising business 
has far too many examples of successes 
achieved against limited media audi- 
ences for us to believe that broad cover- 
age is the answer to every media prob- 
lem. 

lt'e know that effective advertising 
rarely results from the single exposure of 
a campaign against a maximum number 
of people: that most advertising involves 
a force and a frequency and continuity 
of impression against the people it 
reaches. Thin strategy or deep strategy. 
spread or concentration. has to be de- 
ll!, mined by the individual problem. not 
by the kind urf media data available. 

I think we all know. too, that audience 
measurements as they now exist reflect, 
in some large degree. what the media 
themselves want to see rather than the 
!cells ul the media buyers. Possibly if we 
had "nn ts.n, homes would not be quali- 
fied as tea( Iced by a publication if one 
ten -year roll child looke -I into the last 
issue. 

lVc might not want broadcast mcas- 
ureuents that report on tuned receivers. 
whether attended or unattended, and we 
might not want traffic counts that (mgct 
the somewhat basic question of real visi- 
bilin u, the individual consumer. 

\ir rnigM utit be trilling to settle for 
tsi Irle es l rued] re," for loose definitions 

that crake a shambles of c lativeautbi- 
en(r measures, and of studies of inter - 
media duplication. 

We k to acrd more audience data. 
urr.n(oed on a nunr uniform Istsis. But 
wr know wr aced lu tter audience data, 
tr o.:uul media information beyond the 
audience level. %Vt. know that researchers 

will continue to develop more and 
sophisticated and more and more I 
ceptive media measurements. 

We have had for a long time ind 
lions of vast inherent differences in c 

munications per- thousand -exposures 
different media, differences that may 
fleet copy influence, but that more 
roundly and uniformly reflect the 
Iluence of the media themselves. 

We know that the next big bre 
through may be in the combination 
these measures with audience measu 
just as advertising exposure, in the I 
several years. has progressively 
more combined with media audie 
We know that research cannot stop t 
tip finally w'e have studied definitely 
effect of media and media strategy 
consumer purchasing. 

"W. t limit our function" 
Finally, we know that we cannot, 

media people, limit our own functi 
and the acknowledged function of 
ilia. to creating exposures for advertisir 
We cannot afford to tie ourselves 
firmly to one level of media measurem 
that the seem to stop functioning a 

stop thinking at the point where we n 
out of data. 

We cannot settle for a level of co 

parison that demeans our image a 

that stultifies our real understanding 
what advertising is and how it works. 
cannot afford the small comfort of wot 
ing always within a safe definition 
function, when that comfort is boug 
with the derogation of media's imps 
tance and the media man's contributi( 
to the whole advertising process. 
must reassert mastery over our own st 

tistics. We must recognize audience me.' 
utrnents for exactly what they are. 

They are the yardsticks of our part 
the business. This is both their streng 
and their weakness, for they are ya 
.sticks, in a business that desperate 
needs scales and micrometers and re 
lien meters. They are the great les-ele 
that permit us to subject the most co 
plex and profound strategic questions I 

clerical attack and clerical solution. Tht 
provide authority for a field that wan 
for brilliance. They are at once 
judge and the perpetrator of most of o 
inedia planning. They provide, if not t 

rational basis. at least the basic ration 
for most media selection. 

\ud it n(c measurements are, and set 

14.. an indispensable part of media equip 
menu. But they should be identifiec 
without t« -serval ions as the point fro 
width we begin to apply good sen 
good thinking, and goxi experience t 

the doors of media decisioti. EN 
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